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IN THE 
Supreme Court of Appeals of Virginia· 
AT RICHMOND. 
Record No. 2241 
CAROLEEN BAKER, Plaintiff in Error, 
versus ', 
HUGH L. HOLLAND, AS COMMITTEE OF CAROLEEN 
·B~R, Defend~nt in Error. 
PETITION FOR-WRIT OF ERROR. 
To the Honorable Chtief Justice and Associate J1.tstices of the 
Supreme rOourt of .Appeals of Virginia: 
Your petitioner, Caroleen Baker, Plaintiff below, respect. 
fully represents·: 
That she is aggrieved by a final judgment of the CircuH 
Court of the City of Suffolk, rendered on the 8th day of 
,July, 1939, in the above styled action at law, and respect-
fully prays that a writ of error be awarded her from said , 
judgment, wherein the Trial Court entered judgment for 
Defendant in an action by notice of motion. Transcript of 
the record in the cause is filed herewith as a part of this 
petition. · 
Unless otherwise indicated the Plaintiff below, Caroleen 
Baker, and the Defendant below, Hugh L. Holland, as Com-
mittee of Caroleen Baker, will be referred to as Plaintiff and · 
Defendant respectively. 
2* · ·Plaintiff brought an action by notic.e of motion against 
Defendant, as her !Committee, wherein she moved the 
• 
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Court to terminate the authority of Defendant, if any, as her 
Committee, to require an accounting and rendition of funds 
due her, to declare null and void the proceedings wherein 
she was adjudged feeble-minded, and to declare null and 
void the proeeedings wherein Defendant was appointed her 
Committee (MS. R., pp. 1, 189). The trial Court heard the 
matter without a jury, denied the motion and entered judg-
ment in favor of Defendant, to which action of the Court 
Plaintiff duly excepted ( MS. R_., p. 188). 
PLAINTIFF ASSIGNS THE FOLLO,VING ER.RORS: 
That the Trial Court erred in-
(1) Denying Plaintiff's motion; 
(2) Refusing to terminate the authority of Defendant, as 
Committee ; · 
(3) Refusing to require an accounting and rendition of 
the funds due to Plaintiff by Defendant; • 
( 4) · Refusing to declare null and void the proceedings in 
which Plaintiff was declared feeble-minded; 
( 5) Refusing to declare null and void the proceedings in 
which Defendant was appointed 'Committee of Plaintiff; 
( 6) Declaring· Plaintiff feeble-minded, contrary to law and 
the evidence ; and · 
(7) Entering· judgment for Defendant. 
3* *BRIEF OUTLINE OF THE FACTS. 
Caroleen Baker, the Plaintiff, is a negro girl about twenty- . 
two years of age (MS. R., p. 10). She was orphaned at two 
years of age and thereafter lived with her grandmother (MS. 
R., p. 33), until the latter's death in 1932. "While with her 
grandmotlrnr she attended Booker Washington School, in 
Suffolk, and was promoted each year until she had reached 
the fifth gTade, when she was sent to St. Paul's at Lawrence-
ville, where she refused to stay after one term (MS. R., p. 
35). Very soon after her grandmother's death (MS. R., p, 
33) and because she was inclined to be somewhat wayward, 
Hug]1 L. Holland, her Guardian, who was appointed by the 
Circuit Court of the City of Suffolk on March 23rd, 1921 (Ex. 
3), (MS. R., p. 14), had her turned over to the State Welfare 
Board, at Richmond, by the Trial ,Justice of Nansemond 
Coun(,r. After being some time in (1'1[S. R., f,P· 1~-18) tlle 
custody of the Welfare Board, IN RICHMOND, it, _without 
notice to anyone, and on the petition of Elizabeth M. House-
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man (Ex. 3, 8th page), (MS. R., p. 128),.caused Caroleen to 
be declared feeble-minded and delivered to the custody of the 
Central State Hospital, at Petersburg, on May 5th, 1933 (MS. 
R., pp. 6, 13), where she remained, -with frequent furlougl1s 
(MS. R., p. 21) (Ex. "E") (actually being in custody two 
years and two months in six years) (MS. R., p. 147), until 
the 31st day of May, 1938, when she was finally discharged 
(MS. R., pp. 6, 165, 166). 
4* *During her detention she wove rugs, made baskets 
(MS. R., p. 20), and apparently had little restrict.ion. In 
1934 (M.S. R., pp. 21-23), on her own application, she came 
home and stayed with her aunt about six months in the coun-
try and was sent back because her Guardian found she was 
staying in .Suffolk and sent the Chi~f of Police to carry her 
back to Petersburg- (MS. R., pp. 21-23). On that occasion 
she stayed at the Hospital about a year and again came back. 
to Suffolk and lived with a colored preacher a.nd wife four . J 
or five months (MS. R., p. 24), then with an uncle about three 
months (MS. R., p. 25), when her Guardian sent her back to 
Petersburg· again (MS. R., p. 27), where she stayed eight 
months (MS. R,., p. 27), and was again furloughed to Annie 
May Davis, in Petersburg· (MS. R., p. 28), where she stayed 
about five months and took a course in beauty culture, in 
which she did exceptionally well (:MS. R., p. 61), and which· 
was cut short by the request of her Guardian (MS. R., p. 
29) that she come to Suffolk to be examined by G-overnment 
doctors at Hampton (M.S. R., p. 29). She thereafter re"" 
mained in Suffolk and on the 5th day of May, 1938, was 
dischm·ged by the Superintendent of the Central State Hos-
pital as not insane (Ex. "A"). 
The testimony of the Plaintiff is submitted in detail, and 
as a whole, to show her mental competency, and the testi-. 
mony of the lay witnesses as well as that of Dr. J. W. Pierce 
(MS. R., pp. 68-80) (Exs. "],'', ''G", ''H" &. ''I'') together 
with the exhibits testing her capacity show conclusively 
5* that *Plaintiff is of sound mind. The testimony of Drs. 
l\L S. Brent and J. L. Williams indicates that Plaintiff 
had the mind of a child of nine years and six months (MS .. 
R., p. 149). Their testimony, however, does not indicate a 
condition witl1in the Statute defining (Section 1075) feeble-
mindedness, as will be later shown. 
Drs. Williams ai1d Brent examined Caroleen in 1933, be-
fore issuance of the warrant hereinafter discussed, and again 
on May 16th, 1939, when Dr. "\Villiams .examined her in fif.;. 
teen minutes and Dr. Brent in ten (l\lIS. R., pp. 179, 180). 
On the motion of Hugh L. Holland, Guardian, he was ap-
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pointed Committee of Plaintiff (Exs. 4, 5, 6 & 7), on October 
16th, 1937, by the Circuit ·Court of the City of Suffolk. 
The amount to which Oaroleen is entitled to have an ac-
counting and rendition of by her 'Committee is approximately 
$13,500.00, arising out of certain insurance on the life of 
her father with the Veterans Administration and at his death 
paid to Caroleen 's Guardian, Hugh L. Holland, in monthly 
installments (MS. R., p. 170). 
Other pertinent facts will appear in more detail in the 
argument. 
THE ARGUMENT ON THE ASSIGNMENTS OF ERROR. 
In order to present the issues in a more orderly manner 
the assignments of error will not be arg·ued in consecutive 
order. 
·ASSIGNMENT OF ERROR (4j. 
That the Court erred in-
( 4) Refusing to declare null and void the proceedings in 
which Plaintiff was declared feeble-minded. 
The plaintiff asserts that the proceedings on which she 
was adjudicated feeble-minded were and are void, and that 
all subsequent prqceedings arising· therefrom are void. 
Under the Code of 1930, Sections. 1078, 1079 and 1080, 
under authority of which Plaintiff was adjudicated feeble-
minded, it is provided: 
''~1078. PETITION TO HAVE PERSON DECLARED 
FEE·BLE-MINDED.-No feeble-minded person shall be sent 
to any institution, except as hereinbefore or hereafter pro-· 
vided. When any person residing in this State shall be sup-
posed to be feeble-minded, any reputable citizen of the State 
may file a petition in the Circuit Court of the County, or 
Corporation Court of tl1e 'City, or with the judge thereof in 
vacation, or before any justice in the city or county in which 
such alleged feeble-minded person is found, setting forth un-
der oath the circumstances indicating the feeble-mindedness 
of the person named, the facts of his social and financial con-
dition and surroundings, and the. names and financial condi-
tion of the person, if any, having the custody or control, and 
on whom he is dependent, together with the names of his 
parents, or guardian, if he be a minor, or of the next of kin, · 
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if any person occupying any of these relations to the per-
son suspected of being feeble-minded be known to the peti-
tioner to be living in the county or citv in which the petition 
is filed. " ., 
''§1079. EXAMINATION OF ALLEGED 1FEEBLE-
MINDED PERSONS.-Thereupon it shall be the duty of 
the judge or the justice with whom such petition is fi_led to 
issue a warrant ordering sueh alleged feeble-minded perso:p. 
to be brought before him and to summon the custodian 
7f; if any of the alleged *feeble-minded person person, to-
gether with the parent, guardian, or next of kin named 
in the petition if they are found in his county or city, and · 
such other persons as may be deemed competent to testify 
to the condition and circumstances of the alleged feeble .. 
minded person, including two physicians or one physician 
and an approved mental examiner, such as is hereinafter de-
fined and provided for, and to enter or issue an order fixing 
the time and place for the examination of such feeble-minded 
person. The judge or the justice and the two physicians, one 
of whom shall, when practicable, be the family physician, and 
neither in any manner shall be related to or have any in-
terest in his estate, or the judge or the justice and one physi-
cian and approved mental examiner shall constitute a com- " 
mission to determine whether or not such person is feeble-
minded as alleged and whetl1er such person is under such 
proper supervision, care or control as to insure the welfare 
of himself, others or t.l1e community. 
'' rhe depositions of all witnesses, physicians, and so forth, 
shall be taken under oath and transcribed in writing." • • ,. 
"§1080. APPOINTMENT OF GUARDIAN OR COM-
MITTEE; COMMITMENT .-If the commission be satisfied 
that such person is not feeble-minded, he shall be discharged 
and· the petition dismissed. If the commission be satisfied 
that such person is feeble-minded, said commission may peti-
tion the circuit court of the county- or the corporation court 
of the city in which said commission is held, or the judge 
thereof in vacation, and tlw said court or judge may appoint 
some suitable person to be the g·ua.rdian or committee of the 
· person of such feeble-minded person, and · the said court or 
judge may also appoint. the same or a diffe.rent p~rson, 
guardian, or committee of the property of the feeble-mmded 
person, and such guardian or guardians s11all have the right 
and duty which pertain to guardians of the persons and 
property of the insane as provided for in this chapter, and 
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shall give such bond as may be required by isaid judge. . The 
jn.dge or justice acting· on the commission 1µ.ay commit such 
feeble-minded person to a private institut ~on approved by 
the State board of charities a.nd correcti01~s, or to a State 
colony for the feeble-minded. And tl(e said judge or 
8* justice may *commit said feeble-mind< d person to the 
custody of the sheriff of the county 01 serg-eant of the. 
city in which said c.ommission is held1 or t some other re-
sponsible person pending admission into tl e colony for the 
feeble-minded. Any person so adjudged to e feeble-minded 
by_ a commission shall within ten days the eafter have the· 
right of appeal to the circuit court of the c unty or the cor-
poration court of the city in which the conn · ssion was held,. 
or the ju'.dge thernof in vacation, and it E 1all be- unlawful 
for any sheriff, sergeant, other officer or p rson having the 
adjudged feeble-minded person in custody to deliver such 
feeble-minded person in custody to any colo y for the feeble-
minded or the agent thereof while such aJ' peal is pending-. 
Any person adjudged feeble-minded by a ci cuit or corpora-
tion court shall have a right of appeal to the· npreme court of 
appeals. The cost of the proceedings upon petition for de-
termining feeble-mindedness shall be defri ed in the same 
manner as is provided by law in proceeding·: to determine in-
sanity. The records of every proceeding efore a commis-
sion to determine the f eeble-mindeduess , any person a.s 
provided for in this chapter inclusive of etition, warrant, 
interrogatories and order of commitment a ,State colony 
for the feeble-minded shall be made in du] icate in writing, 
and signed by the jndg·e or justic-e and oth< members of the 
. commission and witnesses. The judge or j stice shall forth-
with on the same day deliver or transmi to the sheriff 
of the county, or serg·eant of the city one full copy 
of such record, and such sheriff or sergea t shall forthwith 
on the same day received transmit to the uperintendent of 
the colony to which the person is committe< this copy of the 
record and make application for his admiss. n as is provid.ed 
for in this chapter in the case of the ins; µne, epileptic and 
inebriate. The judge or justice shall trans '.nit forthwith and 
on the same day one copy of the said proce( dings to the clerk 
of the circuit court of tl1e county or the co l)Oration court of 
the city." 
It is clear from an examination of the pr ~ceedings wherein 
Plaintiff was adjudged feeble-minded (E} ~ 3, page 8) that 
the plain mandate of the law ha~ not b, \ n complied wit)1. 
9• *and no legal, orderly proceedmgs " re held wherem 
Plaintiff was so adjudged. 
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The prime and indispensable requirement of Section 1078 
is that there shall be first "filed a petition in the circuit court 
of, the county, or corporation court of the city, or with the 
judge thereof in vacation, or before any justice in the city 
or county-in which such feeble-minded person is found, set-
ting' forth under oath the circumstances indicating the feeble-
mindedness of the person named'', yet the petition filed is 
absolutely silent as to any such facts a.nd circumstances in-
dicating feeble-mindedness, but merely says, "see Doctors 
Report". Even if the Doctors' report were seen it would 
not even slightly indica.te feeble-mindedness, but more im-
portantly, the petition on its face shows that all of the .pro-
ceedings were held and the adjudication made before tho 
filing of the petition or the issuance of the warrant, and the 
petition and warrant followed the testimony and examination 
of Plaintiff. It is difficult to see how this can be a com-
pliance with the Statute, or be construed as a valid adjudi-
cation of feeble-mindedness. Certainly the Plaintiff, then 
sixteen yeats of age, had no notice of the charges against 
her when being subjected to examination and testimony was 
being· taken, and least of all could she defend herself against 
charges not yet made in-the petition or set forth in the war-
rant. 
JO* *The· prior filing of the petition under oath and. 
second, the issuance of the warrant pursuant thereto 
· under Section 1079, su,pra, are prerequisites to the summon-
ing·, formation and constitution of the commission to de-
termine the feeble-mindedness of the supposed incompetent, 
and so, at the time of the examination of Plaintiff, and the 
taking of the testimony of the witness there was in fact and 
in law no valid legally constituted commission in existence, 
to pass upon Plaintiff's feeble-mindedness and all acts per-
formed by the doctors and justice were without authority. 
illegal and of no force and effect. To hold otherwise would 
deprive Plaintiff of her liberty without notice of the charges 
against her, and without the due process of law essential -
under the Federal a.nd State Constitutions. 
In Mallory v. Va. Colon,y for the Feeble-minded, 123 Va. 
205, where the Petitioner was adjuclg·ed feeble-minded by a 
commission without the prior filing of a petition and issuance 
of a warrant setting forth information of the nature of the 
charges against him, it was HELD., that the proceedings 
therein were null and void. Said the Court: 
"But the statute prescribes a certain procedure to be fol-
lowed in order to confer jurisdiction on the 'commission' 
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to make the inquiry and 'report' af oresaic ~ It is required 
that in order to inaugurate the proceeding 1( :~ding up to said 
inquiry and 'report', a petition must be ~led, before the 
court, judg·e or justice designated in the sti 1tute, raising the 
issue of fact aforesaid and giving 'the nm _'es and financial 
condition of the persons, if any, havinf the custody and 
11 * control, and the parents, *g·uardians i d brothers and 
sisters, if any, of the alleged feeble inded person.' 
And the statute further provides that, 'Thei upon it shall be 
the duty of the judge or the justice with wJ m said petition 
is, filed, to issue a warrant ordering sue· alleged feeble-
minded person to be brought before him nd summon the 
persons named in the petition and such • her persons as 
may be deemed competent to testify to the < ndition and cir-
cumstances of the alleg·ed feeble-minded J rson, including 
two physicians * * * ' ,. etc. 
* * * * 
"In the instant case the 'commission' : ould have had 
jurisdiction to have made tl1c inquiry and re1 · rt if the alleged 
feeble-minded person had been brought j person before 
such 'commission' itpon a warrant isMted ·i1 accordance with 
(1lfl, application of a petitimi such a ... ~ the s1 tute first above 
nam,ed requires to inau,g·u,rate the proceeo ig. The public 
welfare is involved in such a case. The ~ me principle is 
involved as in a criminal case, wlrnre no rn ice to parent or 
~;uardiau of an infant accused of crime is eeded to confer 
jurisdiction on the court to take the infant nto custody and 
try him for the offense of which he may sta cl charged. But, 
as in a cri111:inal case so in the insta·nt case smne proced·ure 
.Qiving the acc11...c:e(l verson proceeded again information of 
the na.tu.re of the accusation a.gai·nst him ( 1 hether such per-
son be an infmlt or an adult is immaterial) . essential to the 
due process of law which is gua,ra,nteed to et'· ry ver,son by the 
foitrteenth anien.drment to the Federal 'Const idion. And had 
the statute under consideration not provid ~d for some such 
procedure, it would have been itself null tnd void because 
unconstitutional. 
"However, the statute involved in the 'hstant case does 
provide for due process of law, in that it requires that the 
proceeding shall be ina,11,gu,ra,ted bJJ a peti.t ton 'setting forth 
itnder oa.th the circimistances indicatin.,q t ~,e f eeble-niinded-
ness of t.he person n,cvmed,' and containing tother statements 
~uch as are specified in Secti9n 2 of the s tatute. Then the 
issuance of a warrant for the alleged feelJe-minded person 
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and a summoning of the persons named in the petition is 
required by section 3 of the statute. And by section 4 of the 
statute an appeal is given to the person accused of feeble-
mindedness to the Supreme Court of Appeals, following the 
disposition of the case by the circuit court or corporation 
court, or judge thereof. 
12* *''We are of opinion that a substantial compliance 
with the aforesaid requirements as to proeedure was 
essential to the jurisdiction of the 'commission' and of the 
said judge in the case before us. The whole proceeding· in, 
such a case is statu.tot·y, and, in analogy with the well under-
.stood doctrine touching the special j11,risd1iction of courts con-
! erred by statute, the statufory 1requirem,ents as to procedure 
are }'urisdictional and must be at least su,bstantially compUed 
with, otherwise a1'l,y order entered in the case will be null and 
void." {Italics supplied.) 
It is respectfully submitted that the Mallory Case, su.pra, 
is analogous to, and governs, the case at bar; that the juris-
dictiona.l requirements of .Sections 1078, 1079, and 1080, of 
the Code of 1930, in the "proceedings" adjudicating Plain-
tiff feeble-minded were not complied with; that the supposed 
"Commission" making· the "adjudication" was not legally 
constituted, and was without authority in the premises; that 
the "Commission's" ''adjudication" that the Plaintiff was 
feeble-minded was, and is, null and void, and the custody of 
the Central .State Hospital at all times illegal. The Trial 
Court consequently erred in not so holding. 
13* * ASSIGNMENTS OF ERROR (2), (3) AND (5). 
That the Trial Court erred in-
(2) Refusing· to terminate the authority of Defendant, as 
Committee; 
(3) Refusing to require an accounting and rendition of the 
funds due to Plaintiff by Defendant; and 
( 5) Refusing to declare null and -void the proceedings in 
which Defendant was appointed Committee of Plaintiff. 
Plaintiff further asserts that the order appointing Hugh 
L. Holland as her "Committee". entered by the Circuit 
Court of the City of Suffolk on October 16th, 1937, was and 
is null, void and of no effect; (Exs. 3, 4, 5., 6 and 7), that the 
Trial Court erred in refusing· to so hold, to terminate his au-
thority as such "Committee'', and to require an accounting 
and rendition of the funds in his hands. 
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If the adjudication of Plaintiff as feeble-minded is null and 
void it follows that the right to appoint a Committee for 
her person and estate, by whatever tribunal, is also null and 
void, the latter being dependent on the former. 
In addition the right and power to appoint a Committee 
for a feeble-minded person is purely statutory, and,. since it 
divests one of the custody and control of his own property, 
such statutory authority as exists must be strfotly adhered 
to. 
Section 1050 of the Code of 1930, as amended by the A~ts 
of 1932, provides. for the appointment of Committees for 
14 * *the insane and epileptic. Section 1080a provides for 
the appointment of a Committee for an aged incapable. 
Section 1080, supra, provides for the appointment 9£ a Com-
mittee for a feeble-mincled person. 
Under Section 1080, ~upra, it is provided that, ''If the com-
mission be satisfied that such person is feeble-minded, said 
com·mission may petition the Circuit Court of the County, or 
the Corporation Court of the City in which said commission 
is held, or the judge thereof, in vacation, and the said court 
or judge may appoint some suitable person to be the g1.rnrdian 
or committee of the person of such feeble-minded person, 
and the said court or judge may also appoint the same or a 
different person, guardian or committee of the property of 
the feeble-minded person, and such guardian or guardians, 
shall have the right and duty which pertain to guardians of 
tbe persons and property of the insane as provided for in 
this chapter, and shall give such bond as may be required by 
said judge. * '"' ft • ' ' Under this Section only the Commission 
may petition for the appointment of a Committee for a feeble-
minded person and such appointment is authorized only by 
the Circuit Court of the County, or Corporation Court of thP 
Citv in which such comniission is held. 
Such ''commission'' was held in the Citv of Richmond 
(Ex. 3, page 8), where the Plaintiff then resided, wherefore, 
the Circuit Court of the City of Suffolk was without au-
thority to appoint a Committee for Plaintiff 11pon the 
15* petition *of Hugh L. Ho11and, as Guardian of Plaintiff 
(Ex. 3), and its appointment of Defendant as Commit-· 
tee of Plaintiff was, and is, void and of no effect. The Trial 
Court then, should have so declared its order of October 
16th, 1937 .(Ex. 7), appointing Defendant as Committee of 
Plaintiff, and then and· there required Defendant to accom1t. 
for, and pay to Plaintiff the funds in his bands as such Com-
mittee, and, with due deference, Plaintiff asserts the Trial 
Court erred in its refusal so to do. 
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ASSIGNMENTS OF ERROR (1), (6) .AND. (7). 
That the Trial Court erred in-
(1) Denying Plaintiff's motion; 
(6) Declaring Plaintiff feeble-minded, contrary to law and 
the evidence ; and · · 
(7) Entering judgment for Defendant. 
These assignments have been touched upon in the discus-
sions of the assignments of error above; however, they were 
not fully covered there. 
The judgment of the Trial Court specifically found the 
Plaintiff to be "still feeble-minded'' (M. R., p. 188), and not 
on]y docs the Plaintiff challenge the. right of the Court to do 
so, but asserts tl1at the action of the Superintendent of 
] 6* *the Central State Hospital in granting Plaintiff a dis-
charge was, and is, binding upon the Trial Court and 
all others, including Defendant. 
The Plaintiff introduced in evidence (Ex. '' A"), her dis-
charge from the Central State Hospital g·ranted by Dr. H. 
C. Henry, its Superintendent, on May 31st, 1938, under the 
authority of Section 1091, of the Code of 1936, wherein he, 
and he alone, is specifically authorized to do so. The dis-
charges is without qualification, and while it uses the woi·ds, 
'' has this 31st day of May, 1938, been discharged from said 
Hospital as Not Insane", no other construction can be put 
upon the phrase than a full and final discharge in any, and 
nt all, events, since Plaintiff was never committed "as in-
~ane". 
In granting this discharge the Superintendent was per-
forming· a discretionary duty which was vested in him alone 
and t~e discharge so granted may not be a subject of enquiry, 
whether by the Coui't or others, and, in the humble judgment 
of counsel, the testimony or opinion of any subordinate of-
ficial of the Central State Hospital may not be received, or 
serve, to whittle away its effect or challenge its propriety as 
is attempted to be done hy Defendant in the use of the tes~ 
timony of Drs. Williams and Brent. Once the discharge is 
granted, not even the Superintendent may recall it, but the 
remedy is the filing of a petition, issuance of a warrant, 
17* *appointment of· a commission and trial of the matter 
in strict aceordance with the Sections 1078, 1079 and 
1080, .c;upra. Indemnity Co. v. Nalls, 160 Va. 246, 252. 
If the discharge did not restore Plaintiff to her legal rig·hts 
and plac.e in society wl1y not a furlough f The two, however, 
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are separate and distinct, and serve, and should serve, differ-
ent purposes. 
While the Trial Court 4as no jurisdiction to declare a per-
son feeble-minded, except by compliance with the sections 
noted, yet its decision in this case has that effect and the 
Court so declared- ( M. R., p. 188). In that it .is, with due 
respect, asserted, that the Trial Court erred. 
In Ma.llory v. Va. Colony for the Feeble-Minded, 123 Va. 
208, the Court said : 
"We are of opinion that the statute aforesaid does ·not 
contemplate that the said judg·e should have tried the issue 
whether the alleg·ed 'feeble-mindedne·ss' existed or did not 
exist. The 'Commission' is the tribunal created by the stat-
ute for the trial of s~ch issue. The powers of such judge are 
limited and are set forth in section 4 of the statute." 
The Court cannot do indirect! v that which it was without 
authority to do in the first instance, and it cannot abrogate 
the force and effect, or challenge the propriety, of the cer-
tificate of the Superintendent of the Central State Hospital 
granting a discharge to Plaintiff. ·The Court certainly had 
no jurisdiction over the Superintendent in the beginning, or 
during the interim, and it could certainly *gain . non() 
18,it by virtue of this Nrnse, though such is, after all, the re-
sult of the Court's judgment. 
]Jven were this not true, however, there· is no evidence to · 
support the judgment of the Court in that respect. 
Section 1075 of the Code of 1936, defining f9eble-minded, 
which has remained unchanged since prior to 1933, is ns fol-
fows: 
'' The words 'feeble-minded person' in this act shall be con-
~trued to mean any person with mental defectiveness from 
birth, or from an early age, but not a congenital idiot, so pro-
nounced that he is incapable of caring for himself or man-
aging his affairs, or of being taught to do so, and is unsafe 
m·id dan,rJerous to hiniself and to others and to the conim.wnity. 
and who consequently requires care and supervision and 
control· for the protection and welfare of himself, of othwrs 
,md of the conin1:m1Jity, but who is not classible as an 'insane 
p('.lr~ou' as usually interpreted.'' (Italics supplied.) 
It will be noted, that it is not sufficient fot one to be classed 
as a "feeble-minded person", that he be incapable of caring 
for himself, or managing his affairs, or of being taught to 
do so, but he must also be unsafe to himself, and dangerous 
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to others and the community, and as a consequence thereof 
require care, supervision and control for the protection and 
welfare of himself, others and the community. There is no 
evidence other than the mere opinion of the doctors, which 
is not based upon any competent facts, that the Plaintiff is 
feeble-minded within the meaning of the above statute, and 
in no place does it appear that she is unsafe *or dan4 
19* gerous to herself and ·others and to the community.. On 
the contrary the only reason, in .the yery beginning, for 
the declaration that Plaintiff was feeble-minded was the fact 
that she was inclined to be wayward. Out of, six years and 
one month in which she was under the supervision of the 
Central State Hospital she actually spent in their custody 
two years and two months. But whether in or out of the 
Hospital she· seems to have had no difficulty in caring fo1· 
herself, and in no instance has she ever been dangerous or 
unsafe to herself and others and to the community. She · 
has cared for herself, kept neat and tidy, offered no affront 
to anyone, and while she may not be able to quickly read 
diplomatic and legal parts of a newspaper, as one of the doc--
tors required (Ex. 1), the essential fact remained at all times 
that, while sl1e would only take a simple education, other 
than being- somewhat wayward in her teens she is not different 
f rum the average negro girl. · 
Her testimony, and the tests given lier (Ex. "F"), are 
submitted as concrete and irrefutable evidence of her mental 
status, and it is confidently asserted that no feeble-minded 
person could have shown the memory, reasoning and ability 
to stand up under cross examination that she did in this 
case, doctors to the contrary notwithstanding·. 
The burden of the defense is that Plaintiff has little edu-
cation, and could .not handle a large sum of money, •and 
20* her funds would shortly be dissipated, but who can Y 
That is not evidence of feeble-mindedness, as the cases 
full-handedly show (See 5 Michie Digest 808), neither is i]. 
literacv. The financial derelicts of 1929-1933 are living ex-
amples of the folly of many people in thinking they knew 
how to handle money, not a few of whom were lawyers, do~.-
tors and bankers; and many wish they had spent instead of 
pouring their money down rat holes trying to make more. 
But whether she knows how to judiciously spend money "is 
not an issue or a test in t11is case, nor within the -Court's 
province to govern. See Miller v. Rittledgr., 82 Va. 863, 1 S. 
E. 202; Beverley v. W a.lden, 61 Va. 147.· The one and only 
tc~st of feeble-mindedness is ,vhether one falls squarely within 
the definition thereof set forth in the statute. It is not what 
the doctors think, but a question of proof of the essentials 
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required by section 1075, supra, as a prerequisite to a judi-
cial finding of feeble-mindedness. 
It is, therefore, respectfully submitted that the Court erred 
in denying· Plaintiff's motion and entering judgment for De-
fendant; that the Comt was without jurisdiction to declare, 
or find, tllo Plaintiff feeble-minded and its judgment there-
about is contrary to the law and. the evidence, and patently 
erroneous. 
21 * * (A copy of this petition has been delivered to Hugh 
. L. Holland, Defendant in Error, the date of delivery 
l>eing- October 26th, 1939.} · 
(This petition is hereby adopted as the opening hrief; and 
connsel for Plaintiff in Error desire to state orally the rea-
son fo1· reviewing the errors, verdict and judgment com.-
plained of r) 
It is humbly averred that the· Trial Court erred as set 
forth in the above assignments of error and Plaintiff re-
spectfully prays that u writ of error be awarded her and 
the errors and judgment complained of reviewed and cor-
rected, and such other judgment entered as the justice of her 
cause requires. 
CAROLEEN BAKER, 
Plaintiff in Error. 
THOM.AS L .. WOODW AR.D and 
,JOHN II.. FULCHER, 
· Counsel for Plaintiff in Error. 
2·2,i.j i<We, Thomas L .. ·woodward and John H. Fulcher. 
Counsel practicing in the Supreme Court of Appeals or 
Virginia, do certify that in our opinion the judgment com-
plained of in the fore going petition should be reviewed by 
ibe Supreme Court of Appeals of Virginia. 
Given under our bands this 26th day of October, 1939. 
THOMAS L. ,voonw ARD. 
JOHN H. FULCHER.. 
Received October 28, 1939. 
M. B. W .A.TTS, Clerk. 
Received Nov. 6, 1939. 
C. VERNON SPR-ATLEY. 
November 15, 1939. 'Writ of error awarded by the Court. 
Bond $300. 
Y.B.W. 
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RECORD 
Filed in the Clerk's Office of the Circuit Court of the City 
of Suffolk, Virginia., July 25, 1939. 
CHAS. L .. HUTCHINS, Clerk. 
By RACHAEL B. WALTON, D. C. 
VIRGINIA: 
Pleas before the Circuit Court of the City of Suffolk, on 
l\!Ionday, the twenty-ninth day of May, in the year of our 
Lord, one thousand, nine hundred and thirty-nine: 
Be it remembered that heretofore, to-wit: 
In the Clerk's Office of the Circuit. Court of the City of 
Suffolk, on the 13th day of May, in the year one thousand, 
nine hundred and thirty-nine, . a Notice of Motion was filed 
in the foil owing words and figures, to-wit: 
Caroleen Baker, Plaintiff, 
V. 
Hugh L. Holland, Committee of Caroleen Baker, Defendant. 
rro Hugh L. Holland, Committee of Caroleen Baker: 
You are hereby notified that the undersigned will move the 
Honorable James L. M:cLemore, J udg·e of the Circuit ,Court 
of the City of Suffolk, Virginia, on the 18th day of May, 
1939, at ten o'clock A. M., or as soon thereafter a.s the uuder-
Rigned may be heard, at the Courthouse thereof of said court. 
for an order to terminate vour office or services as committee 
for the undersigned, on ·the ~:rounds that the undersigned 
has been fu1ly restored to sanity and is fully capable of han-
. clling her own property, as she the undersigned is now twenty-
two ( 22) :years of age. 
That the undersigned will also at the same time ask the 
Honorable Cou:rt to require you to render to the 
page 2 ~ undersi~ned a full accounting and a financial set-
tlement of vour office as committee for the under-
si.~ned. ~ 
Given under my hand this the 6th day of May, 1939. 
CAROLEEN BAKER, Plaintiff . 
• TORN H. FULCHER, p. q. 
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SERGEANT'S RETURN. 
Executed May 6, 1939, within the City of Suffolk, Va., by 
delivering a true copy of the within Notice of Motion in writ-
ing to Hugh L. Holland, Committee of Caroleen Baker, in 
person. 
Sgt. Fee Paid. 
W. H. vVAL'rON, Sergeant. 
page 3 ~ Virginia : 
W. H. vV ALTQN, 
City Sergeant. 
In the Circuit Court of the City of Suffolk. 
Caroleen Baker (Colored}, 
v. 
Hugh L. Holland, Committee of Caroleene Baker. 
RECORD. 
Stenographic report of all the testimony, together with all 
the motions, objeetions and exceptions ou the part of the re-
spective parties, the action of ·the Court in respect thereto, 
aud all other incidents of the trial of the case of Caroleene 
Baker v. Hugh L. Holland, Committee of Caroleene Baker, 
tried in the Circuit Court of the City of Suffolk, Virginia, on 
the 29th day of April, 1939, before the Honorable James L. 
MeLemore, Judge of said Court. 
Present: Mr. ,J olm H. Fulcher, for the plaintiff; nfr. Hugh 
L. Holland for the defendant . 
.. T. M. Knight, 
Shorthand Reporter, 
Norfolk-Newport News, Va. 
page 4 ~ :Mr. Holland: If your Honor pleases, there is a 
preliminary motion I wish to make in the begin-
ning, which is a renewal of the motion that I made in your 
office with opposing counsel present, to dismiss this proceed-
ing· on the ground that this is a notice brought by Caroleen 
Baker who is incompetent, and adjud~ed to be by this Court 
hy order entered October 16th, 1937. Previous to that she 
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had been an infant, and she became 21 years of age, and I 
filed various papers, including letters and certificates from 
Dr. Henry, who was at that time Superintendent of the Cen-
tral State Hospital, together with the original commitment 
papers showing that she was committed as feeble-minded. 
At the time we were in your office I didn't go into detail, hut 
I made that motion. Your Houor will recall that an incompe-
tent is not authorized by law to bring any suit or to be sued. 
All suits involving an mcompetent, under the law, shall be 
made by or against the committee except against the com-
mittee, and in that event it shall be brought by a next friend, 
shall be brought by a responsible person who is a next friend 
and who is approved by the Court. 
l\fr. Fulcher: In answer to that, your Honor, I ' 
page 5} want to say that we have a discharge from the colony 
. where this girl. was incarcerated because the law 
provides that the Supcrmtendent may discharge a person 
after it has been shown he has recovered; not only that, but 
she has a rig·ht under the law to come into Court and ask 
the Court to grant her her discharge. There are two ways 
in which discharges may b~ obtained. She can come into 
Court and ask the Court. to give her a discharge. Of course,. 
she would have to have some evidence to show that she had 
recovered, and the other way is where the Superintendent 
discharges her. We have his discharge in our hand which 
~hows that she is no longer au incompetent, and she can 
ln-ing a suit in her own right because she has been restored 
to her citizenship, or w·hatever it might be. We have this 
discharge here and we say we have a perfect right to bring 
this suit. Of course, it isn't for the Court to say whether a 
person is feeble-minded or has recovered, or anything like 
that. That is not within the province of the Court. The 
Court lias no jurisdiction in a matter like that. That matter 
· is brought up before a commission duly appointed 
page 6 } by the Court to say whether a person is insane, and 
my interpretation of the law is that it is up to the 
Superintendent of the asylu1!1 to say whether a peyson has 
recovered. vV e are not askmg the, Court for a discharge. 
vV e say we have our discharg·e and she has been restored, and 
she is asking for the possession of her property. 
The Court: "What does the discharge paper say? 
Mr. Fulcher: "This is to certify that Caroleen Baker who 
was admitted as a patron into the Central State Hospital, 
Virginia, on the 5th day of May, 1933, from the City of Rich-
mond, has this 31st day of May, 1938, been discharged from 
the said hospit..al as not insane. H. C. Henry, Superintend-
ent.'' 
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The Court: That doesn't deal with the question of feeble-
mindedness. 
Mr. Fulcher : No, sir. 
The Court: I will not pass on the motion until I hear the 
evidence. 
Mr. Holland: !_would like to say this in reply, a~ to in-
competent persoD:s : there are a lot of incompetent people 
who have never been committed to an asylum. Your Honor 
will remember the case we had sometime ago, of old 
page 7 ~ Mr. Brown. He has never been committed. I have 
an order substituting the name of a next friend. 
Mr. Fulcher: I would like to say this while we are on the 
subject, that the plaintiff wishes the record to show that she 
is appearing specially in these proceedings and that she is 
not here for the purpose of asking the Court to inquire into 
her feeble-mindedness or insanity. We are contending that 
the Court has no jurisdiction oyer matters of that kind es-
pecially where she has not applied to the Court for a dis-
charg·e. We are here holding· a discharge in our hands, and 
so far as adjudication of feeble-mindedness or ins~nity is con-
cerned, this certificate of discharge adjudicates that question, 
and we would like for the record to show that we are not 
waiving our rights on this question. In the event your Honor 
overrules me on that I would like to say this, in orcTer to 
avoid so much wrangling, that since this party was adjudged 
feeble-minded and sent to the colony for feeble-minded per-
sons, we contend that these proceedings or this inquiry ought 
to be confined to Section 1075 which defines feeble-minded 
persons. I say that in order that we might know 
page 8} the extent that we should go and so that we can be 
able to make our objections in the proper manner. 
It ought to be confined to 1075 which defines feeble-minded 
persons, since she was once adjudged feeble-minded. 
The Court: I will hear the testimony you have here and 
see where it leads us. 
Mr. Holland: I object to the plaintiff making any special 
appearance. She is the plaintiff in the case and we object 
to her coming to Court and making a limited appearance. 
As to Section 1075, there is no section specified in tho mo-
tio~. His notice is served on me as committeP alleginp: that 
she has been restored mentally. There are various sections 
on feeble-mindedness and incompetent persons, and I object 
to this proceeding being limited to any particular section of 
the Code. 
Mr. Fulcher: You have the papers here, haven't you Y 
The Court: I suppose the person who is making these al-
legations is represented by counsel and counsel is appearing. 
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I assume he means to say that he is appearing specially for 
her to make these motions. 
Mr. Fulcher: That is my position. 
Tlie Court: That part of it is not material. She 
page 9 ~ is in Court asking for relief, and she will have to 
submit herself to the judgment of the Court. 
Mr. Fulcher: I have the papers here showing where she 
was adjudged to be feeble-minded and I would like for you 
to take a look at them because that is the question involved 
here, and I don't see why we should have to ramble all over 
the Code about something pertaining to insanity. I imagine 
Mr. Holland is going to put on some evidence and I think 
it oug·ht to be confined to that particular section, 1075. 
The Court: How are you in ·Co~rt? 
Mr. Fulcher: On motion. 
The Court: A motion in writing T 
Mr. Fulcher: Yes, sir, and you had first set the case on 
the 18th, and, of course, you said you wanted to hear some 
testimony as to this plamtiff's recovery. 
The Court: Tlrnt hring·s up th.e same qu.estion of whether 
or not this girl is either restored or has sufficient mind to 
handle her own affairs. That is the only inquiry in this case. 
It is not a question of removal or not removal of Mr. Hol-
land at this time. The case is based on the ground that this 
person is fully capable of handling her own prop-
page 10 }- erty and has been restored to sanity, so that is the 
real issue. Swear the witnesses. 
Mr. Fulcher : We would like to have this certificate of dis-
charge introduced in evidence and marked "Plaintiff's Ex-
hibit A". ·which side do you want to hear first, your Honor? 
The Court : You are making the motion and it woulcl be 
up to you to prove your case. 
CAROLE&~ BAKER (Colored), 
the plaintiff, being first duly sworn, testified as follows: 
By 1\fr. Fulcher: 
· Q. Your name is Caroleen Baker, is it noU 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. You are the plaintiff in this case? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. How old are you t 
A. 22, g·oing in 23. 
Q. When were you 22? 
A. 1938. 
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A. 23. 
Caroleen Baker (Colored). 
Q. 19387 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. On your next birthday you will be how old Y 
Q. Where were you born, do you know? 
A .. Boykins, Virginia. 
Q. Do you know your mother and father's names? 
A. Well, I know what my grandparents told me, said my 
father was' Elijah Baker and my mother was Lena Baker. 
Q. Do you remember ever seeing your mother or father? 
A .. No, sir, I doe~n 't. 
Q. Where do you live at the present time? 
A. 503 Washington street. 
Q. In the City of Suffolk? 
A. Yes. 
Q. How long have you been living there? 
A. I have been living there around about five months. 
Q. Where did you live before you went there to live Y 
A. I lived with .my cousin, Bertha Sessom. 
Q. Where does Bertha Sessom live? 
A. County street, 223. 
Q. How long did you live with her; about how long did 
you live with heri 
A. About four months, I g-uess. 
Q. Wl1ere did you live before you went there Y 
pag·e 12 ~ A. With my aunt on Tynes street. 
Q. What is her namef 
A. :Mattie -Moore. 
Q. About how long did you live there with her? 
A. Between three and four months, I guess. 
Q. Prior to that time where did you live? 
A. I lived in Petersburg with Miss 4"nnie :M:ay Davis. 
Q. Lived in Petersburg· with Miss Annie May Davis t 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Was that after you came out of the Central Stat~ Hos-
pital? · 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. ·when did you leave the Central State Hospital Y 
A. I left the Central State Hospital in 1936, I think it were. 
Q. 1936? 
A. I am not for eure. 
Q. You are not sure. When·· yon left th~re where did jTOU 
go? . 
A. "When I left the hospital f 
Q. Yes. · 
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v""A. With Miss Annie May Davis. 
Q. How long did you. stay with her? 
A. I stayed with her around about six months, -I guess,. 
· something· like that. 
page 13 } Q. Were you furloughed to Miss Annie May 
Davis,. or did you just leave the hospital and go 
and stay with her f 
A. I was furloughed to Miss Annie May Davis. 
Q. How did you happen to get with her7 Did the Super-
intendent let you go, or what happened t . 
A. I guess the Superintendent did let me g-0. 
Q. Did Mr. Holland have anything to do with iU 
A. Yes, sir, he came there. 
Q. He came up there to the hospitaU 
A. Yes, sir. · 
Q. When did you first go up there to the hospitaU 
A. In 1933. _ 
Q. What caused you to go µp there t 
A. Well, just running around like a portion of other girls, 
and I didn't have a mother or father to chastise me. 
Q~ What I mean by that is were you giving ai;tybody any 
trouble or was your mind bad, or something like that¥ 
A. No, sir, my mind haven't never been bad. 
Q. Why did they send you to the hospital? 
A. I don't know, sir. That is what I want to know now~ 
w·hen he sent me to the Central State Hospital he didn't 
tell me because he came down to me in the country and said 
there was a Government lady in the office that wanted to 
see me. 
Q. Where were you living? 
}Jage 14 } A. Back of the King·s Church in Drivers .. 
Q. Who came out there? 
A. Mr. Holland. 
Q. What did he sayf 
A. He said a G-overnment lady was at his office and wanted 
to see me. · 
Q. What happened? 
A. He taken me, taken my aunt and I. He didn't come the 
old road. He went the new road, and then he went on to the 
Courthouse. 
Q. Courthouse where? 
A. Down on Milner street. 
Q. What did you clo up there in the Courthouse 7 
A. I didn't do anything. They talked. 
Q. W110 talked 7 
~ 
I 
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A. Mr. Holland. He talked to the Judge and I guess he 
talked to my aunt. 
Q. Did he-have any warrant or anything like that for you 
when he came out there 1 
A. No, sir, he didn~t. 
Q. Just took you and your aunt in the . car and brought 
you into the city here 1 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Did the Judge say anything to you Y 
A. I don't think he did. 
page 15 ~ Q. ·were there any doctors up there! 
A. I think there was one. 
Q. Who was this doc.tor¥ 
A. Dr. Joyner. 
Q. Had he been treating you f 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Did Dr. ,Joyner say anything to you that day°l 
A. If he did I just can't remember it. 
Q. Did they write down anything, 01· ask you any ques-
tions and write them down, while you were up there in this 
place! 
A. No, sir. 
Q. What did this lady say to you after she went up there! 
A. She didn't say anything to me, just asked me how I 
was getting on. 
Q. Did you tell her f 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Was this a white woman or colored woman? 
A. A white ladv. 
Q. Did she take you to Petersburg, to Richmond or any-
where? 
A. To Richmond. 
Q. What year was this f 
page 16 ~ A. In 1.933. 
Q. ,vhere did she carry you when she got to 
Richmond? 
.A. The first place was the detention home. 
Q. Detention home? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Was that in Richmond! 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. How long did you stay there? 
A. Stayed there, I guess, about two weeks or a little more. 
Q. Then what happened f 
.A. Then they taken me over to St. Phillip's Hospital. 
.. ,. 
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Q. How long did you stay there? 
.A. Two weeks. 
Q. What did they do to you while you were in the hos-
pital Y · 
A. Gave me some shots. 
Q. Shots? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Was your blood bad? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. After you left the hospital where were you carried Y 
A. First carried to the City Home. 
Q. The poor house? 
A. Yes, sir. 
page 17 ~ Q. ·was that -a girls' home? 
. A. No, sir, 1 don't think it were. 
Q. Why do you say it was not Y 
A. Because there was old people there, sick people, men 
was there, sick old men, and young men and young girls. 
Q. It was not like that other place you bad been, the de-
tention home Y · 
· A. No, sir. 
Q. At the detention home, were there any old people 
thereY 
A. No, sir. 
Q. Who was there Y 
A. Just young· girls. 
Q. How long did you stay in that. place f 
A. Three months. 
Q. Three months in the City Home 7 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. After yon ]eft there where did they carry you T 
A. To the Central State Hospital. 
Q. What caused thHm to take you from the City Home and 
carry you to the Central State Hospital? 
A. I don't know. 
Q. You had been in Richmond about how long before they 
took you to the Central State Hospital? . 
A. Altogether? 
page 18 ~ Q. Yes, about altogether Y 
A. About four months, I guess. 
Q. Then you went to Petersburg? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. How did they happen to take you from there and carry 
you to Petersburg? Did Mr. Ho1land come up to see you 
while you were in Richmond f 
, 
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A. No, sir. 
Q. He didn't come to see you at allf 
A. No, sir. 
Q. Why did they take you from this place and carry you to 
Petersburg·T 
A. I don't know, sir. 
Q. Did they tell you they were going· to carry you to Pe-
tersburg? 
A. No, sir; I didn't know it before the truck had came up 
and the lady was calling our names. 
Q. Calling other girls' names? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. How many gfrls came overt 
A. Four of us. 
Q. Four of you came over¥ 
A. Yes, sir. 
·Q. What did you do after you got to Petersburg? 
1>age 19 ~ What was the first thing· they did to you Y 
.A.. The fir:.;t t:\}ing they did was taken me on the 
receiving· ward imd after I got there they gave me a bath and 
gave me something to eat, and then put me in a room. 
Q. Put you in a room? 
A. Yes, sir, and so the next morning the attendant said 
she was not going to lock me up any more because I was not 
crazy, and then she put me down in the kitchen helping down 
there with the food and wa.shing dishes until the doctor at-
tending me on this ward told them to put me in the industrial 
room. 
Q. All of this was done in the oourse of two or three days¥ 
A. No, sir. 
Q. How long were you down there in the room where you 
said you were t 
· A. I was down there in the room, I guess, about three or 
four days, and then they put me in the social room where a 
lot of people were. They call it the social room. 
Q. So you were never confined while you were up there? 
4. No, sir, I was not confined. I never gave the hospital 
any trouble. '1:hey ncYer had to lock me up or anything. 
Q. Did you go where you wanted to p;o and do like you 
wanted to do up there T 
page 20 ~ A. I dicln 't do-
Q. I mean so far as behaving· yourself was con-
cerned f 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. They granted you all privileg·es; is that right¥ 
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A. Yes, sir. 
Q. After they put you in ilie industrial room, what did you 
do over there f 
A. Made rugs and helped make baskets. 
Q. Did you know how to do that before you went there! 
A. No, sir, I didn't. 
Q. Did your teacher have any trouble teaching you to make 
rugs and baskets! 
A. No, sir. 
Q. Who was your teacher f 
A. Miss Annie May Davis. 
Q. Is she down here todayf 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. How long were you 1:1nder her f 
A. I was under her until I came home. 
Q. Just when did you come hornet 
A. I came home-
Q. You came home tw·o or three times, didn't you t 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. What did you have reference to, the first time you came 
homeT 
page 21 } A. Yes, sir. 
Q. How did you happen to come home? 
A. I asked the doctor, and so-
Q. Which doctor did you ask? 
A. Dr. Gill. 
Q. Dr. Eley? 
.A. Dr. Gill. 
Q. He is one of the doctors up there? 
. A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Who was the Superintendent up there t 
A. Dr. H. C. Henry. 
Q. You say you asked the doctor what? 
A. I asked the doctor could I go home and he told me h~ 
was going to write Mr. Holland and tell him to come after me, 
and so I did. 
Q. Did Mr. Ho11and come for you? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. ·where did you g·o when you came home that time? 
A. I went down in the country, back with my aunt. 
Q. That is where you were ,when you first went awayf 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. How long did you stay down there with your aunt, or 
I will ask you how long did you stay out of the hospital before 
you went back, if you went backf 
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. A. I guess I stayed out there around about six 
page 22 ~ months, I guess. 
Q. Around about six months Y 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. How did yoµ happen to go backt 
A. Well, just-,-
Q. Just tell why you happened to go back. 
A. Just running around with other young girls and boys, 
that is all. · 
Q. You started running arom1d. ·what did you do, walk 
back up to Petersburg? -
A. No, sir. 
Q. How did you ;happen to get back up there! 
A. Mr. Holland sent Mr. Churn after me. 
Q. Mr. Churn f 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Where were you when he came for you T 
A. On Tynes street to my aunt's house. 
Q. Were you doing anything? 
A. No, sir, not then I wasn't doing anything. 
Q. How did :Mr. Holland know you were there f 
A. I guess somebody told him, I guess. 
Q. Did Mr. Churn tell you why he had come for you? 
A. No, sir. He just told me to get in the car and so I got 
in the car. -
Q. He just took you right on back to Peters-
page. 23 } burg; is that rightY 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Didn't he take you by to see Mr. Holland Y 
A. He stopped to the City .Courthouse. 
Q. Stopped at the City Courthouse? 
A. The City Hall, yes, sir. 
Q. And carried you on back to Petersburg? 
A. Yes, sir. 




A. Yes: sir. 
Q. That was when you went back up there f 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. How lo;ng did you stay up there at that timef 
.A. I stayed up there at that time a year. 
Q. And then came back? 
A. Yes, sir. 
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Q. ·when you ~ame out at that time where did you got. 
A. Went to Reverend Lowe's, C. C. Lowe. 
Q. How did you get out of the hospital at that time? 
A. I asked the doctor like I did first and he asked me to 
write Mr. Ho1land to come for me, and he came for me. 
Q. The doctor left everything up to Mr. Hol-
pag·e 24 ~ land Y . 
A. Yes, sir, I guess so. ~ 
Q. Did you write Mr. Holland 7 / 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Did he come for you Y 
A. 1:es, sir. · 
Q. .Pi.nd carried you down to Reyerend Lowe's? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. How long did you stay there at Reverend Lowe's 7 
A. As near as I can get at it, around about four or five 
mouths, I guess. 
Q. Why dicl you leave there? 
A. Well, both was Christian people and I liked to run 
around with other girls, and I just left. 
Q. What do you mean by both were Christian people Y They 
were sanctified, were they f 
A. Yes, sir. 
Mr. Holland: I object to the lawyer putting words in her 
mouth. She said they were Christian people. 
Mr. Fulcher: I think this is one place I have a right to, 
when you are dealing with feeble-minded or insane. 
The Court: Are you admitting· thaU 
Mr. Fulcher: I don't admit it, no, sir. 
Bv Mr. Fulcher: 
page 25 ~ ·Q. Their way of living didn't work out ·WHh 
yours and you walked offY 
A. Yes, sir, I just left. 
Q. Where did you go when you left there f 
A. With mv uncle. 
Q. Which one of your uncles T 
A. Jimmy Baker. 
Q. Where does he Ii ve? 
A. Now on Oak street. 
Q. How long did you stay witl1 him Y 
A. I stayed with him, I reckon, about three months. 
Q. What happened then? 
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A. Well, they was-I just didn't want to stay there be-
cause my ways didn't suit them; that is all. 
Q. What did you dot Were you bad, or anything like thatf 
A. I wasn't any badder than the rest of the girls, just run· 
ning around, and I didn't think they liked it. 
Q. Did they tell you they didn't like it? 
A. No, sir, they didn't tell me they didn't like it, but I 
don't think they liked it. . 
Q. You walked right off and didn't give them a chancE> 
to tell you? 
A. No, sir. 
Q. How a bout Reverend Lowe, did you walk 
page 26 ~ away from his house before he told you he didn't 
like the way you were living·? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Before he· said anything to you f 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Your conscience led you to believe they didn't like thfl · 
way you were living and you walked off? 
A. Yes, sir. . 
Q. I believe thi~ is the second time you have come from 
the hospital? 
A .. Yes, sir. 
Q. How long were you here before you were carried back, 
before you were taken back the second time t 
A . .About six months, I guess. 
Q. What happened then Y 
A. The same thing. 
Q. The same thing? 
A. lust running around like I werP at first. 
Q. How did you happen tq go back to the asylum Y 
A. I guess somebody reported me to Mr. Holland and h'=' 
sent :Mr. Churn after me at that time. 
Q. He sent him back for you again T · 
A. Yes, sir. .. 
Q. Did you ·go up to see Mr. Holland or did he come to 
see you Y 
A. I would go backwards and forwards to get 
page 27 ~ money. 
Q. Did he ever ask you how you were getting 
along and what you were doing, and things like that? 
A. No, sir, he didn't ask me what I was doing. 
Q. Did he ever tell you how you ought to do, or you ought 
· , to behave yourself, or anything like that T 
A. No, sir. 
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Q. · He didn't bother with you f · 
A. Just give me money and sent me back to Petersburg 
when he got ready, I guess. Of course, I didn't just do like 
he wanteq me, I guess. 
Q. · How did you. know what he wanted you to do if he 
never talked to yon! 
- A. I don't know. 
Q. After you went back to Petersburg this time you just 
mentioned, how long did you stay there at that time Y 
A. Eight months. 
Q. Eight months 7 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Then where did you go after _you left the hospital! 
A. To Miss Annie May Davis. 
Q. She lived where Y 
A. 515 Virginia avenue, Petersburg, Virginia. 
Q. How long did you stay with her Y 
A. I stayed with her, I guess, around about fivr 
page 28 } or six months, I guess; I don't know exactly. 
Q. She is the lady who was keeping you over 
there at the hospitaU · 
A. Yes, sir. . 
Q. _What did you do after you left the hospital and went 
to stay with Miss Davis? Did you do any kind of work or 
anything? · . ··· 
A. I worked around in the house and then I taken up a 
course, beauty course. 
Q. You took a course in beauty eulturef 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Did you finish the course t 
A. No, sir. 
Q. How long were you taking that course? 
A. About four months, I guess. -
Q. How much. time would it have required you to have 
finished it? 
A. ·well, around about .five more. 
Q. Five more months? · 
.A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And you would have completed the course t 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Why didn't you complete the course? 
A. Mr. Ho1land written me and told me to be down here 
on the 4th of January, that he wanted to take me 
page 29 } to Kecoug·htan to be examined. 
,· - Q. So you came home because Mr. Holland 
wrote you to come home 7 
,,;,, 
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A. Yes, sir. 
Q. You cut short your course; is that right! 
A. Yes, sir, and after I got down here I went and asked 
him could I stay and he told me sure, it would be better fo-r 
me and him, too. · 
Q. What did you do at this place, K.ecoughtan f 
A. They examined me. 
Q. Who examh1ed you? 
A. The doctor. 
Q. What did they do or say to yorr-0! 
A. Askea me a lot of questions. 
Q. For instance,. whatY Tell us some of the questions they 
asked you. 
A. They asked me how was I getting· along and I told them, 
and then they asked me which was the longest river-which 
was the longest bridge. 
Q. The longest bridge where, in the world or Virginia t 
A. In Virginia. . 
Q. What did yon tell themf 
A. I told t11em James R.iver. 
Q. The James River bridge! 
· A. Yes, sir. 
page 30 J Q. Are there any other questions yon remem-
ber they asked you f . · 
A. He asked me how much did I make in fixing hair. 
Q. What did you tell him f 
A. I told him I didn't finish it, and I didn't have my equip-
ment and I could not charge people the regular price, and 
so I told him I made some weeks all the way fro1n $3.50 to 
$4.50 because I could not charge the regular price because r 
didn't have all the things. 
Q. Were you dressing hair at that time? 
A. Yes, sir. _ 
Q. Did you have license to dress hnirf 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. How did you get your license f 
A. I went up and spoke to Mr. Holland about it and he 
bought it for me. 
Mr. Fulcher: I don't know whether we should put them 
in evidence. I will ask to withdraw them. I would like for 
your Honor to see them. 
'The Court: You can get them back. 
Note: The license was thereupon marked '' Exhibits B 
and C". 
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By Mr. :B"\dcher: 
Q. I believe you say you told them you were rriaking 
around $3.50 a. week1 
page 31 ~ A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Aud if you had your equipment you could 
make more money:? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. If you had sufficient equipment are you in position to 
make a livi~g- for yourself dressing hair 1 
.A.. Yes, sir. 
Q. The hair dressing business is a pretty lucrative busi-
ness, isn't it Y .It is a pretty good business, isn't it? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Do you have any customers Y 
A. Yes, sir, I have customers. 
Q. How long· have you been doing that business i 
A. I have been doing it eyer since I came from the Cen-
tral State l~ospital. 
Q. Ever since you came to Suffolk Y 
.A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Have you ever asked Mr. Holland to buy you any equip-
ment so that you could set up in business and work? 
.A. No, sh\ I didn't ask him for the money to get all of 
those things. 
· Q. Didn't he know you could not do business unless you 
did have the equipmenU What is the use of your getting 
lessons if you didn't have the equipment or going 
page 32 ~ to conduct a business? How were you going to do 
iU 
A. I don't know, sir. 
Q. You didn't tell him what you had to have? 
A. I told him if he would give me money enough to buy 
a stove and a comb, like that. I know it was not the thing 
to ask him for the money for the other things. 
Q. Why? 
A. Because I didn't think he would give it to me. 
Q. It was your money, and if you wanted to help your-
self why should he not give it to you t 
A. I don't know, sir. 
Q. What did the people tell you about your work when. 
yon went ove1· to this hospital to be examined? What did 
they say? . 
A. They asked me how much did I earn a week now. 
Q. Did Mr. Holland have anything to say to you .about it-
after you left there, after you left the hospital T · 
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A. No, sir. 
Q. He didn't say anything to you about what the people 
said to you over there either? 
A. No, sir. 
Q. I believe you stated that your mother and father both 
died when you were very young. 
A. Yes, sir. · 
Q. vVho reared you¥ 
page 33 ~ A. My grandmother. 
Q. ·what was her name? 
A. Moriah Yates. 
Q. Is she living· or dead f 
A. She is dead. 
Q. How long has she been dead t 
A. About seven years. 
Q. Before she died had you gone up to the Central State 
·Hospital f 
A. No, sir. 
Q. How did you get along during her life? 
A. I got along fine. 
Q. Did you have any dealings with Mr. Holland then t 
A. No, sir. I would go up there with her sometimes. 
Q. How long· was she dead before you were sent away? 
A. I g·uess about a month. 
Q. About a month after she died they sent you awayT 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Have you e-ver been to school? 
Pi.. "Y'es, sir. . 
Q. ·where did you go to school Y 
A. Booker T. 
Q. How many years did you go up there? 
A. Four. 
Q. Were you promoted? 
page 34 ~ A. Yes, sir. 
Q. "\Vho were your teachers f 
A. My first one was Miss Ashe. 
Q. Mrs. Bell now? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Who was your next teacher? 
A. Miss Arrington. 
Q. Were you promoted from :Mrs. Bell's room to Miss Ar-
ring-ton 's? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. ,vi10 was your next teacher Y 
A. Miss Finch. · 
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Q. Were you promoted to her room f 
.A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Who was your next teacher 2 
A. Miss Gayle. 
Q. You were promoted from one i·oom to the other! 
.A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Is that the only school you have ever been to 7 
.A. Went to St. Paul's a while. · 
Q. At Lawrenceville f 
A. Yes, sir. • 
Q. Who was the principal up there? 
A. Reverend Adam Russell was the principal up there. 
· Q. Do you remember who your teachers were 
page 35 } up there? 
A. I can't think of her name. 
Q. Was it a man or a woman? 
A. A lady. 
Q. How long did you stay up there f 
A. I guess about one term. 
Q. W'hy did you stop school? 
A. I don't know; just would go ahead-just would not go: 
that is all. 
Q. ,Just got tired and quiU 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. You see your mistake now, don't you? 
A. Sure, I really does. I wish I had kept on now. 
Q. How far in school did you get? 
A. I was promoted to the fifth grade but I didn't go. 
Q. Didn't complete that term of work? 
A. No, sir. 
CROSS EXAMLNATION. 
Bv Mr. Holland: 
· Q. Caroleen, how much money liave I got in hand for you: 
do vou know? 
A. No, sir, I don't, no more than what I hear you say. 
Q. What is thatt 
A. You told me it was around between tllirteen and four-
teen thousand dollars; that is what you told me. 
Q. Do you know how it is invested? 
page 36 ~ A. You said in Government bonds. 
· Q. Do you know what your income is from it a 
year, approximately? 
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A. You told me it was $57.00 a month. I think that is 
what you told me. 
Q. $57.50 a month. \Vhen you come to think about it, that 
is the amount I got for many years for insurance. Didn't I 
get $57 .50 a month from the Government for insurance Y 
A. I guess so. 
Q. I am talking about i'ncome from y<;>ur property. Do 
you know how-much I get in for you as committee¥ 
.A. No, sir, I doesn't. 
Q. You have never asked me, have youf 
A. No, sir, I haven't. · 
Q. And you dou 't know anything about what your income 
is? 
A. No, sir. 
Q. You have always wanted an automobile, haven't you f 
A. Yes, sir. · 
Mr. F'ulcher: I object to that question. I don't think 
that is a proper question to ask. Who in the world doesn't 
want ari automobile and who doesn't have one if they can 
get onet I don't think that has got a thing to do 
page 37 } with this girl's soundness of mind. 
The Court : Ask her the question. You asked 
anything you pleased, and I will let him do the same. 
Mr. Fulcher: We except. 
By Mr. Holland: 
Q. You have asked me for many years for an automobile. 
haven't you? 
A. Yes, sir, I asked you and you told me you were not go-
ing to give it to me. 
Q. Then you asked me for a house and lot, to buy a house 
and lot for vou sometime ago Y 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. How much would that cost? 
A. The man told me he would take $2,000.00 for it because 
it was right up in town. 
Q. Do you know how much the house rents for Y 
A. No, sir, I doesn't. 
Q. I told you I would take it up with the Government and 
would let you know, didn't I Y 
A. That is what you said. 
Q. And I told you later I could not recommend it; is that 
rightf 
A. Yes, sir. 
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Q. You told lawyer Fulcher that you never asked me for 
any money to buy any equipment for you to put in 
page 38 ~ the hair dressing business T . 
· A. I told you no more than a stove-money for 
a stove and a comb. 
Q. And I gave you that money, didn't I? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. I gave you practically all the money you asked for only 
sometimes you would ask for $50.00 for dresses and clothe8 
and I would c.ut it down to $25.007 
A. I don't think I O\. .. er asked you for money for clothes, 
$50.00. · . 
Q. $25.00. I have given you all the money you have asked 
for? 
A. Sometimes you did and sometimes you didn't. 
Q. You have been getting $9.00 a week for some months! 
A. I have. 
Q. $4.00 to Maggie Williams and $5.00 to you? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. When you left Annie May Davis, she was a very good 
friend of yours, and taught you how to make rugs up there. 
You left her house and told her you were coming back in 
about a week, didn't you Y 
A. Sure, I told her I was coming back. 
Q. You came down- here and I took you over to Kecough-
tan t.o be examined by the Government doctor, didn't I 7 
A. Yes, sir. 
page 39 ~ Q. He had a private examination of you and 
~ kept you in there most of the day? 
A. Nearly. 
Q. And I wasn't in there at alU. 
A. No, sir. 
Q. Then we brought you back, and didn't you come up 
there the following day and didI]. 't I give you $10.00 to go 
back to Annie May Davis' house 1 
A. A few days after that. · -
Q. Didn't you tell me you wanted to go back to Annie May 
Davis! 
A. I told you I wanted to go back. 
Q. And you told me what train you 'Yere going to ]eave 
on to go back to Peters burµ:, on the eight o'clock train, wasn't 
it? Do you remember telling me that? . 
A. If I told vou I can't remember. 
Q. And instead of going back you didn't go back. 
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Mr. Fulcher: Let her finish answering the_ question. 
A. I say I can't re·member. It is just as well for me to tell 
the truth, and if you did-
Bv Mr. Holland: 
··Q. It was a general understanding, and you told me you 
were going back and told Annie May you were g·oing back Y 
A. I told her I was going back. 
Q. You never went back and never wrote her 
page 40 ~ and never saw her from that time until a few days 
ago when you and lawyer Fulcher went up there 
to see her; is that right Y 
A. Sure, it is right.. 
Q. If you told her you were down here on a visit and she 
had been so good to you, why didn't you write a letter and 
tell her that you had decided to live in Suffolk f 
A. Because I hardly ever do any vn·iting unless I am con-
fined and trying to get out. 
Q. When you get to Petersburg you write to get ouU 
A. Yes, sir, and wouldn't you write to get your privilege f 
Q. That is the only time you write letters·¥ 
A. When I am confined. 
Q. When your grandmother, Mdriah Yates, was 'Jiving· 
didn't she make a complaint to me in your presence that she 
could not g·et you to go to school, that you would take your , 
books but ·would not go to school but would hang out up and 
down the railroad? 
A. I don't know, sir. Q. Is that a fact? 
A. No, sir, it is not a fact that I 4ung· down the railroad. 
Q. You didn't go to school regularly:¥ 
· A. Sometimes I went anci sometimes I didn't. 
page 41 ~ Q. Your grandmother got me to make special 
arrangements with Superintendent Howell to give 
you private lessons, to have his wife give you private lessons 
iil his home¥ 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. How many lessons did you take T 
A. Nary one. 
Q. You went up there and got yolll' books? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And you said you would p;o up there and take them? 
A. Yes, sir, what I said. 
Q. Why didn't you take them? 
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.A. Because I just didn't want to then. 
Q. If you didn't want to why did you not tell me 1 Why 
did you lead your grandmother and Professor Howell to be-
lieve that you were going to do it if you didn't intena to do 
iU 
A. I just didn't tell you, that is all. 
Q. What did you do1 You didn't do anv work. What did 
you do all the time you were supposed to ·be at schooU 
A. I didn't do nothing but go around to see some peopl(). 
Q. You didn't stay at your grandmother's home in the day-
time? · 
page 42 ~ A. I was staying there some in the daytime. 
Q. And the next thing that occurred we sent you 
to this school. I was acting guardian for you at that time f 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And we sent you away to St. Paul's school. How many 
months did you stay there f 
A. I don't know. 
Q. Y ~u didn't stay there a full session, did you f 
A. I didn't do what? 
Q. You dicln 't stay there a full term, did you? 
A. I can't remember now as it has been so long·, Mr. Hol-
land. 
Q. Didn't you take a train and come from that school back 
to Suffolk without telling the school anything about it and 
without telling anybody anything about it f 
A. No, sir, I didn't take a train. I didn't leave on th<:' 
train. 
Q. How did you get back to Suffolk? 
A. I got back by your sending· money up there £or me to 
come home. I didn't get on the train because the man was 
down there before I could get on the train. 
Q. You went down to the station to take the train f 
A. Yes, sir, l got my ticket because I wanted to come 
home. 
Q. And this party would not let you come 7 
page 43 } A. No, sir. 
Q. How long- did you stay there a.fter that? . 
A. I stayed there until school closed in the summer. 
Q. Didn't they complain that you left there, and didn't J 
show you a letter in my office saying that you left therP 
without their knowledge or consent, and that somebody up 
there claimed you had taken some things, a watch Y 
A. That is what you told me. 1 
Q. Whati 
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A. That is what you told me. 
Q. I read you the letter. You left there wit)lout their 
knowing it, and that you had been accused of taking some 
jewelry; is that right? 
A. What you said, yes, sir. 
Q. And yo:u did leave there without waiting for commence-
ment! 
A. When I came home these people knew I went home be-
cause they taken me on the car and carried me dowu to the 
station. They knew I wa's coming home then. 
Q. You got tired and would not stay there! 
A. Sure, that is right. 
Q. You know I tried in every way I could to get you to go 
to school and give you an education out of this money f You 
admit that? 
page 44 ~ A. Sure, you told me for to go to school. 
Q. And didn't I advise you to take a course at 
St. Paul's so that I could send you to Hampton Institut~ 
later f Didn't I try to get you to do that Y 
A. You said so. 
Q. And you wouldn't go Y 
A. That is right. . 
Q. Have I done all I could to keep you from being com-
mitted to Petersburg, and tried to do all I could to see that 
you got along all right Y 
A. I can't see why because every time I was here you 
told me if I didn't do this and the other you are sending me 
back to Petersburg and I got tired of that because I didn't 
give people any trouble. . 
Q. You just told lawyer Fulcher that I didn't try to get 
you to do rightf 
A. You told me you would send me back to Petersburg if 
I didn't do this ·and that. 
Q. -when you were staying with your aunt, or your grand-
aunt, I reckon, Henrietta Peebles, didn't she claim that vou 
took your dress ancl sold it and took the money- · 
A. No, sir. 
Q. And sl1e never made that complaint ·y 
'A. No, sir. 
Q. Why did you leave her house? 
page 45 ~ A. Becaus<f I just wanted to leave. 
Q. Where did you go from her house f 
A. I went to a place they call New Road. 
Q. New RoadY 
A. Yes, sir. 
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Q. Who with? 
A. I went by myself. 
Q. How long- did you stay there l 
A. I didn't stay there no more than a week. 
Q. Did you tell your Aunt Henrietta where you were go-
ing? 
A. No, sir. 
Q. And you didu 't tell me? 
A. No, sir. 
Q. And we had people looking for you, officers looking for 
you, all over the country l 
A. I don't know where they was looking for me. 
Q. Is that the time somebody caught you out in the woods 
and beat you? 
A. Nobody beat me in the woods. 
Q .. You got beat up f 
A. I got hit, bµt nobody beat me. 
Q. After you got t.hrough staying· on New Road when 
nobody knew wl1ere you were, where did you go then 1 
A. I went to Mattie's house. 
page 46 ~ Q. Mattie Moore f 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. I thoug·ht you were living there at the time you werl' 
committed to the Central State Hospital 1 
A. That is the first time. 
Q. Then you went hack there f 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. You refused to take shots for syphilis. You had a bad 
case of syphilis, and didn't you have sores f 
A. A few. 
Q. WhaU 
A. A few. 
Q. You have got syphilis now, haven't you! 
A. I don't know, sir. There ain't no sores on me nowhere 
now. 
Q. Just a few months ago didn't l arrang·e with Dr. F. J .. 
Morrison to give you treatments for syphilis f Three or 
four mouths ago clidn 't I ask you to go down there and have 
your blood tested and you went down t 
A. Yes,' sir. 
Q. And it showed that your blood was bad f 
A. The doctor told me. 
Q. And I arranged with Dr. Morrison to give yon ten 
shots?· 
A. Yes, sir. 
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page 47 ~ Q. How many did you take? 
A. Five. 
Q. Why did you stop taking them? 
A. Because they made me sick and made my arms sore, 
and then after I went to see the lawyer he told me don't take 
any more. ' 
Q .. Lawyer Fulcher~? 
- A. Yes, sir. 
Q. You had promised me to take ten? 
A. I said I was going· to take them. 
Q. You told me they made you sick and I told you that 
Dr. Morrison said to eat a light meal before taking them, 
not a heavy meal, and it would not nauseate you? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. That is the reason you went to see the lawyer, because 
I was insisting upon your taking· these shots¥ 
A. No, sir. I went because I am grown and it is my money 
and I think I should have it because I can enjoy myself while 
I am living,. and don't no body know how long I am going to 
live, and I want what belongs to me. It is mine and I think 
I ought to have it. . 
Q. ·wbat would you do with this money if the Court should 
, turn it over to you Y 
Mr. Fulcher: I object to that. 
, The Court: It is just a test, trying to find out 
page 48 }- what her intelligence is. It doesn't necessarily re-
late to this particular matter, whether it would 
be wise for her io spend it. I suppose counsel is trying- to find 
out whether she is mentally weak. · 
Mr. Fulcher: I don't think a question of what a person 
would do with their money is a test to determine whether the 
person is feeble-minded. · I think a lot of us who have good 
minds don't know what to do with money. 
The Court: The same way with feeble-minded people. It 
is not a complete test at all, but I overrule your objection. 
Mr. Fulcher: We want to except to the CourCs ruling. 
By Mr. Holland: -
Q. w·hat would you do with the money? 
A. I would have me a home built and then furnish it like 
I wanted to so I could live a quiet life, aud then I would go 
ahead and buy my tl1ing'S to have my beauty parlor, and 
would let the rest remain in the bank. 
Q. How mu<~h would you spend on a home Y 
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.A. How much would I spend on a home T 
Q. Yes. What type home would you buy7 
A. I don't know because I haven't priced no homes be· 
cause I didn't know whether I eould get the money, 
page 49 } or not. 
Q. How much would you spend on the beauty 
parlor business f 
A. I don"t know. 
Q. About how much 1 
A. To get all the things I really need it would be around 
about $100.00, from what I see other people have -got in 
their beauty parlor. It would take that to get the things :t 
really need. 
Q. How much ·would the bank pay you interef?t on· the 
money, do you know? 
A. I doesn't know, hut I could get information from "_People. 
I didn't ever have any business to attend to like that, and I 
don't know, but I know somebody would give me advice and 
I could get information from them. 
Q. Were you examined by Dr. Williams, this gentleman. 
sitting_ here, a few days ago ·J 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Didn't you tell Dr. Williams that you would turn tl1e 
money over to a friend of yours to handle Y 
A. No, sir. I said I could get advice from a colored doc-
tor or a lawyer in my home town, and I told him it was what: 
I wanted to do. 
Q. You said Reve1 encl C. W. Lowe and his wire were Chris-
tian people, that both were Christian people. Why did you 
leave them? Did you leave them because they were 
page 50 } Christian people? 
A. I left them because I felt they didn ,t like 
the way I was doing. 
Q. How were you doing·? 
A. Running· around like the other young girls. 
Q. Staying out all night f 
A. I didn't stay out all night. 
Q. Going and coming at any time? 
A. I come back sometimes late. 
Q. They tried to get you to go to Sunday School? 
A. I did go and they made me secretary there. 
Bv Mr. Fulcher: 
"Q. Made you what? 
A. Secretary of the Sunday School. 
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By Mr. Holland: 
Q. Didn't you tell me you wanted me to get Reverend Lowe 
to carry you to New Jersey to see your aunt up there! 
A. If I did I can't remember that. 
Q. You don't remember about that t 
A. No. 
Q. Didn't I make arrangements with him to carry you up 
there? Didn't I make arrang·ements with him to carry you 
with his daughter, and didn't you tell me you were afraid 
he would take advantage of you? 
· · 'A. .No, sir, never said J was afraid he would 
}lage 51 ~ take advantage of me. 
Q. You haven't 1 
A. No, sir, because Reverend Lowe, he never give me no 
cause to say that. 
Q. Mattie Moore gave you plenty of freedom, didn't she or 
Whv did you leave her house t 
.A. Why did H 
Q. Yes. 
A. Just because people where I fixed hair, they were kick-
ing on about how Mr. James talked. 
Q. James. Haker is your uncle Y 
A... Yes, sir. . 
Q. You had a good clean house there and plenty of room 
and ail, a quiet place, and good Christian people; is that 
rightf 
.A .. Yes, sir. 
Q. Why did you leave their house¥ 
A. Bec!luse I didn't feel like they were satisfied the way 
I was domg, and I didn't want to sta.y there the wav I wa~ 
~~ . 
Q. You mean by the way you were doing that you would 
go with a low class of people and they were trying to get you 
to go with decent people; is that what you mean? 
A. I mean by my etaying out late nights and runniiig-
arouncl like that. 
page 52 ~ Q. Isn't it a fact that you left all of these place$ 
that you lived without saying anything to me at 
alH I would find out later that you had left; is that rightf 
A. The last time w11en I left from-I came up there and 
told you. I left from Bertha's and I crune up there and told 
~u. I 
Q. When you left these other places, C. W. Lowe's house. 
Henrietta Peebles', and Annie May Davis', you didn't tell me 
anything a bout your wanting to leaye there T 
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A. No, sir, I didn't tell you 1 wanted to leave those places 
then. . 
Q. You left of your own accord without saying anything 
to anybody; is that right? 
A. Yes, sir. 
RE-DIRECT EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Fulcher: 
Q. When ~fr. Holland put you out there in the country 
with your aunt, was there any school out there you could go 
tot 
A. Yes, sir, there was a school out there. 
Q. How far was it from youf 
A. I guess about u mile. 
Q. Did you do any work out thereY 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. ·what kind of work did you do Y 
page 53 ~ A. Worked in the field. 
Q. Did Mr. Holland know you were working in 
the field? 
.A. I guess he did because he told Aunt Henrietta to take 
me out there and I could go out in the field and work with 
her sometimes. 
Q. Was school going· on then 7 
A. Yes, sir, I think school was going on then. 
Q. School was going on? 
A. Yes, ·sir . 
. Q. Before your grandmother died, did you go to school 
right along! 
A. Up until about-I guess about a year before she died. 
Q. Why did you stop going to school then T 
A. Well, I just stopped because I didn't want to go. 
Q. Who was living with· your g-randmother and yo1iT 
.A. My cousin. 
Q. Was your grandmother sick any length of time 7 
A. Yes, sir, a good while. · 
Q. Who waited on lier? 
A. I waited on her and my cousin until my aunt came down 
from New York and got a nurse. 
Q. Do you recall the instance of Mr. Holland being ap-
pointed as your comn1ittee Y 
A. I don't understand you. 
page 54 ~ Q. When Mr. Holland was appointed committee 
after you became 21, do you remember that? 
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A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Where was .tha t 1 ·w1iere did it take place? 
A. In the place in the bank. 
Q. You went before the Judge! 
A. 1.Tes, sir. -
Q. Where were you living then? 
A. Living in Peter~burg· then. 
Q. You were living in Petersburg then? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. How did you happen to come down l1ere for thatf 
A. Mr. Holland written me and told me to come down for 
that. 
Q. Did you come down for that'? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Who came with you that day? 
A. Miss Annie May. 
Q. Was anybody eJse there at that time besides you, Mr. 
Holland, the Judge and :Miss Annie May? 
A. No, sir. If it were I didn't see them. 
Q. I am talking about your going before the Judge in 
Court. Did they· hold any lunacy hearing or anything like 
that down there 1 
A. If they did I didn't know anything· about it. 
page 55 ~ I can't remember as it has been so long. 
Q. Yon ,vC're sent to the asylum from Richmond; 
is that right? 
A. Yes, sir. 
l\f.r. Fulcher: Your Honor, I have an attested copy of or-
der here appointin~ Mr. Holland committee which I want 
to offer in evidence. 
The Court: File it. 
Note: The paper was thereupon marked H Exhibit D ". 
Mr. Fulcher: I would like to say 'that this disc.barge lie rt~ 
shows she was sent from the City of Richmond, and I talw 
it that those papers show the lunacy commission was held iu 
R.ichmond. I am of tho humble opinion that the order is null 
and void on the grouu<l that the Statute provides that a com-
mittee shall .be appoiuted on petition of the commission whicl1 
holds the lunacy hearings. That is under 1080. It further 
states that the committee is to be appointed by the Court 
of the city or county ·where the lunacy bearing- is had, the~e-
fore, this Court here c1idn 't have jurisdiction to appoint the 
committee because in the first instance the Court had no pe-
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tition before it of the commission, the .commission having 
been held in the City of Richmond. 
page 56 ~ Mr. Holland-: I have a Virginia case here on 
that. I would like to say that she was committed 
by Judge Gray to the State Board of Public Welfare and 
stayed there for some time and the commission was held at 
the instance of the State Board of Welfare. That is where 
the lunacy commission was held. You don't deny that she 
was living in Suffolk f 
Mr. Fulcher: At the time you brought her before Judge 
Gray she was living in the county, but she was not at the 
time the committee was appointed. 
Mr. Holland: 1937 you say she was not residing in Suffolk 
and this was not her home 1 
Mr. Fulcher: I could not say about that, but she was not 
sent up from Suffolk but from Nansemond County after hav--
ing been carried bcf ore Judge Gray. 
RE-CROSS EXAMIN.ATION. 
Bv Mr. Holland: . 
"Q. Do you remember my taking you to Richmond to be 
examined by one of the Federal Government doctors when 
you became 18 f 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Didn't I explain to you at that time that the Federal 
Government was paying you $20.00 a month on the ground 
· that you were incapable or incompetent of earnin6 
page 57 } a living? Didn't you understand that? 
· A. Well, if you told me, Mr. Holland, it has been 
a long time and I just can't remember it. 
Q. And didn't you claim to me then that you were ·not 
capable and competent of earning a living, when you were 
-18, and tl1e Government was trying· to decide whether to con-
tinue paying you $20.00 a month t 
A. No, sir, not then. 
Q. You have been over with your lawyer what occurred. 
"\"7hen I took you to Kecoughtan on January 4th, 1938, didn't 
I explain to you that the Government wanted to find out, 
since you had then reached the age of 21, if they were going 
to continue paying· }7011 $20.00 a month fo~ compensation on 
the ground that you were incompetent or mcapable of earn-
ing· a living? Diclil 't you know that to he a fact when I took 
y~u over there, that that is what they were examining you 
for? 
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.A. How could I know and didn't anybody tell me about it t 
Q. I didn't tell you about that 1 Didrt 't I tell you? 
A. You didn't tell me nothing about no $20.00 a month. 
not before you came back. 
Q. Did I tell you on the way back t 
· A. You spoke about it when we were on the way 
page 58 ~ back. . ' 
Q. Why didn't you tell me at that time you 
wanted this money turned oyer to you, that you had you1· 
mind back; and .that you wanted it turned over to you t 
· A. :My mind have never left me. 
Q. Why do you claim that you are capable of handJing your 
own affairs¥ 
A. Because I had to be out of the Central State Hospital 
a year or more before I could get my discharge, and I was: 
waiting until. then. 
Q. You were 21 on October 16th, 1937, when you went be-
fore the Judge. Notice was served on you that you had be-
come 21, and why didn't you tell the Judge tl1at you were-
capable of handling your own affairs? 
A. Did I have the discharge then 7 
Q. The only reason why you are bringing it up at this 
time is because your lawyer has got a discharge from the 
hospital! . 
A. No, sir. It is mine and I think I ought to have it so 
I can enjoy it myself because I don't know how long I am 
going to live. 
Q. At the time you went before the Judge you were not con-
fined in the hospital but were staying at· Annie May Davis' T 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. You were not confined in the hospital f 
A. No, sir. 
page 59 ~ Q. At the time I took you to Richmond to be ex-
amined in 1934 and Kecoughtan in 1938. you were 
not confined in the hospital T 
A. No, sir. 
By Mr. Fulcher: 
Q. Mr. Holland asked you about my getting the discharge. 
Whom did the doctor give it to? 
A. To me. 
Q. When you went to Petersburg did we go up to see Miss 
Davis or to the hospital? 
A. To the hospital. 
Q . .Incidentally, she used to work there; is that right? 
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A. Yes, sir. 
Q. You didn't talk with her about this case or anything like 
that? 
A. No, sir . 
. Q. You just made her a friendly visit, is that right! 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. You asked me to go over and meet her because she hacl 
been so nice to you 1 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Mr. Holland asked you about this money the Govern-
ment gives yon. Do you want the Government to support you 
or do you ,vant to support yourself? 
page 60 r A. I want to support myself. 
Q. And you feel that if you had ample equip-
ment and~}~. <j that yon could amply support yourself! 
A. Yes, 7 .1. really does. 
VIRGINIA B. GRLFFIN (Colored), 
sworn on behalf of the plaintiff, testified as follows: 
Bv Mr. Fulcher: 
"Q. State your name and where you live . 
. ~. Virginia B. Griffin, 44 Halifax street, Petersburg, Vir-
gnua. 
Q. What is your business or occupation? 
A. My occupation is teacher and beautician, with a plac,P 
of business, a hair dl'(~ssing school and shop. 
Q. Do you know Caroleen Baker 1 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. How long have you known her 1 
A. I have been knowing Caroleen about two years 110w. 
Q. Ever have any dealings with her1 
A. Yes. She came to me to take a course in 1937. 
Q. Did she take a course 1 
page 61 r A. She didn't quite complete it, a matter of a 
couple of moi1ths. . 
Q. She lacked about a couple of months? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. ,v as she capable of completing the course Y 
' A. Yes. She was vHy apt. 
Q. What does the course consist of, can you give us som<~ 
idea? You don't havr to go into all of the ramifications of 
it. Tell us about how it is taught. 
Q. It is ju~t through a process of shampooing, dr('.}ssing, 
curling, waves, facial massages and so on. 
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Q. Do you have . to know any anatomy to take the course t 
A. A small portion of anatomy. 
Q. Would you say that a girl with an eight-year-old mind 
or a ten-year-old girl could take the course? 
A. No. It would be too heavy for them. 
Q. They could not take it; is that right? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Did Caroleen have any others in her elass ¥ 
A. There was a class of five, and some of them had finished 
high school and the others had entered high school. 
Q. Were they grown women or about her age? 
A. They were g·rown. 
Q. Grown women? 
A. Yes, sir. 
page 62 ~ Q'. With reference to their progress, how was 
Caroleen 's in taking this course Y 
A. Caroleen was very good. .She went along in the same 
class with them and her work was all rig·ht and she could catch 
on to the course just as good. 
Q. In this course dp you have a text book? 
A . .Yes, we have a text book with notes. 
Q. With notes 7 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. What did you do, lecture to them and they would take 
notes? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. ·was this girl able to do thaU 
A. Yes, sir, she did. 
Q. Is there any way you have to tell whether they are tak-
ing notes, or how do they demonstrate that they are? . 
A. Yes, they would have subjects they would bring in 
and comment on, would have to comment on what you are tak-
ing them through. 
Q. And she responded? 
A. She completed everything but the last waves. 
Q. Who arranged this com"se for her, who saw you ·about 
it? 
·A. She used to keep-:--she used to visit me be-
page 63 ~ fore she started the course and I met her through 
Mrs. Davis, and she used to say she would like to 
take the course, that she thought she would be interested in 
it, and ·different times she would come down during the day, 
and so I told her I thought it would be quite nice for her to 
take it up, and so she talked to me along the course and 
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said she would see this Mr. HoUand, would write him con-
cerning it, and Mrs. Davis said she woulit see about it, and 
if she wa~ted it and he agreed to it. I would not have to worry 
about my money or anything, that he would attend to it. 
Q. It was on her own initiative that she came there and 
started the oourse; is th.at righU 
A. Yes.. 
Q~ Mr. Holland never did come down to see you, did hef 
A. I never did see him. 
Q. And you didn't know he was in the picture f 
A. No. 
Q'. At that time did you know that this girl had been an 
inmate of the hospital! 
A. Yes, sir, by seeing her at Mrs. Davis'. I knew she was 
from there. 
Q. According to lier actions and all of that, was there any 
thing about her that would indicate to you she was incapabl~ 
mentally, or anything like that? 
A. To me she acted normal, just like all the rest 
page 64 } of the students and the rest of the customers irt 
the shop, and in fact she didn't ·ask me about go-
ing to places and things like that. She always consulted me 
about her work, and acted normally. 
Q. How about her work; was she prompt and on time t 
A. On time. 
Q. When it came time for her to go back home, did she 
continue staying or go back home? 
A. Yes. . She stayed until she finished. 
Q. I believe you said there were five others in her class f 
A. Including her, five. 
Q. Had they been inmates at the hospita.U 
A. No. They were 0. K. 
Q. They lived in the city? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q·: And she acted as normally as they did? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And took the course as t]1cy did? 
A·. Yes. 
Q. I believe you said her reasoning was good? 
A. Very good. · . 
Q. When sl1e would come over, would sbe have her person 
fixed up, l1erself fixed up like the rest 1 
A. She was very neat a.tall times. She always 
page 65 ~ kept herself neat and clean and tidy. Her hair was 
well dressed and her nails and all. 
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CROSS EXAMINATION. 
-
By 1\fr. Holland: 
Q. Do you have a recognized school in hair dressing in 
Petersburg t 
A. Yes. 
Q. What is tlie name of the school r 
A. It is the Vanity Box School of Beauty Culture. 
Q. Do you pay a license for operating the school t 
A . .A license for the shop. 
Q. Yon run a hair dressing· shop f 
A. Yes .. 
Q. And wait on customers! 
A. Yes. 
Q·. But you don't pay any extra license for operating the 
school f 
A. Not in Virginia. I am recognized just the same as a 
New York school. 
Q. You don't pay license in New York f 
A. I don't pay license in Virginia. 
Q. Do you pay license anywhere to operate the school f 
.A.. I have the license for the shop and school which are 
combined .. 
Q. You do have an ordinary shop-I don't mean 
page 66 ~ an ordinary shop, but you have a regular shop for 
dressing hair f 
.A.. And school. 
· Q. How much did you charge Caroleen for this course T 
A. $50.00 for her course. 
Q. ,v as the $50.00 paid to you? 
A. Yes, but the first $10.00 that was sent was to get her 
tools, and there is a difference or a balance of $10.00. The 
tools was not included in her $50.00. $50.00 was for t.he 
course and $10.00 extra. for the tools. 
Q. Was my check sent you as guardian f 
A. I received it. 
Q. How much did I pay you, $50.00 or $60.00? 
A. Mrs. Davis paid me-the whole $50.00 was paid. 
Q. How many months does tliat course take! 
A. It was a. six months course, but to thoroughly complete 
it it takes a little longer average. It would be about eight 
months. 
Q. How long did Caroleen go there 1 
A. About five months, and then she left a.nd came here. 
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Q. I understood you to say just now she completed the 
course with the exception of about two months, that she left 
off about two months at the last? 
.A. I mean by that that it takes about five months time to 
rfinish. When she left there she had gotten in the 
page 67 ~ same amount of work-all but about two months. 
Q. Why did she leave there without :finishing the 
course if the course had been paid for 1 
.A. She left to come to Suffolk to attend to some business, 
so she told me. 
Q. Tha.t is the time she was supposed to go to Kecoug·htan f 
A·. Yes. 
Q. And she never did come back 1 
A. No. 
Q. You don't know why ~he left? 
A. No, sir, left on business. 
The Court: I am not interested in why she left and all of 
these ramifications. I am only interested in her mentality, 
and whether she went to school and left ahead of time is not 
interesting to m~. It is perfectly manifest that she is a 
moral degenerate, but that is not enough. I want to know 
whether she is capable of handling her own affairs. 
Mr. Fulcher: I am going to put on one more witness as 
to her intelligence. 
page 68 ~ DR. J. W. PIERCE (Qofored), 
sworn on behalf of the plaintiff, testified as fol-
lows: 
By Mr. Fulcher: 
Q. Dr. Pierce, do you know Oaroleen Baked 
A. Yes. 
Q. Have you lrnd an opportunity to make any observation 
of her? 
A. Yes, I have. 
Q. Mentally? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And }Jhysically ! 
A. Yes. 
Q. When was your last observation of her? 
A. My first observation was on the 26th of April,.1939. My 
last was on May 26th, 1939. 
Q. Wen, now, Doctor, we want you to be as brief as pos-
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sible, and if you don't mind just go ahead and tell us in your 
own way as to what" your findings are with reference to her 
mentality. · 
A. Well, to be frank, I think her mental condition is nor-
mal, if that is what you want. I haven't been able to dis-
cover any degree of feeble-mindedness in her. I tested her 
with the idea of drawing that out. Soon a.fter she made 
her first visit I wrote to Dr. Brent in Pete.rsburg in order 
to get a release of his observations and his state-
pag·e 6'9 ~ ments. This is the letter Dr. Brent wrote me: 
''Dear Dr. Pierce: Replying to your letter in 
regard to Caroleen Baker, this girl was committed to this 
hospital April 5th, 1933, from Richmond, Virginia, as feeble-
minded and was admitted May 5th, 1933. She was furloughed 
October 17th, 1933, returned Dec~mber 17th, 1934; furloughed 
December 17th, 1935, returned September 1st, 1936; fur-
loughed ]\fay 29th, 1937, and as she remained away from the 
hospital for twelve months she was discharged on May 31st, · 
1938. Examinations here showed her to be feeble-minded and 
diagnosis was g·iven her of Mental Deficiency without 
psychosis. Yours very truly, M. S. Brent, M. D. Superin-
tendent.'' That seemed to have corresponded with some of 
the observations I made to this extent, as I wrote Dr. Brent 
·prior to this, and as I observed the young woman from the 
evidence adduced, as far as I was capable of making· out, she 
was making the best of her incarcerations, and my view was 
simply incorrigibility, self-willingness to do what she wanted 
to do, wl1at we call exultation of adolescence, or flaming 
vouth. 
" Q. You found that to be her condition at the present time 1 
A. No, that is preceding. I think at this time she has 
discovered herself, has reached her maturity, and she is 
capable now of taking her place in society. That 
page 70 ~ is my candid opinion. The girl left school at the 
:fifth grade, and I don't understand that a mental 
condition bas anything· to do with the amount of scholastic 
training one has or has anything to do with an organic dis-
turbance of the brain. I did take into consideration the fact 
of the limited amount of pedagogic training· she had. 
Note: Letter heretofore read, dated May 15th, 1939, ad-
dressed to Dr. J. W. Pierce, signed M. S. Brent, was there-
upon marked "Exhibit E." 
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By Mr. Fulcher: 
Q. He said without psychosis 1 
A. Yes. We think of psychosis as some disturbance in 
the brain, but there are a good many types of psychoses, as 
far as that is concerned.. They get them in several condi-
tions. 
Q. His diagnosis was ma.de in 1933, was it, when she was 
. :first admitted? 
A. Probably he made-he discharg·ed her in 1938 and said 
examinations showed she was feeble-minded. 
Q. That is about the date she was admitted? 
A. I presume so. He didn?t say that. The diagnosis was 
given here as· a mental condition without psychosis. I be-
lieve this, that in feeble-mindedness there is always a pos-
'Sibility or probability of the patient being responsive to their 
home and treatment to the extent that she restores 
page 71 } her normal mentality and is fully capable of tak-
ing her place in society, and the thing that I have 
been able to detect in questioning· this young woman has been 
the fact that she failed to take advantage of school, and so 
far as that is concerned the I. Q. test she probably doesn't 
measure up to. I have some exhibits here. I went over with 
her, for instance, her ability in spelling, addition, subtraction 
and multiplication. I asked her to write me a letter and she 
wrote about ten minutes, and this is the letter she wrote. It 
lias the address, salutation, and the paragraphing is pretty 
good. She does use a. small I in one or two instances. 
Q. Suppose you give them to the ·Court and let him see 
them. 
A. That is the only way we try to arrive at conclusions-
Note ! The papers in question, consisting of letter and 
various memoranda, thirteen in number, were thereupon 
marked "Exhibit F." 
Bv Mr. Fulcher: 
·Q'. Would you say her condition at the present time is 
11ormal? 
A. I do. I don't see anv feeble-mindedness there. I don't 
see that you could put do,;n that she could not take her place 
in regular society, any fit place tha.t she would normally find. 
On May 8th I said "·Write a check to James Smith 
page 72 ~ for $12.50, '' which she did, and it certainly doesn't 
show to me that the girl is mentally deficient or 
,- -
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feeble-minded.. On May 26th, nearly a month later, I said, 
"Write a check to Henry Brown for $23.10," which she did. 
She writes "ten cents" out in the body of the check, but I 
often do that myself and I don't think I am feeble-minded. 
In another exhibit I have here I asked her to spell certain 
words, New York, Richmond, meat, spinach, cat, jacket, hun-
dred, willingness, scrub, running, etc. The1·e are her an-
swers to them. 
Note: Checks heretofore referred to were marked ''Ex-
hibit G," and ''Exhibit H." 
By Mr. J.t,.ulcher: 
Q. Doctor, aren't there plenty of people running around 
the streets who can't write a check, and don't have as much 
education as this? 
A. I know of an N. A. wbo could not write a check. 
Q. How many times have you seen her? 
A. About a half dozen times since April 26th. 
Q. Since the 26th of April f 
A. Since the 8th of April, the :first time, I think. Here 
are the problems in addition, some two digits, some three 
and some four digits, and she has added them correctly. Here 
is her subtraction and here is one in multiplication. I do be-
lieve the whole trouble originally was she was 
page 73 ~ incarcerated, and I might say this, not on the rec-
ord, if yon will allow me-
Q. We want it in the record. 
A. It seems to me the proper procedure for this young 
woman would have been, from the history of her case, for her 
to have been sent to a girls' home in Hanover County under 
the supervision of a Mrs. Barrett, who has done a good deal 
of work with this class of girl, and she would have been able 
to control this entire situation. I haven't been able to see 
from Dr. Brent's letter-I think it is a case where she was 
incorrigible and she wanted to go around in places she 
shouldn't have gone, and was subject to a bad environment. 
The family history as I was able to gather showed nothing 
at all bad about her father and mother. He died when she 
was less than two years old, in military service, and her 
mother died with flu when she was two years old, and there 
was ,nothing against her as to her maternal grandparents. 
-. Her pa.st history has been very good except through her 
wanderings, and her having contracted syphilis, and I think 
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she has been treated for that, and there is a possibility of 
complete restoration. You can't call her feeble-minded be-
cause she has had syphilis because one-tenth of the Ameri-
can population have it and they are potential inmates for 
the asylum if they are not treated. I am of opinion I don't 
think she is feeble-minded. She is fully capable 
page 7 4 ~ of taking care of her business with the former 
training· she has had. I am not in position to say 
she is feeble-minded, and I say that without bias from the 
facts as they are. 
CROSS EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Holland : 
· Q. You are a g·eneral practitioner Y 
·A. Yes. 
Q. And -have never specialized in mental diseases T 
A. It is not necessary. 
Q. Have you coJ11e in contact with many feeble-minded per-
sons? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Those feeble-minded persons you com'e in contact with 
are not in hospitals but walking around f 
A. Some are out. 
Q. Some a.re out and some are not f 
A. Yes, and they get along. . 
Q. You say this party ought to have been sent to a home. 
vVould you still hold that opinion in view of the fact· that a 
commission was held by Dr. R. Finlay Gayle, Jr., and Dr. 
Williams? Do you know Dr. R.. Finlay Gayle and Dr. James 
N. Williams i 
A. I still hold that opinion from her history and from the 
facts and from my observation. 
page 75 ~ Q. T am reading you from the commission's re-
port Rhowing she had the mind of a child aged 
eight years and nine nzontl1, and intellig·encc quotient of 55. 
A. She has not demonstrated it to me. 
Q. If they say she was feeble-minded in 1933, you think 
they made a mistake' and tliat she ought to have been sent 
to a hornet 
A. I am saying from the history of the case that the girl 
was incorrigible and that she should have been sent to n 
proper place where she could l1ave been taken care of. 
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Q. Feeble-mindedness is, generally speaking, a permanent 
condition of the mind? 
A. No. There is a possibility of complete restoration. 
Q. If they are shown to be feeble-minded when they are 
16, again at 18 they are feeble-minded and at 21 are still 
feeble-minded, having the intelligence of a child eight years 
and nine months old when they are 21, what percentage 
would you say would recover by the time they are 23 Y 
A. From my personal observation I can't say_ she had 
that intelligence quotient at that time because she didn't show 
it in my examinations. 
Q. You g·ave us the percentage of people who have syphilis. 
Do you know the percentage of feeble-minded peo-
page 76 ~ ple who recoverf 
A. They are not comparable. 
Q. They are not comparable T 
A. You are dealing with an abstract principle and not 
concrete. 
Q. You don't know anything about the number of feeble-
minded people who recover, do you? 
A. It depends upon the degree. 
Q'. You spoke of syphilis. As a matter of fact, tertiary 
syphilis, which is the third degree, does in many cases affect 
the mind? 
A. It does, but she has not tertiary. 
Q. Never has had Y 
A. No, she has never had tertiary syphilis. 
Q. Never? . 
A. No. When it was treated I think it was secondary. 
Q. If reports of recognized doctors in that line sho; she 
had tertiary syphilis, you say they a.re mistaken Y 
A. It depends upon the time of infection. Anywhere from 
one to four years you call it primary. 
Q. Leaving out any technical terms, if a person has syphilis 
to the extent that it causes sores on their face and body, 
isn't it your experience in many of those cases that it affects 
the mind? 
A. There are many conditions of syphilitic 
pag•e 77 ~ lesions on the body. 
Q. What did you mean when you told the Court 
that about ten per cent of the American people had syphilis? 
A. I say they are potential candidates for the asylum if 
they are not treated, that there is a possibility if they are 
not treated. 
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Q. What do you say about this girl, who will not take treat-
ments? 
.A . .She will take it, and she has taken it prior to this. 
Q. Have you taken a Wasserman? 
A. Yes, and it showed positive. 
Q .. .You have been examining her how long! 
A. I saw h~r on the 8th and I took it then. 
Q'. The 8th of April 7 
A. Yes. 
Q. You haven't given her any treatment? 
A. Not yet, but I am keeping her in abeyance. 
Q. You know Dr. Morrison had given her treatments every 
Monday, once a week, for some time? 
A. We generally give it once a week, sometimes twice, and 
sometimes we double it after one treatment of bismuth. 
Q. Since you have been examining her since. April 8th, why · 
haven't you treated her Y 
A. I was not in position. 
page 78 } Q.. Why 7 
Mr. Fulcher: I think his Honor said just now that he 
didn't want to go into that line. I don't think his question, 
whether she is indicative of syphilis, has anything to do 
with it. 
A. I don't say that ·a syphilitic condition is t.he.'same as 
feeble-mindedness. 
The Court: All I am interested in knowing· is what effect 
a case of syphilis would have on the mind. 
Bv Mr. Holland: 
·Q. You didn't ask her anything· about the management of 
her estate, did you! Did you ask her anything about how she 
would invest her monev? 
A. No, I haven't.. i was not interested. I am interested 
in it from a medical point of view. . 
Q. What the Court is trying to determine is whether she 
is capable of handling and managing her estate which is 
about $13,500.00. You didn't ask her any questions about 
l1ow muqh interest she would get on $100.00 at 6% Y · 
A. There are hund1·eds of people who can't tell that and 
who are not feeble-minded. 
ss Supreme Court of Appeals of Virginia. 
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Q. Yon didn't ask her any questions about the manage-
ment of her estate? 
A. No. 
Q. Or anything that would bear on that! 
page 79 ~ A. What? 
Q~ You clidn 't ask her any questions which would 
bear on her 'being capable of handling business affairs, did 
you? 
A. What do yon mean by that? 
Q. That could have any possible bearing on it, such as 
buying equipment., going down and buying equipment for 
the house, and things like that? 
A. I asked her this question, what she wanted to do with 
her money that she had, and she said she wanted to g·et her 
a home and wanted to complete her education. .She stopped 
school in the ·fifth grade. That hasn't anything to do-
R.E-DIRECT EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Fulcher: 
Q. She said she wanted to get throug·h with her education? 
A. Yes, but she said she didn't want it known because of 
the embarrassment of it, didn't want to go to school because 
of the embarrassment of it. 
Q. Would yon say, from your observation, the girl is 
capable of handling l1er affairs? , 
A. Yes·,· indeed. Yon will find some men with degrees who 
have to ask advice about handling some affairs of tl1eirs,. 
for that matter. 
page 80 ~ By Mr. Holland: 
Q. It is true people ask advice about handling 
business affairs, but a person who is capable of handling· 
their affairs would know something about whether they would 
act on the advice. Do you mean to tell the Court that she 
could go out here and buy a house valued at $2,000.00 without 
somebody advising her to buy it, and she would know whether 
it was a good or bad bargain f 
A. I wouldn't buy a. piece of property myself unless I 
asked somebody's advice who knew something about real es-
tate, and I think I have more education than she has. 
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sworn on behalf of the plaintiff, testified as follows: 
By Mr. Fulcher: _ 
Q:. You have told the gentleman your name, haven't you 7 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. You live in Petersburgt 
A. Yes, sir.· 
Q. Do you know Caroleen Baker t 
A. Yes, sir. 
page 81 ~ Q·. Did she ever live with you Y 
A. She did. · 
Q. How long? 
A. Seven months. 
Q. What were her actions ; how did she conduct herself 
while she was with you, as a normal person or whaU 
A. She did. When she was with me her actions were nor-
mal, and she was well behaved. 
Q. And_ didn't give you any trouble t 
A. She didn't give me any trouble at all. 
Q. Was she furloughed to you f 
A. No, to Mr. Hugh Holland. 
Q. He turned her over to you 7 
A. He turned her over to me. 
Q. You work at the hospital, don't youY 
A. Yes, sir. . 
Q. What are your duties there? 
A. I am instructor in the industrial department there. 
Q. Was she ever in that department t 
A. Yes. 
Q'. What. did she do while she was there? 
A. She would weave rugs and work on baskets and most 
anything I asked her to do, but she particularly liked· rug 
weaving. 
page 82 ~ Q. Did she know how to weave rugs when she 
first came up there? 
A. No, sir. 
Q. Did she learn how to? 
A. Yes, sir. She was about one of the swiftest I ever had 
in 15 vears I have been in the work. 
Q. Now, would you say at the time she was furloughed to 
you and at the time she went to live with you she was per-
fectly normal Y 
A. She appeared fo be. 
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Q. You were up there with all of these people. You can 
tell whether or not one is acting normally, can't you? 
A. Sure. I deal with them, have dealt with them quite a 
while, and I have been knowing· all about them, but I am not 
in position to know all about the cases, but I do know· I have 
had dealing·s with quite a few. 
Q. .You have had some under you to act differently from 
what she does? 
A. Yes. 
Q. You say she didn't give you any trouble while she was 
a.t school Y · 
A. No. 
Q. Or after she lived with you in your home Y 
A. No, didn't give me any trouble. 
page 83 ~ CROSS EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Holland: 
Q. They have quite a number of feeble-minded persons 
there in the hospital? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And with all of those feeble-minded people there you 
try to keep them occupied and teach them? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And all of the girls there with mental conditions are 
taught how to weave rug·s and do other kinds of work? 
A. Yes. 
Q. In the feeble-minded colony? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Like Caroleen was T 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. You took right much interest in her and helped her take 
the course and helped to look out for her for several months, 
or how many months? 
A. Seven months. 
Q·. Isn't it a. fact tliat she came down here to be examined 
and she told you she wanted to visit and would come back to 
:your l10use in al1out a week? 
· A. Yes, she did. 
Q. You had taught her at the hospital and liad taken care 
of her. After she had stayed here a week did she 
page 84 ~ write you or communicate with you in any way and 
tell you that she was not coming back and why she 
wasn't coming· back! 
. -
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A. No, she didn't. 
Q. Would you think tha.t a normal person who was as 
friendly as you were would leave and stav away a week and 
not come back or write you and tell you why? 
A. Some people, whether they are normal, or not, are not 
classed as insane but feeble-minded and will do those things, 
frequently will do that. 
Q. Some are liable to do anything. Although she was a 
good friend she left your house and never did write you a 
letter or tell you anything' about not coming back 7 
A. No. 
Q. And you were so upset .about it that you came down to 
Suffolk? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. To see about it 7 
A. Yes, sir,. 
RE-DIRECT EXAMINATION. 
Bv Mr. Fulcher: 
·-Q. Mr. Holland has been talking about the friendship that 
existed between you a,nd this girl. It was kind of a. business 
arrangement, was it not, l1er staying with you? · 
A. Yes, sir. 
page 85} Q. You were being· paid for her to stay there? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Would you say it. was really more business attached to 
it than friendship? · 
A. Business and friendship combined. 
Q. You said, I believe, tl1a t plenty of people don't write 
much? 
A. No. 
Mr. Fulcher: That is the case. 
C. W. LOWE, (Colored), 
sworn on behalf of the defendant, testified as follows: 
Bv Mr. Holland: 
·Q. Your name is C. W. Lowe? 
A. Yes, sir. 
0. W11at is your occupation? . 
A. I follow the ministry and carpentry. 
Q. Did Oaroleen Baker come to your house to li'1'e t 
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A. She did. 
Q'. How long did she stay there Y 
A'. Between five and six months in all. 
page 86 · ~ Q. The- Court is interested in knowing her mental 
condition,. as you have heard the Judge say,. and 
her capacity to handle her estate. Tell the Court briefly her 
conduct while at your house as bearing on this case. 
Mr. Fulcher~ Of course, unless Mr. Holland is prepared 
to show that his testimony has some bea1·ing on the present 
time I want to object to it beca~se I think the Court is more 
concerned in her present condition and it may have been a 
year or two years ago. I submit l1is testimony is going to 
be about two years past~ 
The Court: I will let him say it, but I think the question 
is what is her condition now. He can answer it. Don't go 
into all of the details. She has admitted her dereliction af-
ter she was living down here, etc. 
Mr. Holland: I have asked the witness to be brief. 
By Mr. Holland: 
Q. In he·r conversation and actions, relate briefly any 
specific instance bearing on her mental condition, whether 
she had an adult mind or the mind of a child. 
A. I would judge it would be absent minded.. 
By ·the Court: 
Q. Absent minded? 
A. Yes, sir. 
page 87 ~ Q. You mean she didn't have any mind? 
A. She had at times, but sometimes you would 
- give her instructions as to what was best and all of that and 
she would turn another way. 
Mr. Fulcher: She has said that she didn't want to do 
like they did and she walked away, that she · felt like they 
didn't like the way she was doing. 
By Mr. Holland: . 
Q. Lowe, will you give the Court briefly the instance that 
you haV'e just related to me when she was first turned over_ r, /·'
to youY '; 
A. When Caroleen was turned over to me from the hos-
pital by Mr. Holland, ,Judge, we taken care of her and for 
\ 
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the first week she was pretty normal, and after that my wife 
taken her uptown and dressed her out so she would be pre-
sentable, bought her clothing. On the next week she taken 
·her back to town again and she bought a pile for her again 
so she would be presentable in services. The third week 
she taken her back up the street again on Saturday night 
and about 9 :00 o'clock that night my wife called me up over 
the phone and she asked me had Caroleen came home and I 
said no. I said, "She is not here.,., I asked her why. 
Q. Don't go into the conversation. When did you find 
her! 
A. Where did I find her? 
pag·e 88 ~ Q. When and where Y 
A . .She left her and she was three days away 
from-in fact out. of our presence, and when we found her-
Q. Where did she leave your wife? 
.A. At the meat market saying, ''I will be back within ten 
minutes,'' and she waited there for possibly an hour and 
she didn't come back, didn't show up, and then my wife called 
me over the phone to know if she had came home, and she 
wasn't there, and so then I drove back to the meat market 
and g·ot my wife and we went all over town, Suffolk, looking 
for her and could not find her any place. 
Q'. It took you three days to find her 1 
A. Took me three days to locate her. 
Q. WI1ere did you :find her? 
A. Located her on Tynes street, and she run out of the 
back of the house and went some other place, and the next 
day or the next morning my wife and Mrs. Wright advised 
the girl to come back home and stay there again, and we 
cared for her and attended to her, too. 
By· the Court: 
Q. When was that T 
A. That was in 1936, tllc spring of the year. 
Q. Nineteen hundred and thirty what 7 
A. In the spring of 1936, I think. 
page 89 ~ By Mr. Holland: 
Q. Did you try to g·et her interested in any kind 
of work¥ . 
A. Yes, sir. This very same lady that taken our place, 
that taught Caroleen to work, showed me one of the ma-
chines-
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Q. You went up to Petersburg? 
A. Yes, sir, and she showed me one of the machines she 
knitted these mats on. I taken a drawing of it and went 
back home and made her one and. we offered to get her any 
material that she needed, but we could not get her to get in-
terested in any work. 
Q. Would she do anything at ·your house? 
A. No, sir. 
Q. You could not get her to do anything? 
A. No, sir. 
Q. How did she act, Lowe f Did she act like a grown per-
son or a child? 
A. She talked like a child to me. I would judge that a 
person who says a Christian home is not the place for her-
CROSS EXAMINATION·. 
By Mr. Fulcher: 
Q'. You have read in the Bible where an open confession 
is good for the soul f 
A. Yes. 
page 90 ~ Q .. When she got up and left and told you she 
was leaving, didn't you think she was v~ry 
friendly? 
A. She didn·'t say so. 
Q .. You heard her. say it? 
A. Yes, but .she stated other things in the presence of a 
number of folks. . 
Q. You work for Mr. Holland, do you f 
. · A. Sometimes I do and sometimes I don't. 
Q. Most of the time you work for him? 
A. No, sir. 
Q. You were being paid for her staying there 1 
A. I was not. 
Q. You were not f 
A. My wife made the bargain with Mr. Holland. 
Q. Your wife was being· paid out of the estate? 
A. Yes, sir. . 
Q. Was she secretary of your Sunday School? 
A. She was appointed secretary on one Sunday and visited 
the Sunday .School three times. We did that to get her 
interested in doing something and we thought it would bring 
her out. 
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A. Yes, sir .. 
Q. And it is 1939 now f 
A. Yes. 
page 91 } MATTIE MOORE (Colored), 
low.s: 
sworn on behalf -0f the defendant., testified as fol-
By Mr. Holland: 
Q. Are y-0u Caroleen's aunU 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Did Caroleen stay at your house! Has she been stay-
ing -at your house off and on f 
A. Who, Caroleen Y 
Q. Yes. 
A. Yes, she has stayed there. 
Q. Have you talked to her in the last few days t 
A. Have I talked to her in the last few days 1 
Q. Don't repeat the questions but just answer them. When 
was the last time you saw and talked to Caroleen? 
A. Oh, I ain't talked to Caroleen nohow since she come 
to my house down there three weeks ago_ 
Q. Where does she live now? 
A. Up there to the Colossal Hotel. 
Q. Who is she living- with t 
A. Mack Bennett .. 
Q'. Who is iU 
A. Sitting over there (indicating). 
Mr. Fulcher: I don't think that has anything "to do with 
tl1e case. The girl testified where she lives. I don't know 
what 1Ir. Holland is trying to show by this wit-
page 92 } ness. · _ 
- By Mr. Holland: 
Q. What is her mental condition f Do you know what the 
condition of her mind was a.s to whether she acted childish, 
or not, when she lived with you f · 
A. No, sir. I don't think her mind is right. 
Q. You don't think her mind is right 7 -
A. No. 
Q. What did she do to make you think that 7 
.a. Just coming home late nights and leaving mornings. 
66 Supreme Court of Appeals of Virginia. 
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Q. How often did she leave your house and stay away .,a.11 
night without telling you where she was goingf 
A. Yes. 
Q. How often a week Y 
A. Once or twice a week .. 
Q. Stayed ouf all night and didn ''t say anything to you t 
A. Yes, all night. 
Q .. What! 
A. All night .. 
Q'. Is she capable of attending to any business t 
A. I don't think so. 
CROSS EXAMINATION. 
By :Mr .. :Fulcher: 
Q. What do yon judge this by T What is your 
page 93 ~ test, and where did you get that opinion fromt or 
that authority Y 
A. ~Vhot 
Q. To pass on a person's mind f 
A, Didn't you call me up bere Y 
Q. I didn't call you. .Y 01.1; said she was not aII right and I 
want to know what your test is . 
.A.. I told ·you I didn't think he1· mind was 1·ight. 
Q. "What makes you think that? 
A. Didn't they send her awayf 
Q. "\Ve are talking about now,, at the present time. How 
about her condition nowf 
.A. I don't know how Caroleen is. I told you Caroleen-
Q. You don't know what her condition is at the present 
time; is that right? 
A. Yes. I know I don't think her mind is right; that is 
all. 
Q. What makes yon think thatf 
A. Didn't they send Caroleen away from here f 
Q. I am not talking about at that time, but nowt 
A. Don't ask me so many questions. I didn't come up 
here to answer it. 
· Q. I am going to ask you just one more. When did you 
talk to Caroleen last 1 
A. I told you Caroleen come to my-you heard me tell Mr. 
Holland she come to my home a bout three weeks ago. / 
Q. When had you seen her before then Y 
page 94 ~ A. Seen her by passing there and she had her 
head out of the window and I hollered at her. 
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Q. That is as much as you have talked to her in the last 
six months, isn't it T 
A. Yes, as much as I have id to her this year. I told 
you I hadn't seen her. · 
Q. You were asleep bac ere a while ago, weren't you Y 
A. I reckon I was. 
JAMES BAKER (Colored), 
sworn on behalf of the defendant, testified as follows: 
By Mr. Holland: 
Q. Are you Caroleen 's uncle 7 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. You are h~r uncle 1 
·A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Did I place her at your house? 
A. Fes, sir. 
Q. When was it she was at.your house, do you 
page 95 ~ remembel' what year? 
A. 1936, about three years ago, 1936, I believe. 
Q. Have you seen her off and on T 
A. Yes, I have seen her off and on. 
Q. Since then f 
A. Yes, sir .. 
Q. How did she act while she was at your house with refer-
- ence to her mind? Diel she act like a child or a grown person Y 
A. Well, she acted all right hut she-I would ask her to 
try to clo good things and tell l1er I "ranted her to behave . 
herself and to do good like and Rhe would tell me she would 
and would go just the other way. So far as her mind, I don't 
know nothing about that. · 
Q. Could you control lrnr in any way? 
A. No, I clidn 't. 
Q. Could you control her? 
A. Yes, I could when I was where she was. 
Q. Did she give you any reason for leaving your house, or 
did you know she was g;oing to leave Y 
A. No, I clidn 't know she was goi11g to leave. 
Q . .She didn't say anything· about. it at all 7 
A. No, sir~ I clicln 't know she was going to leave. 
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CROSS EXAMINATION. 
page 96 ~ By Mr. Fulcher: 
Q. When did she leave your house¥ 
A. I don't know the date, the month or the date, when 
she left but she left there one. Monday and didn't came back 
no more. 
Q. That has been three years ago? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Since that time you haven't had much contact with the 
girlY 
A. No more than to see her. 
Q. When you went there she was acting·· all right, was she? 
A. Yes, sure. . 
Q. As fa.r as you could see, there was nothing the matter 
with her mind? 
A. Not when I was in her presence. 
Q. That is all you know about it, is itf 
A. That is all I know about it. 
RE-DIRECT EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Holland: 
Q. You haven't tried to transact any business with her f 
A. No, sir. 
Q. And you don't know anything about. whether she could 
transact business, or not? 
A. No, sir. 
page 97 ~ RE-CROSS EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Fulcher: 
Q. You know she is looking out for herselff 
A. I don't know whether she is looking out for herself, or 
not. She is supposed to. 
Q. She buys her own clothes, doesn't she f 
A. As far as I know. 
Q. She looks after her personal a ppeara.nce and keeps 
clean and so on? 
A. She looks clean every time I see ber. 
t 
j 
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JOHN L. GOffWIN, 
sworn on behalf of the defendant, testified as follows: 
By Mr. Holland: 
Q. John L. Godwin is your name 7 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. What is your position with the Government f 
A.. I am attorney for the V eternns' Administration in Roa-
noke, Virginia. 
Q. Chief attorney? 
A. Chief attorney. 
Q. Have you been familiar with this case since · 
page 98 ~ the initial appointment of a guardian in the case 
or at least since you came into office? ' 
A. I have since January 1st, 1930, when I was assigned to 
the office in Richmond. 
Q. ·wm you tell the Court of the first examination and 
read an abstract from your report? 
Mr. Holland: I lrnuld like, with the Court'~ permission, 
to introduce a certified copy of this. This is the file that came 
from Vv ashington and I think he has to return the original. 
Is that rig-hU 
A. That is true. 
Bv Mr. Holland: 
• Q. You can have them make a certified copy t 
A. Yes, sir. 
Mr. Holland: I would like to introduce the certified copy. 
Mr. Fulcher: I don't know why he is introducing a certi-
fied copy. Unless it has some bearing on her present con-
dition I think it would serve no purpose whatever. 
The Court: Have you a copy of this there? 
Mr. Holland: Yes, sir. 
The Court: Let's see it. 
page 99 } Mr. Holland: I have no desire to prolong tL.e 
matter, but I don't see how I can show her present 
condition without showing her past condition. 
The Court: Show it to him and maybe he won't object 
then. 
Bv Mr. Holland: 
~ Q. Who is this doctor here? 
A. Dr. Riegel. 
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Q. Who is the other doctor? 
A. Dr. Stearns. 
Mr. Holland: Your Honor, we wish to introduce these two 
medical reports and identify them, and I will ask him to read 
a short abstract of them for the Court's benefit . 
. Note: The reports were thereupon marked '' Exhibit 1 '', 
and "Exhibit 2". · 
By Mr. Holland: 
Q. Identify the first report date and state who it is by. 
A. The first report was made by Dr. V. D. Stearns, who is 
the N euro-psychiatrist for the Richmond Regional Office of 
the Veterans' Administration, August 29th, 1934. 
Q. Why did the Government have her examined at that. 
timef 
.A. The law is that payments to a child of a de-
page 100 ~ ceased veteran who is in benefit stops when the 
child is ] 8 unless the child is in school ,vhen it 
continues her pension, or unless, in the opinion of the Ad-
ministration, she is totally or physically disabled, either men-
tally or physically, in which event tbe compensation con-
thmes to the guardian until the child is 21. If a child is not 
· mentally capable then it continues after that but. must be paid 
to the :fiduciary appointed by the Court. 
Q. The Government was paying me for her at that timP 
$20.00 a mouth comp<Jusatiou f 
A. That is correct. 
Q. Aud when she attained that age the Government wantccl 
to know whether she was permanently disabled f 
A. That is right. 
Q. Read to the Court an abstract of the report as to lier 
mental condition. \Ve can get certified copies later . 
.A. This is the report of the ,first J?hysician. ''This patient 
is unable to satisfactorily cope with ordinary outside en-
vironment, is in need of a committee, and is socially and in-
dustrially greatly hnndica.pped. She is probably in neorl 
of at least partial supervision due to her delinquent and iu-
different tendencies.'' The diagnoses was '' Mental de-
ficiency, moron, with social and industrial inadaptabi1ity ancl 
in need of partial supervision due to delinquent tendencies.'' 
In answer to the question was she mentally in-
page 101 } competent, the doctor said she was incompetent. 
Q. On the strength of that report did the Fed-
t 
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eral Goverument determine that she was wholly and perma-
;llently incompetent to earn a liying and continued the pay-
ments of $20.00 a month t 
A. It did. 
Q. And they are still being paid to me? 
A. They are still being paid to you. 
Q. Is that doctor a specialist in mental conditions 1 
A. Yes, a N euro-psychiatrist. 
Q. Thon the next doctor? 
A. Dr. H. C. Riegel at the Veterans' Administration, Ke-
coughtan, I think better known as Hampton. He is now de-
ceased. 
Mr. Holland: I w'ish to introduce a letter, and will give 
it to you later. 
Bv l\Ir. Holland: 
· Q. Read a brief abstract from that. 
A. All rig·ht. 
Bv the Court: 
"Q. "What is the date of that 1 
A. Sir 0? 
Q. What is the date of that¥ 
A. ~January 4th, 1938. 
Bv Mr. Holland: 
page. 102 ~ ·Q. That is the last one by a Government doc-
tor? 
A. Yes. '' She has been in poor contact w·ith her environ-
ment and has very poor lmowlcdge of what is going on about 
her. · She is almost entirely dependent upon others and could 
not get along· even for a short interval if not supervised. Rhe 
is apathetic and imlifferent but clearly indicates she would 
like to get married if she found the rip;ht boy. Physically 
the child is capable of working· and earning a living, men-
tally she must be givrn strict supervision to do a.ny work of 
any kind. She is not capable of understanding how to do 
simple tasks. Diagnoses: '' Mental deficiency, rather low 
grade moron. Tertiary syphilis.'' 
· Q. That was January 4th, 1938? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Bv the Court : 
·Q. Is that the game psychiatrisU 
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A. No, sir, another doctor. 
Q. Another doctor 1 
A. Dr. H. C. Riegel. 
Mr. Holland: Dr. Stearns was from Richmond and this 
is Dr. Riegel. 
By Mr. Holland: 
Q. On the basis of the last report the Government has con-
tinued to pay the $20.00 per month f 
A. ·That is correct. 
Q. Mr. Godwin, when did you say you came 
page 103 ~ into yo!lr present office? 
A. .January 1st, 1930. I came to Virginia in 
1930. , 
Q. During· the time that you have been handling this mal-
ter with me or I have been directly under the Government 
supervision, you have been in the office as Chief Attorney for 
the Veterans' Admiuistration f 
A. I have. 
Q. You were familiar with her condition and commitment 
to Petersburg, and the places I have put her at different 
times! 
A. I was. 
Q. Have you ever talked to her personally¥ 
A. Once. My field representative-I stay in the office gen-
erally, but my field representatives see them once a year. 
CROSS EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Fulcher: 
Q. I believe you Ray you have never talked to her · per-
sonallyf 
A. Once. 
Q. How long ago was that? 
A. As I recall, in 1932. 
Q. ·where was 3he at that time? 
A. I don't know much about Suffolk, but back over l1err-
page 104 ~ 
By the .Court : 
·Q. In Suffolk? 
A. In the~ colored section of town. 
; 
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Bv Mr. Fulcher: 
.. Q. I believe you read in your 1938 report that the doctor 
said she was able to work 1 
A. He said she was physically able to work. 
·Q. Physically able to work? 
A. Yes, sir. Shall I read it again. 
Q. No, it is not ueeessary. In the report of 1934, did it 
show thaU 
'A. I will see. 
Q. Don't put yourt:elf to all that trouble. 
A. In this cursory inspection, it doesn't say anything about 
it. 
Q. These doctors that examined this 'Patient or this pal·t.y 
orilv saw her one time when this exammation was made nt 
that particular time 1 This report of 1934 was made in onC' 
day, was it Y · 
. A. The examination was, but the report was based not only 
on that examination but many other things. ,Ve make reports 
once a year. 
Q. What other foformation did you have to make the• re-
port on? . 
A. Psychiatrist social workerR visit them once a year. , 
Q. Do you have the reports froin the social 
pag·e 105 ~ workers who visited her? 
A. Those reports are filed in my guardianship 
folder. 
Q. You don't have those f 
A. Not with me, no. 
Q. Do you know of any social worker wlJO ever made nny 
contact with her? 
A. I do that. 
Q. You do? 
A. I am required to get them once a year, and in lots of 
cases they are made up more often than once a year. 
Q. Wlrnre did they make their contact? 
A. In Suffolk or ·where she happened to be, mostly here. 
Q. You know your folder will show t1iat visits were made 
to this party once each year? 
A. Since I have been in the Vi rgfoia office. I could not 
tell you the numher of times, b!1t certainly once annually. 
I don't know how many more bmes. 
Q. When does your report show the last visit was made t 
~ A. I think it was about six months ago, if I rec.all. 
"· Q. "'\Vho made that visit t · 
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A. I think it was made by Mr. Montgomery, Robert L .. 
Montgomery. 
Q. Are you sure of thaU 
page 106 ~ _ A. Almost sure. I don't have the records he-
fore mo, und I have about 1,500 of these cases arld 
I could hardly· be supposed to remember all of them. 
Q. You knew you were going to testify in this particular 
case. Why clidn 't. yon bring your reports pertaining to it! 
A. I knew 1 ,fas going to be called upon to supply those 
records? 
Q. These reports that the special workers made t 
A. If you want me to say, I think I should have brought 
them but I forgot to do it. I am not interested in this ca~e. 
Q. You ought to be interested in it. If this girl is able 
to work and support herself and make a living for herself,. 
is there any reason why the Government should have fo ~iw~ 
her any money 1 
A. I don't kno·w that the Government should give hm· 
money. 
Q, It is your business to see to that, and if we had these-
reports we mig·ht he able to determine whether she is. 
A. I might say for the benefit of the Court that these ex-
aminations are yery strict because they don't want to con-
tinue compensation unless, in good medical opinion, it should 
be done. That is the maiii thing. 
page 107 ~ Q. Yon say you are positive that several of 
your workers have been to see this girl in the lr..st 
year¥ 
· A. I am almost positive, yes. 
Q. Suppose she took the stand and said that not a single 
person had made her a visit in the last year f 
A. I would consult mv records. I would not denv her stato. 
ment because my memory is. not that good. .. 
Q. Suppose she would state that since she has been out 
of the hospital or since she has been from Petershur~ not a 
sing·le soul has made her a visit f 
.A. She would not be telling the truth. 
Q. You did come down here to see her about buying a piece 
of property, did you uot f 
A. I did not. 
Q. Is that the only ·visit anyone has made to Suffolk per-
taining to this g-irl at all? 
A. When the workers come to a town they probably have 
several people to :.;ec and they do it all at one time in or<ler 
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Q. If the conversation you or your field worker had with 
her only covered her purchas~ng a piece of property, that 
would not necessarily show her condition t 
A.. In these investigations we talk very little with the ward 
but to other people. V{ e know something about the condition 
of thH ward, but we want to find out her reaction~ 
page 108 ~ bow she is adjusting herself to environment. 
Q ... Most of your conversation, more or less all 
of it, has been with Mr. Holland 1 
A. Naturally we w0ulcl consult him. He is our legal rPp-
resentative. 
Q. And you had to rely on what he told you? 
A. Not entirely, bnt we are willing to do so. 
RE-DIRECT EXAMINATION. 
Bv Mr. Holland: 
··Q. These field ·workrrs you are talking· about, do they·makc 
an independent invest ig:ation without coming to see ID{:)? 
A. Yes. 
Q. They go to see the party and neig·hbors, and so on 1 
A. Yes. 
Q. Based on your ffold workers' reports a.ncl other knowl-
edge you have, what i8 your opinion as to her mental condi-
tion today, 
A. I think she hns the intelligence of a child. 
Q. Do you considPr her able to manage her own affair~~ 
A. I do not. 
R.E-CROSS EXAMINATION. 
Bv Mr. Fulcher: 
· Q. Did you hear her testimony? 
.A. I did. 
Q. Do you think she ma.de a fairly good wit-
page 109 ~ ness 1 
A. In what respccU 
Q.- In answer to the questions asked her? 
A. A 11ine-vear-olil child can do that. 
Q. YOU think that f 
A. As well as she clid, in my opinion. . 
Q. Did you hear the lady whom she took t.he course under¥ 
A. I did. · 
Q. ·what do you say about her testimony! 
76 Supreme Court of Appeals of Virginia. 
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The Court: I don't think he has to pass on that. 
By Mr. :E'ulcher : 
Q. I want to ask you this question: Do you think a niue-
year-old child could take a course in hair dressing f 
·A. It is according to the course. Hair dressing is an un-
defined term. I know a lot of people who call themselvc~---
Q. "\Ve will say . beauty culture 1 
· A. That is still undefined. 
Q. Do you know that the course consists of a defined nnd 
prescribed course of study that is worked out in text books, 
and all that 1 
A. Yes, I do. I don 'i know· anything about the character 
of this particular sehool. I know, generally speakiug, that 
what you say may be correct. I don't know anything about 
the school the lady testified to. 
page 110 ~ Q. You heard her testimony and heard her say 
the type of school she conducted? 
A. There are different courses, I think nine Cir ten, and 
naturally a child could learn some of that business. 
Q. Do you think a child could straighten a woman's hair 
without burning it? · 
A. Some I have S<~<rn, yes. 
Q. Some ten-ye::tr- old chik1ren have as good minds as peo-
ple 40, don't they? 
A. I think they do. 
DR. ,JAMES N. ,vrLLIAMS, 
sworn on behalf of ibe defendant, testified as follow~ : 
Bv Mr. Holland: 
··Q. Whaf is your office with the State? 
A. Director of the Bureau of Mental Hygiene. 
Q. That comes und01· the State Board of Public Welfare? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Dr. "Williams, I hand you report of th~ commission of 
which you were a member. 
A. Yes. 
page 111 ~ Mr. Holland: We wish to introduce this also, 
your Honor. It· is all in the Court papers, in tlw 
commitment, all of which is in this proceeding. 
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Dr. James N. Williams. 
By l\f r. Holland: 
Q. This is dated .April 5th, 1933. Were you a membrr ot' 
that commis"sion., Doctor f 
A. Yes. 
Q. State briefly wlrnt disease she had at that time~ 
.A.. At that time she had syphilis. · 
Q. Here is a que::;tion, '' Has patient ever been subjected 
to an improved mental test; if, so., give grade in mental 
vears f" 
.. A. Yes. 
Q. Read that to the Court. 
A. Psychological ted~ baye been administered as a part 
of her routine, and her mental rating was determined to be 
that of a child eight yea rs and nme months. The ::rnswer 
here is "Yes, M.A. 8-9 I. Q. 55''. 
Q. ·what was her intelligence quotient? 
A. Her intelligence CJ.:!:10tient was 55. 
Q. Does that also stnte her mental condition, Doc.tor, what 
you determined her to .be mentally 1 
A. As fecble:-minded; '' said Caroleen Bake1· to 
page 112 ~ be feeble--rnindcd and suitable for an imititution' ·. 
Q. That was in April, 1983, was it noU 
A. Yes. 
Q. Please state briefly to the Court how this commitment 
and this commission came ·up. 
A. At this particular time, when these patients were ex-
~mined, Dr. Drewry was Director of the Bureau of Mental 
Hygiene, and after all of the examinations are completed. 
physical examination, psychological and psychiatrist examina-
tions, and the social history-after all of these are completed. 
which is the usual routine we follow-after that is all com-
pleted we have a 3taff conference, and if it is decided a pa-
tient should have institutional care for their own protection 
then a conrmission ii:; called which is composed of a tTnstice 
of the Peace and two other physicians, and at that time Dr. 
Drewry called Dr. Gayle, myself and Mr. Atkinson, a Justice 
of the Peaee, to comt} to the office and examine Caroleen 
Baker and satisfy our~.elvcs as to the advisability of holcling 
the commitment or h•g.·ally committing her to an institution 
as a feeble-minded person. That was done on that date. 
Bv the Court: 
··Q. She was about 16 then, was she, Doctor? 
A. Yes. 
----
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page 113 ~ A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Or J5f 
The Court: It has been six years ago. How old iR she nowT 
. Mr. Fulcher: She is g·oing· on 23. 
By the Court : 
Q. She was 16 ')r 17 years old f 
A. Yes, sir. 
By Mr. Holland: 
Q. That was in l93~L Did you give her a recognized m011tal 
test at that time, Doctort . 
A. vVe didn't give h(ff the )S · · ological test at that time, 
the questions, and so on, but there was a mm1s ,ercd a psy-
chological examinai.on a short time prior to that. I ;;;n:w he1· 
and examined her aud asked her the usual things Um t '-"C do 
in such cases. 
(~. Dr. Finlay Gayle is an export on mental diseases! 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. A specialist¥ 
A. Yes. 
Q. When did yon next examine her? 
A. The next time, I think, was l\fay 16th, 1939. I think 
that was the next time. 
Q. Tell the Oonrt briefly your examination and the result 
of that examination, and your opinion as to her condition .. 
. · A. ·we \\·ent through pa rt of the same pro-
pag·e 114 ~ ceclure; that is, the standard psychological test 
was administered, and then some time was spent 
in talking to her so as to gain some idea of her mental ability 
and capacity, idea, emotions, judg1nent, and such, and it was 
.. my opinion at that time, in May, that she was still classified 
as a feehle-mii~dccl person or defective mentally, either term, 
. and that she had a mental ag·e roughly of nine years old. 
Q. What, roughly, would be her intelligence quotient 1 
A. The intelligence quotient would be roughly a round 59. 
Q. You and Dr. Br~nt exammed her on May 16th at the 
Central State Hospital, did you noU 
A. Yes. 
Q. Did you give her what is known as the Binet-TermoH 
---teat? ~
A. A revision of the Binet-Termon test. 
Q. Do you recall the state of syphilis at the ·time of the 
( 
I 
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first commitment¥ I notice you state she had syphilis but not 
the degree. 
A. We thought probably-we didn't state definitely, as I 
recall, at that time, but she had right many lesions showing 
probably the secondary stage or tertiary; we could not tell 
definitely. 
Q. If she-! has syphilis now, which has been ad-
page 115 ~ mitted, I think, and received five treatments when 
the doctor prescribed ton treatments, what would 
normally be her condition if she stopped having treatments 
after five 1 w· ould her blood condition become worse, or 
noU 
A. We think, as a general rule, people who are inadequately 
treated are more prone to have complications as a result of 
syphilis. That is pos~ibly a general statement, but they are 
more p~one to have complications. We ,find more who have 
syphilis of the nervous system that are inadequately treated 
than those that are not treated at all or those who are treated 
adequately. That is a general thing and not specific. 
Q. ·what is the definition of feeble-mindedness·· as to men-
tal development T • 
A. There are :-:e,eral definitions. One accepted defini-
tion-
Mr. Fulcher: I am going to ask him to give the legal defini-
tion, the one laid down in the Statute, and the only one we 
are bound by. 
The Court: I will see whether it meets the requirements,· 
or not. 
A. One definition we g·o by is those individuals with intel-
ligence guotient of below 70 are classi-fied as feeble-minded;· 
Another classification is that of an individual's 
page 116 ~ allility to take care of himself and handle his own 
affairs. 
Bv l\iir. Holland : 
~Q. Doctor, would you say this mental defectiveness she 
has began at birth or from very early age? 
A. Well, it is hard to say. 
Q. You could not ~ay that, could you Y 
A. I should say it beg·an at birth or early age. 
Q. Birth or early agP f 
A. I should say J>robably at birth. 
Q. Do you mean she has developed mentally up to a child 
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around nine years old and that she ·will haye no further men-
tal developments after that 1 
A. Yes . 
. r Q. Is, generally speaking, feeble-mindedness a permanent 
(l!nental condition or does it improve substantially 1? 
A. Yes, we believe that individuals who are feeble-minded 
do not improve. :Mental growth stops at a certain level and 
they don't go any fart.her than that. 
Q. From your (ixamination of her, Doctor, and from her 
statement this moming with reference to not taking these 
treatments, would you say that she is capable or incapable of 
caring for herself, and I mean in caring for herself submitting 
to proper medical treatment 1 
A. No, I don't think she is capable of taking care of her-
self. 
page 117 ~ Q. vVould you say that she is capable of man-
aging her own affairs T 
A. No, sir. 
Q. Would you say that she would be capable of investing 
money or buying property f 
A. No, sir. 
Q. ·what would you say, Doctor, in your opinion would 
become of this estate in a short time if it was turned over to 
her? 
A. I should say she would have nothing, and probably 
would be depe1ide11t after a very short time. 
Q. ·what are one or two questions that are asked in these 
tests? 
A. They are emotionally-they have been tried out for 
many years and have been found to be extremely satisfactory 
and are accepted everywhere. We ask them different ques-
tions and they are ~ruded upward. Some include repeating 
certain phrases, and then there are certain diap;rams and 
J.hings for them to trace. Usually the test takes in various 
situations and we grade their responses and ability to re-
act to a given situation1 how they would handle that particu-
lar situation. They are graded upward according to the 
limit you want to go up to, say 18 years. 
Q. Did yon ask ]1er what she would do with this estate if 
it were turned over to her, Doctor, in your ex-
page 118 ~ amiuation in Petersburg·} 
A. Yes, I did. 
Q. What did she say? 
A. She answerflcl about the same thing that has been said 
here, that she wanted to g-et her money and handle her own 
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affairs because she di<ln 't know how long she was going to 
live, that she wanted to ,get the benefit of it and also wanted 
to get a home and start up her business as beauty parlor in 
her home .. 
Q. Who did she say she would turn O'\!Cr the estate to f 
A. Nobody was specifically mentioned. I think she said 
:she would rely on friends to give her advice and help her 
along. 
Q. Said that she would turn over her affairs to friends of 
hers to handle? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Doctor, do you think she should be entrusted with thiR 
estate to handle? 
A. No, I don't think such a step would be advisable. 
Q. You don ''t think it would be advisable f 
A. No, I don 't. 
Q.. How do you think she could be treated for syphilis if 
she refuses to take the treatments¥ 'rhat makes her a public 
menace, does it? 
page 119 } A. After they have had a certain number of 
treatments we believe they are non-infectious, but 
it doesn't prevent them from suffering with the disease. 
Q. Is it not a fact that people who are crazy, insane, and 
are kept in confinement, are so mentally defective that they 
would be charges on the public? Is that more or less the cri-
terion? 
A. We don't classify all of them as 1iecessarily mentally · 
defective because we recognize insanity and feeble-minded· 
ness as separate conditions entirely. An insane person is 
not capable of taking care of himself, of eourse. 
Q. What test do you make? Do you turn some out, giv.~ 
them freedom, and ke1cp others in confinement? How do you 
figure that out? 
A. There are certain types of individuals who can receive 
earc and can be given some supervision, I think the general 
principle is to let those people out in society and see if they 
can satisfactorily adjust themselves, whereas others, who 
have no one interested in them and no one to become respon-
sible as their adjustment, they a re more than likely kept in 
the institution. 
Q. Do you think thi~ party will ever recover permanently Y 
A. We believe that feeble-mindedness is a per-
page 120 } manent conditi(!n. 
Q. Do you tlnnk she would be able to take care 
of her affairs? 
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By Mr. Fulcher: 
Q. When you say her affairs, what do you mean f 
A. I mean able to adjust themselves to society and who 
would be able to take care of themselves without ·supervision .. 
Q. You mean in the way a person goes normally along 
every day, who i;,. able to dress himself, cook for himself~ 
does his work and c.loesn 't bother anybody; is that what you 
consider his a:ff airs f 
A. Yes, that would take in the affairs of some people. 
Q. Suppose at the present time this woman is doing those 
things normally, as the evidence has disclosed here today-
you heard the testimony ! 
A. Yes. 
Q. If a person is doing that normally at the present time, 
would you sav she could not handle her affairs t 
A. We kno.; that some individuals who are feeble-minded 
are capable of getting along pretty nicely in certain environ-· 
ments, and there are others who are feeble-
page 121 r minded who are not capable of dealing with other 
people or getting along in society because they 
are ordinarily influenced and taken advantage of. That is 
one of the greatest troubles we have. We see a g·reat many 
· individuals like this who are running around. They get out 
and get in trouble. 
Q. How long have you been at the hospital? 
.A.. I went there in my present position in December, 1933. 
Q. Did you ever examine this girl while she was there at 
the hospital Y 
A. You mean in the Central State Hospital~ 
Q. Yes. 
A. No, I didn't. 
Q. Didn't see her at all f 
A. No. 
Q. The first time you saw her after the first examination 
was here the other day Y 
A. May 16th. 
Q. You have seen her one time since then T 
A. One time. 
Q. In making your examinatio}!s don't you have to have 
some of the person's history before you are able to intelli-
gently arrive at a conclusion about them? 
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A.. Yes, we do. 
page 122 ~ Q. "\Vh~t history did you have before you on the 
16th? 
A.· Had records of the., Central State Hospital, our records 
from the clinic there, and facts and records of the history 
and all. -
Q. You say records of the Central State Hospital. Did 
they show she .had been a student there in one of the classes, 
and as to what she bad done? 
A. Yes, it showed she had done some work-
Q. In which department 1 
A. The vocational room. 
Q. How did the r<:cords show she progressed there? 
A. I think it showed she made a yery satisfactory adjust-
ment there. 
Q. You wouldn't my that her defectiveness is so pronounced 
that she is not capable of being taught, would you 1 
A. No. 
Q. She can be taughU 
A. Yes. 
Q. If a pe1~son can be taught, there is such a thing as a 
person being ~urecl of their feeble-mindedness? 
A. No, I didn't say that. We would be saved a lot of 
money if that were tme. 
Q. Feeble-mindedness cannot be cured in any 
pag·e 123 ~ way f 
A. No. vVe believe it is due to the absence of 
brain or nerve cells that are absolutely necessary. 
Q. You beard Dr. Pierce's testimony, didn't you? You 
remember your findings up there at the hospital that this 
woman had no psycht,sis 1 
A. That is right. 
Q. Why do you speak of the brain if there was no psy-
chosis at the time you made your examination f 
GA. They are two different things. A person may be psy-hotic but very intelligent, but I mean it is a fact they are wo entirely different conditions. Q. You said this gfrl could be taught and all of that. In 
those years that she ha~ been going to the Central State Hos-
pital, do you mean to gay there has been no improvement in 
her wha tsoeve1· t 
A. Oh, there b.:is been a lot of improvement. She is able 
to do a· great deal more than she could originally, but there 
is a good deal of differf:'nce between a person's manual ability 
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and their adjustment: emotioNs and control of themselves. 
They are entirely separate thmgs. 
Q. When you say emotion and control of herself, do you 
mean to indicate she can't control herself? You haven't 
had any more trouble with her since she left there in 1937? 
A. She bas not been back. · 
Q. Wouldn't you say that her control has im-
page 124 ~ proved greatly? She has been in Suffolk for some 
· time and she hasn't given any one any trouble, 
and wouldn't you say she has improved so far as controlling 
herself is concerned? 
A. You can't a 1 ways say a man has controlled himself be-
cause he stayed :mt of jail,_ that doesn't give you. the whole 
story. · 
Q. How about controlling herself1 What do you have in 
mind when you say ''control'' 1 
A. I don't mean actually they have got to go out and get 
in jail, but I mean a person's ability to control herself or 
her emotions, that an individual is able to take care of him-
self or herself, and that they show good judgment or poor 
judgment. 
Q. Judgment about what? 
_ A. About anything. 
Q. Whether they have any knowledge of it, or not. They 
have got to show good judgment about practically anything 
that you might ask them about? 
A. No, not that. 
Q. Just common ordinary affairs? 
A. Yes, every clay affairs. 
Q. Doesn't this gfrl show a decided intelligence in the case 
of her every dav a ff airs? 
A. No, I ·don't think so.. _. 
Q. 1Vhat dicl you find her affairs were; did she 
page 125 }- tell you? 
A. She could tell me what she wanted to do 
and what she was--had been doing. That was the main thing. 
Q. She told you she had been dressing hair? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And had been earning some money? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Did she tell yon in a manner as tlioug·h sl1e had done 
it right and was doing it right? 
A. Yes, she was doing that right apparently. 
Q. And so far as taking ca.re of her person was concerned, 
did she tell you she had been taking ·care of her person Y 
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Q. And didn't her Hppearances show thaU 
A. Her outward appearances did, yes. 
Q. And those treatments she was supposed to take, she 
took them while she was up in the hospital, didn't she 7 
A. Yes. 
Q. ·would you say she has had sufficient treatment for the 
JJresent time f 
A. No, I am afraid not. 
Q. Did you make a b]ood test when she was up there the 
other day? .-
A .. No. 
pag-e 126 } Q. ·when was the last one made? 
A. The Jast one I made was prior to her com-
ing to the hospital in 1933. 
Q. You don't know what her blood condition is at the pres-
ent timeY 
A. Yes, I do. I heard Dr. Pierc·e, if I can state that. 
Q. Other than that, you don't know what it is, do you f 
A. And the hospital's records. 
Q. Which hospital? 
A. The Central State. 
Q. When was that made? 
A. That was made, I think, on her last admission or when 
she left there. I don't know what date it shows. 
By the Court: 
Q. You are not talking about this letter read by Dr. Pierce 
from the Superintendent of the Central State Hospital? 
A. I think that is tbe letter. 
The Court: That is May 15th .. 
Bv Mr. Fulcher: 
· Q. I believe you stated that insofar as her outside appear· 
ances were concerned, they show she is caring for her per:. 
son; is that right? 
A. Yes, that is right. 
page 127 } Q. I believe you stated she explained to you 
. what businees she was doing and that she seemed 
to have been taking care of that all rig·ht? · 
A. Yes. 
Q. I believe you said you were one of the members that held 
the lunacy commission. Where was that held? 
.A. In Richmond .. 
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Q. Was she living in Richmond at that time? 
A. Yes; she was living in Richmond at that time. 
Q. Did you have any of her people there with yen to tell 
you about her t 
1 A. No, :pone of her people were present at that time. 
Q. None were· present f 
A. No. . 
Q. Who was preF;cmt besides I1erseln 
A. The social worker and several other people wI10 studied 
the case .. 
Q. Do you have any testimony in this report here? 
A. I don't think theirn forms have any space to write the 
testimony in. It is an old form .. 
Q. Don tt you sometimes have to take depositions, have 
other people testify, as to the condition! 
A. Yes. 
Q. Did you Imvc anybody testify up there that day 7 
A. Yes. It is on the papers who testified. 
page 128 ~ Q. On which paper T 
A. Here it is. There are two witnesses. 
Q. Witnesses as to what, just as to her appearing there 
before you? 
A. No, to the facts stated in the commission's report. 
Q. Do you know these ladies f 
A. Yes. . 
Q. They live in RicI1moncT, don't theyf 
A. Yes, they did. 
Q. Where were they located there f 
A. With the State Department of Public Welfare. They 
are social workers. 
Q. They are not from Suffolk f 
A. No, they are not from Snff olk. 
Q. All the history you conid get of this girl's case was 
. from her? 
A. From. Caroleen"s testimony°? 
· Q. Yes. 
A. No. We have got quite a bit of history sent from Suf-
folk, too. 
Q. Who sent it {o you! 
A. The worker down here and also visits of the social 
worker to Suffolk to get it. · 
Q. What worker was down heref 
A. J can't tell you the name of the worker now, 
page 129 ~ but that is where the history comes from. I mean 
if it will help you any, it is the way all these cases 
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are handled. W c have regular workers to visit their homes 
and get the history from individuals. 
,Q. Is any of this report based on those letters written be-
tween Dr. Henry and :Mr. Holland Y 
A. No. I didn't know about those letters. 
Q. What are· they doing attached to this· report? 
A. I didn't put thein there. I don't know. 
Q. This is your repo:r;t? 
A. Yes. That is the usual form which is filed. 
Q. Who was the Jm;tice of the Peace who sat? 
A. C. W. Atkinson. 
Q. Was he present? 
A. Yes. He had to be there. 
Q. And the girl was present? 
A. Yes, she was prE~~:ent. 
Q. Was any petition or anything· filed with you or the com-
mission? How was the hearing hela, on what? 
A. I can go over it again. The commission was held, as 
I said before, by two doctors, or rather the Justice of the 
Peace called two doctors to come to hold the commission. 
That is tlic usual procE-dure, a.nd the report is based on the 
persou 's history. and other testimony from indi-
page 130 ~ viduals who are there, and we have information 
about the patient. They are all given a chance 
to talk and to testify, and after all of the information is gotten 
our findings are based on that. · 
Q. ,v as there any other petition Y Have you ever seen any 
petition filed in the matted At tlie time you went into this 
hearing was there any petition before you. 
A. Just those papers. I don't quite understand you, I am 
sorry. 
Q. This is tbe only report? 
A. Yes, that is the p<·tition. That is the only thing. 
Q. This petition was not signed by anybody but by the 
.Justice of the Peace! 
A. Yes. 
Q. This is ~upposed to be a warrant? 
A. Yes. 
Q. A warrant and p<:'tition? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And the petition vms filed by the Justice 9f the Peace? 
A. Yes, by the .J nstice of the Peace. If I understand what 
you mean I will he g-Jad to answer you. I don't want you 
to think I am trying to evade anything. 
Q. No. If you were I would be too free to tell you. I be-
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lieve you 8fated you had not seen this girl but 
page 131 ~ once since you saw her ·there in Richmond t 
A. That is right. 
Q. And that was on the-
A. 16th of May. 
Q. How did you happen to see her th~t day! 
A. Went over to the hospital to see her at the request of 
her committee. 
Q. And that is Mr .. Holland 1 
A.. Yes. 
Q. Did he write you a letter for you to come over there? 
A. No. He came to my office one afternoon. 
Q. Wl1ere ts your office? 
A. In the Medical College .Clinic Building in Richmond. 
Q. Did he tell you wl1at he wanted you to dot 
A. Yes, he explained the situation as to what had hap-
pened, the difficulty and trouble at the present time. 
Q. ']~hat there was R suit pending here? 
A. Yes, that suit was to be brought up. 
Q. At that time did you know who he was talking about; 
did you know this g'irH Did you know which person he was 
speaking of? 
V
1A. Oh, yes. 
Q. You didY 
A. Yes. 
Q. Diel you have any record of it? 
page 132 ~ A. Yes, we have our. record there. 
Thereupon, at 1 :40 P. M., a receAs was taken to 2 :15 P. l\L 
AFTERNOON SESSION. 
Met at close of recess. 
Present: Same parties as heretofore noted. 
Mr. Holland: Your Honor, will you swear me f I have 
debated whether it is proper for me to go on, appearing in 
the case, but I want to make a brief statement, being familiar 
with it. 
The Court: All right. I suggest that you avoid the habit 
which most counsel have w:Jien t."tiey get on the witness stand 
0£ arguing the case. · 
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the defendant~ being first duly sworn, testified as follows: 
I qualified as guardian of Caroleen Baker on 
page 133 } March 23rd, 1931, according to this petition. I 
think tha.t is correct. 
By Mr. Fulcher: 
Q. Did you say 1931 or 1921 t 
A. This shows 1931. I thought it was before that. I think 
it was before that, but anyhow I was guardian for her for 
a long number of years before she became 21 years of age. 
I placed her at different homes, Lowe's for one, and with 
her uncle, J runes Baker, with the thought that it would have . 
good influence on her in adapting herself to society, and at 
each of those places she would leave without my knowledge 
or consent and I would have to find her. One place she has 
ref erred was on the New Road. I had officers in the county 
looking for her-
:M:r. Fulcher: I want to object to that line of testimony 
because she has already testified to that. She admitted all 
that. I( l\Ir. Holland is going to tell us something about 
her present condition, I think that is all right, but what hap ... 
pened back there three or four years ago I don't think is ma-
terial, as the girl has testified to it and has admitted those 
things. I don't see any need of his covering· it. 
The Court: I can't see any necessity of increasing the 
record about matters she has admitted herself, 
page 134 ~ unless there is some discrepancy in them, unless 
she has varied from the facts as she understands 
them. If she has, you can testify about that. 
The Witness: As to this g·irl, I want the Court to know 
that I have tried to peaorm my duties fully in this case. 
I have tried to furnish her with an education, and arranged 
with Professor Howell to give her private lessons when she 
would not go to school, and she would not take those. I 
sent her to St. Paul's. She didn't finish out the session, but 
left school ·without my knowledge or consent. She has de-
nied that. She said she stayed there during the term. To 
come up to date as far as I can, I took her to Richmond in 
1934, I think, when she was examined there when she was 
18 years of age, and explained to her that the Government 
:was paying· her $20.00 a month and would cease tpese p~y-
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· ments if she was cQmpetent, and she never claimed that she 
was competent and she didn't want the payments to stop .. 
She became 21 and I had her in your Honor's office when 
these papers were signed and she never made any claim to me. 
at that time that she wanted the estate turned over to her 
or that sh~ was capable of handling it. The same thing 
applies to Keconghta.n in 1938. She was over 21 at that 
time and she never said she was capable and never made 
any claim about t.hatr The first time she has claimed to ine 
she was capable of handling her own affairs was 
page 135 ~ when this notice of motion was served on me by 
the· City Sergeai:it a few weeks- ago. That is the 
first time. Shortly prior to that-I thought I was fulfilling 
my duties as committee-I tried to get her to take these treat-
ments, and I was paying the woman she stays with $4.00 a 
week and paying her $5.00 a week extra spending money. I 
threatened suspending the $5.00 a week to get her to take 
treatments from Dr. Morrison, and she refused to take the 
treatments, but I did everything· I could to try to get her to 
take them. I have told her that tbe money was invested, but 
she has never asked me how much money she had or how it 
was invested or anything about the income from it. She 
asked me about buying her a home and I told her I could not 
recommend it. The house she picked out was down here on 
east Washington street with the yard next to a tombstone 
yard, an old dilapidated house. She· has as_ked me for an au-
tomobile all the time. She never asked me for money to open 
up a hair dressing place, and I would have thought it inad-
visable to furnish it if it was anv substantial amount. I tried 
to keep her occupied and did "'pay $15.00 for license. She 
has never stayed at any place I ha:ve put her. 
CROSS .EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Fulcher: -
Q. You said she has never said anything to you about turn-
ing her property over to her. Have you ever 
page 136 ~ discussed the question with her about it? 
A. It never came up. 
Q. vVbose business did you think it was to bring it up 0? 
You know the law, and know that when a person becomes 21 
they are entitled to their property? 
· A. A person w~th a normal mind, and an order was en-
tered at the time she- became 21. 
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. _ Q. You wrote her a letter telling her she had become 21 
and you had to. have a committee appointed, didn't you 7 
A. I think I told )ler I was· going to make application. .You 
m~y have the lett'er. . . 
Q. You knew at that time she had been discharged from 
the hospital up there, didn ~t yoh? . 
A. I don't remember. Of course, I have had her paroled 
seyeral times. . . · . 
Q. You being her guardian, wouldn't you know when she 
was discharg·ed, or anything· like that? 
. A. She has never been discharg·ecl .that I know of except 
this discharge you mentioned in the Judge's office and have 
in Court today. 
Q. ·when a person is actually discl1arged from the hospital, 
don't they send a copy of that discharge to the Court from 
which the person is sent up? 
A. I have .never l1eard of it. They never have sent me 
any of them. 
})age 137 ~ Q. Don't you know. the Statute. provides that 
when a person is discharged the Superinte~dent 
has to send the discharg·e to the Court from the city or county 
from which the person is sent up 1 . 
A. I am not familiar with that. There is a Statute re-
garding tl1e criminal insane which requires the Superintend-
ent to notifv the Clerk of the Court ten davs in advance of 
discharge . ., " . 
Q. You wouldn't deny there is such a provision in the 
Statute providing· for the Superintendent to send a copy of 
the discharg·e to the Clerk of.the Court of the city or county 
from which the person is sent? 
A. As applicable 'to this case 1 
Q. To all cases. 
A. I don't know of anv. such Statute. 
. Q. How did this lunac); hearing happJm to be he]d in Rich-
mond when tlie g-irl was living in Nansemond County? 
A. S1ie had a .had case of syphilis. My recollection is I 
took her to Dr. Edward .J ovum· 's office to see him and she 
.ran out of his office. She ·was incorrigible, and could not 
be found. She would p;o out in the woods and stay. She 
would leave everywhere T placed her. I made an affidavit 
under t11e Statute to the .Judge of the Juvenile and Domestic 
Relations Court of N ansemond County then. Her grand-
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mother lived in Aulander, outside of the city 
page 138 ~ limits. I asked the Court to hold a hearing be-
cause she was incorrigible, and she had syphilis 
at that time. 
Q. And they took her and carried her to Richmond f 
A. Yes, committed by Judge Gray. 
Q. You didn't tell her and her aunt when you went out 
in the country for her that they weie going to send her to 
Richmond to a de ten.ti on home 7 
A. I could not anticipate the Court's decision. I told her 
we were going down before Judge Gray to have a hearing. 
Q. Didn't you tell her there was a Government lady 
down here to see her and you wanted her to go in and see 
herf . 
A. I may have. There was a field worker that I asked to 
come down here and accompany her in case she was committed 
so that she would have a woman with her. 
Q. You are familiar with the papers, are you~ 
A. I think so. 
Q. Can you show me any petition filed by a Justice of 
the Peace in Richmond to have this lunacy hearing¥ 
A. ''The undersigned reputable citizen of the State of 
Virginia believes Caroleen Baker now in the City of Rich-
mond to be feeble-minded, does hereby petition-" 
Q. Who is thaU 
A. C. W. Atkinson, tTnstice of the Peace. 
pa.ge. 139 ~ Q. As a matter of fact, he was one of the com-
mission? 
A. Yes. 
Q. You a·re familiar with the section under which these 
proceedings arc held. The Justice of ·the Peace and two 
doctors constitute the commission, don't they? 
A. Your Honor cautioned me in the beginning about argu-
ments. I think that is a legal question, and I was trying 
to avoid getting in any argument. I have authority tbat I 
can submit to the 'Court in the argument that those papers 
are considered a petition. 
The Court: These questions are not interesting to me. 
Mr. Fulcher: I have a case to the contrarv. 
The Court: Then you may present it, but· don't argue it 
with the witness. 
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By Mr. Fulcher: 
Q.1 Mr. Holland, you filed a petition asking that you be 
appointed as committee, didn't you f 
A. The petition stat.es what the purpose of it is. I didn't 
ask to be appointed. I asked the Court to appoint some suit-
able person.. " 
Q.. I will ask you if you didn't file the petition yourself 
with the Court at the time you were appointed? · 
A. That is right. It is a petition to the Court to appoint 
some suitable person, but not me. 
page 140 } Q. This is your petition, isn't iU 
A. Yes. 
Q'. And a committee was appointed on this petition Y 
A. That is only a part of it. All the papers you have in 
your hand were presented to the Court at that time. 
Q. There is no question about this commission being held 
in Richmond; is that right Y 
A. None at all. That is while she was in confinement with 
the State Board of Public Welfare. I didn't ask that any 
commission be held. 
Q. What year was it that you took her up before Judge 
Gray! 
A. I could not tell you that without looking at my records. 
I have a separate file on every year. 
Q. How long had he1· grandmother been dead before you 
took her up there? 
A. I don't think it was long· before April, 1933. I think 
it was a few months before that. 
Q. Did you know she was going· th rough all of those dif-
ferent places at the timeT 
A. I did not. 
Q. Nobody communicated with you, . • 
A. No. I think she wrote me a letter from Richmond while 
she was in the detention home. 
Q. Did you make any objection to her being held there? 
A. None at all. I thought that was the proper 
}Jage 141 } place for her. She had an awfully bad case of 
. sypl1ilis and she was running wild. 
Q. The hospital is the proper place to treat syphilis Y 
A. Yes. 
Q. Wby did you think the detention home was the proper 
place for her Y 
A. That came under the control of the State Board of 
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Public Welfare. I had nothing to do with it. Jildge Gray 
committed l1er and they decided to do that~ 
Q'. As her guardian you could have put her in the hospital 
and had her treatea 1 . 
A. I could. have, but she was incorrigible and I thought she 
would run out. • 
Q. Did you have any ttouble with her before her grand~ 
mother died t 
A. I certainly did. 
Q. You didt 
A. Yes: 
Q. You say you didf . . . 
A. Her grandmother complainecl to me all the time that 
she could not control he1· or get her to go to school, that she 
was hanging around on the streets or staying· out. 
Q. You didn't ~ave to send her away while her grand-
mother lived 1 
pag·e 142 ~ A. I didn't do it. I w.as trying to give her ti1c 
advantage of her freedom and trying to keep her 
in school. 
Q. This gi~l has been coming to your office from time td 
time. Did yon ever have. any conversa.~ion wj~h ~1er and tell 
her what she sl10nld do· and what she should not clo f 
A. Many times in the Jast year. 
Q. When is the last time f . 
A. I can't remember. She hasn't been there, to my recol-
lection, since this proceeding. . 
Q. That has only b~en a short time f .. 
A. Yes. My stenographer has a power of attorney and 
pays her this money. I have tried to talk to her frorri time 
to time. 
Q. Since she has been back from Petersburg this last tini~, 
can you tell me how many times .you have talked with her as 
to behaving herself and what she sl10uld do and what she 
should not do 1 
A. I didn't make a.ny record of- it. I talked to her off and 
on and mainly as I got reports. If I would get a bad -report 
on her I would take it up with he1~ and try. to straight~n it out. 
Q'. Those rep_orts came.fro~. the outside, and did you rely 
on anything anybody told you f. - . · 
A. Partially based 011 her admissions made on the stand 
today. 
page 143 ~ Q. You were talking about reports coming to 
you. I want to know whether or not you knew· 
these reports were true or untrue T 
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A. Of my own knowledge, I ·never saw her in the woods 
and never saw her in bed with men, but I have had the re-
ports. 
Q. You have never seen her do anything that was out of 
the wa.y, or anything wrong? 
A. Never had an opportunity to because when she was at 
my office I would not expect her to try to do anything wrong. 
Q. You haven't been to the places or seen her there. You 
went to a place one time or sent Mr. Churn down there? 
A. The reason I did that I looked everywhere for her 
for several weeks and found her finally at Mattie Moore's 
house. 
Q. She was staying there and behaving herself like people 
should 7 
A. At that time, yes. 
Q. All the information you had as to this girl's conduct 
is based on pure hearsay; is that right? 
A. I would not say altogether, but on conversations with 
her, medical reports and other reports. 
Q. Medi~al reports? Do you say they show any miscon-
duct on her part? 
page 144 ~ A. It only shows syphilis. 
Q. Don't you know a person can inherit that? 
A. Yes. 
Q. How do you know she didn't inherit it? . 
A. I was trying to get her t.o treat her for it, no matter 
how it came to her. 
Q. We are talking about conduct. Syphilis doesn't or-
dinarily indicate misconduct on the pa.rt of the person who 
has it if they inherited it, since the sins of the father are 
visited on the childre11, and you don't hold the children re-
sponsible for that? , 
A. No, but I was trying to get her treated. 
Q. How do you know she was not taking treatment in the 
hospital? 
A. She did take them at one time until it was negative. 
Q. Whom has sl1c taken treatments from when she was 
down here? 
A. She took a course some years ago from Dr. Morrison 
who continued to treat her until her condition became nega ... 
tive. 
Q. How· did you know but that it was negative this time 
,vhen you sent her back? 
A. i knew she had lmd trouble off and on many years and 
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I asked her to go down and take a blood test from 
page 145 ~ Dr. Morrison a few months ago. 
Q. And she has been taking treatments up until 
the time this suit was broughti 
A. No. Dr. Morrison saw me and told me this girl had 
not come back like she promised and I told him I would ar: 
range for her to be back. 
Q. ,Vhen did he tell you thatf . 
A. I didn't write it down, but some time before this mo-
tion was served on me. · 
Q. How long has it been since you sent her back to him f 
.A. You mean this last time? 
Q. Yes, the last time f 
A. I made arrangements with him to give .her ten treat-
ments. She said she took five treatments, I think, but I ar-
ranged for ten consecutive weekly treatments. I know she 
took a number of them. It has been testified she took five, 
and I know she took somewhere around five, hut she stopped 
when she had taken only two and I got her to go back by 
threatening to suspend the weekly payments. I told her I 
would not pay her $5.00 a week unless she went back, and 
then she went back and took up to five, I think. 
Q'. She has taken five and ,vas supposed to have taken 
ten? 
A. That is what I understood from her Dr. Pierce. 
Q. How long has it been since you. had her go 
page 146 ~ back to Dr. Morrison? You say you made ar-
rang·ements for her to go and take ten treat-
ments. Leave out the time since this suit has been pending? 
A. I think she would have just about :finished up before 
suit was filed. That is a guess on my part. 
Q. This suit was begun the first of May, was it? ·w a.sn 't 
notice served on you the first day of May? 
A. I made no memorandum of it, but the officer's return 
shows it. My record shows it was served on me May 6th, 
19'39. 
Q. How many weeks have passed since this, about four? 
A. Something- like that. 
Q. And she had lived up to her promise up to that time f 
A. No. I was trying to tell you she was in arrears three 
or four weeks, three or four or five weeks, before this was 
served on me. I would sav that from hvo to five weeks she 
was not going down there.·· One reason I can tell is there is 
a check in my office now my stenog-rapher was going to give 
her but she would not come back for it. Here it is, May 6th. 
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That is the same day this was served, and there was a check 
up there that day for her for $5.00 and she didn't come by 
for it. 
Q. You don't know whether she went to Dr. 
page 147 } Morrison, or not, do you, personallyi 
A. No, I don't. 
DR. ~. S. BRE;NT, 
sworn on behalf of the defendant, testified as follows: 
By Mr. Holland: ~ 
Q. What is your official position t 
A. Superintendent of the Central State Hospital. 
Q. How long have you been .Superintendent? 
A. Since the last part of last July. 
Q. You ·succeeded Dr. Henry? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Have you the records on Caroleen Baker since she wa.s 
first committed f 
A. Yes, dated May 5t11, 1933. 
Q. How long did she stay there at that time? 
A. She was furloughed October 17th, 1933. 
Q. Then when did she come back, Doctor f 
A. Returned on December 17th, 1934. 
Q. How long did she stay at that time 1 
A. ·Furloughed on December 17th, 1935. 
page 148 ~ Q. And came back when T 
A. Returned September 1st, 1936. 
Q. How long did she stay then? 
A. Furloughed again May 29th, 1937, and hasn't been back. 
Q. May 29th, 1937, 
A. Yes. 
The Court: All of that. is recorded in the letter that has 
been filed. 
By Mr. Holland: 
Q. Explain to the Court why this certificate was issued 
by Dr. H. 'C. Henry, Superintendent? 
A. That is a copy. "\Vhen a patient has been a.way from 
the hospital continuously as much as 12 months we discharge 
them. That does not mean they have recovered necessarily. 
They may or may not have. They may improve or have 
partial recovery. This was a case of feeble-mindedness and 
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she was discharged as not insane, and means she didn't show 
psychosis. 
Q. Psychosis is a form of insanity Y 
A. Yes. 
Q'. What is this condition WC are discussing today! 
A. Fee·ble-mindedness, which means their mental condition 
is feeble-minded. 
Q. ·when did you examine her f 
page 149- ~ A. I think May 16th when she came back up 
there. 
Q. At the Central State HospitaH 
A. Yes. 
Q. And that was at the same time Dr.-
A. At the same time Dr. Williams examined her. 
Q. What kind of examination was given her, Doctor? I 
don't know how it is pronounced, but did you give her the 
Binet-Termon testf 
A. She was given all the tests we had. 
Q. At the Central State ~ospital ! 
A. Yes .. 
Q. Yon examined her f 
.A.. I examined her also that dav. 
Q. What mental condition did· you find her m that day, 
May 16th, 1935? 
.A. That she was approximately the same as when she left 
there, her mental condition. 
Q'. The commitment papers show that she had the intelli-
gence at that time of a child approximately eight years and 
nine months old? 
A. I think the tests that we gave her showed nine years 
and six months, slightly above that. 
Q. What would you say would be her intelligence quotient? 
A. 59. 
page 150 ~ Q. You have got on that copy of the discharge 
there not insane f 
A. Yes. 
Q. Is that any indication that she was discharged as be-
ing not feeble-minded f 
A. No, not at all. 
Q. Isn't it a fact that you discharge a lot of people who 
are incapable or incompetent, some feeble-minded and some 
ins·ane, but not dangerous enough to themselves or anybody 
else to be confined T 
A. Yes, that is frequently done. 
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Q. And furlough them sometimes in the custody of their 
people. At the time· of your examination of this gfrl on 
May 16th, was she capable of managing her affairs? 
A. I wouldn't think so, no, sir. It was my opinion that 
she wasn't. 
Q. Does this condition come at birth or at early age, in 
your judgment 1 . 
A. I think it is likely that she was never deveiooed aud 
probably that began at qirth, never developed entirely. 
Q. What is the condition of the brain in feeble-minded per-
sons a.s to the cells? 
A. It is either a condition in which their development is 
arrested early in life or it is through heredity perhaps or 
it if;; the condition in which they are born, or 
page 151 ~ perhaps could be shown to be 6irth injury or an 
injury in early life. 
Q. From your examination of this girl and from the history 
of this case, how do you think this feeble-mindedness be-: 
g·an? 
A. This probably began from birth. 
Q. You haven't found any injury to ea use iU 
A. No. 
Q. Is she capable of caring for herself in view of what 
you know of this case? 
A. I don't think· she would be without some supervision . 
. Q. Suppose this money was turned over to her, what_would 
you say she would do with it? 
A. I imagine she would get rid of it very fast. 
Q. Would you say she would be subject to influences that 
a child nine vears old would be? 
A. That ,v~uld be my opinion. 
Q. ·wm slJe e,,er recover from this condition, in your judg·-
menU 
A. I don't think they ever do. They can be trained, of 
course, and helped some. I don't. think their judgment will 
ever become normal. They are subject to influences, sugges-
tions, and that sort of thing. 
Q. Yon have heard the testimony in Court that she has 
done some hair dressing- and straightening hair. 
page 152 }- Would that be any indication in your mind to 
change :vour opinion that she is feeble-minded? 
A.. No, I don't t~ink so. 
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CROSS EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Fulcher: 
Q. The question was asked. you whether or not she was 
capable of handling her affairs. What did you mean? 
A. I don't think, without supervision, she could make a 
living and handle money and a business successfully. 
. Q. Suppose she didn't have any money Y 
. A. She would probably have beei~ sent back to us by this 
time. 
By Mr. Holland: 
Q. You say she would have been sent back to you by this 
timeY 
A. Most of them are who don't have any. 
By Mr. Fulcher: 
Q. There have been any number of them from Suffolk who 
have been up there and they came back and haven't been 
back to you? 
A. I could not say. . 
Q. I was up there some time ago with reference to someone 
and he was not sent back to vou? 
A. Was he feeble-minded or insane? 
Q. Which is worse, feeble-mindedness or insanity f 
A. That depends. Feeble-mindedness is worse 
page 153 ~ than insanity in some cases. You don't recover 
from that, but you do from certain forms of in-
sanity. 
Q . .Your definition of feeble-mindedness seems to be alto-
gether different from what is laid down by law a_s its defini-
tion. 
A. I am not a lawyer. 
Q. Here is a girl who cooks for herself, and takes ca1·e of 
her person-you have heard the testimony that. she is very 
tidy, and you heard one of those instructors who came from.· 
the hospital up there who said she was one of the best stu-
dents in her place for 15 yea rs Y 
A. That is merely her opinion. 
Q. Isn't she in position to know? 
A. I don't know that her judgment a.long this line would 
be the best in the world. 
Q. I don't say it would be the best in the world. You 
don't hold yourself out as being the best in the world, do 
youT 
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A. No. but I think I am ahead of her. 
· Q. You examine these patients, and it is purely a routine 
matter, just like discharging them! 
A. No. 
Q. Here is a girl who came there in May and you dis-
charged her in October. How did that happen 
page 154} if she was feeble-minded· and unable to care for 
herself? 
A. She had behaved well there and we thought she would 
do no harm outside to herself or others perhaps, and she had 
a committee also. 
Q. She had what! 
A. Had a guardian or committee. 
Q. Did you know she was not going to live with her 
guardian? 
A. Yes, J:>ut he was going to give her some supervision. 
Q. That was just an assumption on your part, was iU 
A. We thought he would. 
Q. And she was turned loose to come back here f 
A. No, she was not turned loose but furloughed in care of 
thP. committee. They are never turned loose entirely. 
Q. .Suppose the evidence still shows she was ·turned loose 
and went out in the country to live with her aunt out there, 
and that she was not under her guardian and that she goi 
along all right? . 
A. She was still under the supervision of her aunt, wasn't 
she? 
Q. She testified here she got along all right, that she 
didn't have to bother with her, that the girl took care of 
herself, and she is at the present time taking care of her-
self. 
page 155 } A. She wnsn 't supporting herself though, was 
sheT 
Q. She can support herself. I will say that was due to 
the fact that she had money coming to her from some other 
source. Does a person have to work and support themselves 
when they have money? 
A. No, but the fact that they get along outside of that 
doesn't indicate they are normal. · 
Q. What do you mean by that? 
A. You are stating that as the reason why she is normal 
and all right, because she got along. She got along, but-
Q. You heard the testimony here today that she has taken 
care of herself by hair dressing, or partly taken care of 
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herself, and is at the present time, that she has customers 
and that she is doing a hair dressing business and can support 
yourself. Wba.t do· yon say as to thatf 
A. I don't feel that she is capable. I don't think she is 
capable of supg.orting herself if she had no supervision or 
help. 
Q·. Do yon mean to say she has to lrnve somebody stay in 
her hair dressing place and tell her what to do and what 
not to do? · 
A. 1F'rom a business standpoint, yes. 
Q. The evidence shows she didn't bave to have that. 
A. Has s11e done that entirely on her own? 
page 156 ~ Q. Apparently she has. 
A. Without any outside aid f 
Q. Without any outside aid, nobody to assist her. She 
does her own work with nobody to say "you have clone this 
right, n or "yon ha.ve done t11is wrong-
Mr. Holland: I submit the attorney is not questioning 
the witness but arguing the case. 
Mr. Fulcl1er: You have asked hypothetical questions, and 
this gentleman has qualified as an expert. 
A. My opinion is she would not be able to do it. 
By :Mr. Fulcher: 
Q. If the evidence sl1ows she has done it, what would you 
say? 
A. If the evidence conclusively showed me that she had, 
it might be different. From wha.t I J1ave heard, I don't. think 
that is true. 
· Q. How many times did you have a chance to talk to her 
while she was at the hospital f 
A. T saw her on several occasions. She was in another 
department, not in mine. 
Q. In another department? 
A. But I saw her at staff reviews and occasions like that. 
Q. When? 
page 157 ~ A. When they were reviewed before the whole 
staff. 
Q. When she first came, there f 
A . .Yes, when she first came there and other times. 
Q. The day she came up there for her discharge, you 
thought she was all right then, didn't you T 
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A. No, I didn't think she was normal at all. 
Q. You didn't think she was normal at all? 
A. No. 
Q. Wha.t made you think she was not normal? 
A. I didn't have any reason to think she was. I didn't 
examine her that day, I don't think. I may have asked her 
a few questions. 
Q.· You didn't hesitate to give her a copy of the discharge? 
A. We discharge lots of them in the same way. 
Q. Her whole trouble is her lack of education, isn't it T 
A. No, I don't think so. 
Q. Did you hear her testimony this morning? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Didn't she hold a very good conversation, and weren't 
he1; responses to the questions asked intelligent? 
A. I think a good many of her own admissions would in-
dicate she was not normal. · 
Q. For instance, wha.t 7 
pag·e 158 ~ A. The various things she said. 
Q. N amP. one thing she said. 
A. Like going· to school, . that she didn't want to go to 
school and she ran away from school, and said she was run-
ning around with certain classes of people. 
Q'. You have heard of numbers of girls doing that? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Not wanting to go to school? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Don't you know that any person who ordinarily takes 
on to an education must grow up in that environment and 
those surroundings, that they have to want to get an educa-
tion? 
A. How is that? 
Q. A person who takes an education ordinarily must grow 
up to that? 
A. Some people want an education from the start. 
Q. They don't have to he told about the advantages of 
an education. They are just born that way and grqw up Y 
A. They seem to absorb it as they go along. 
Q. And others don't seem to absorb an education? 
A. Yes. 
Q. This gfrl didn't w·ant. to take an education? . 
A .. The fact that she lacks an education-you 
page 159 r can be absolutely ignorant. from that standpoint 
and still have good sense. 
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Q. You don't think she has good ·sense? 
A. I don't think she is normal, no. 
Q. Do you know many up there better off than she is 7 
A. No, I don't think so. She is among the better ones 
there. We don't have them there-they don't come there 
unless there is something wrong. 
Q. They never come up there-
A. Feeble-minded improve some but they don't get well. 
Q. Your testimony is that she hasn't improved any? 
A. She has improved some. 
Q. Did you hear her testify that when she was going to 
school she got as far as the fourth grade? 
A. I don't remember exa.ctlv what she said about that. 
Q. If a person was promoted each year and advanced as 
far as the fourth grade, would you still say they only had 
foe mentality of a nine yea.r old child? 
A. It would depend upon how they could continue to go 
on. 
Q. You mean after they left school? 
A. No, while they were at school. 
Q. Ordinarily children don't get to the fourth grade when 
they are only nine? They begin school at six. 
A. I am not familiar with how they go. 
page 160 ~ Q. They begin going· to school at six? 
A. I am not familiar with how they g·o. 
Q. They begin going· to school a.t six. Does a person get 
to the fourth gTade at eight, if they begin at six? 
A. No. 
Q. Unless they were promoted more tlian once each year 
they would not get to the fourth grade at that time¥ 
A. No. 
Q. And even though these people who testified, such as 
the lady who conducted the hair dressing school and the other · 
lady who worked in the hospital, who say this girl was very 
bright and that she progressed rapidly, you still say she 
is feeble-minded and she is incapable of taking care of her-
sclf t · 
A. Oh, yes, I am satisfied of that from our own examina-
tions and her history. 
Q. ·where did you get her history? 
A. "\Ve had her historv from Richmond and the other 
physicians, the Government physicians, at the hospital at 
the time of the examination. 
Q. You haveu 't g·otten any of her history from her rela-
tives that you know of? 
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A. I don't recall. 
Q. She came up there on the 16th for an examination. Who 
was with you when you examined herY 
pag·e 161 } A. One of the nurses. 
Q. One of the nurses? 
A. Yes. 
Q. You examined her by yourself? 
A. Yes. Dr. Williams examined her, too. 
Q. Was there some other lady who looked her over! 
A. Yes. 
Q. Who was the lady? 
A. Mrs. Irwin. 
Q. Did she make any report as to what she found T 
A. Yes. 
Q. What did she say? 
A. She gave her mental ag·e as nine years, I think. 
Q. You are positive of thaU 
A. Yes. 
Q. You don't know what she told the girl? 
A. No. They always make those examinations privately. 
Q. She did have some conversation with the gi.rU 
A. Yes, I think so. 
Q. This other doctor who is down here today was not with 
you on your examination T 
A. No. 
Q. He made his separately from yours f 
A. I was with liim. 
Q. W11en he made his! 
page 162 } A. Yes. 
Q. You had concluded he was not coming? 
A. No. I understood hP. was coming. 
Q. At the time set for tl1e examination he wasn't there t 
A. He was supposed to be there at two. 
Q. What time did lie get there·f 
A. I suppose about four, half past three or four. 
Q. And you told the gir] you didn't think he was coming! 
A. No. I don't think I did. 
Q. You knew he wasn't there 1 
A. I thought. he was coming. 
Q. Why did you go on and examine l1er by yourself! 
A. I thought I would get through with that much of it. I 
was present when he was examining her. 
Q. During the time the girl stayed up there, can you tell 
me how many times you looked her over f 
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A. I don't know; several times. 
Q. You base your :findings on the history of the patient, 
and although you saw her one time you could draw a con-
clusion! 
A. The history, the times I talked to her and examined 
her. 
Q. Irrespective of the f aet tliat you talk to 
page 163. ~ them only one time you are in position to draw a 
conclusion? 
A. I talked to her more than one time and had a great deal 
more than that to go on. -
Q. What else did you have to g·o on f 
A. I told you her record while she was there. _ 
Q. This record, as I understand it, was taken about three 
or four years from the time you made your examination. Do 
you. think that is fair? 
A. There were records there up until the time she left the 
last time. .She left the last time on ifay 29th, 1937. 
Q'. May 29th, 1937 Y 
A. Yes. 
Q. You didn't examine her then Y 
A. No, I don't know that I did, but there were records U}l 
to that time. 
Q. There were records there np to that time? 
A. Yes. 
Q. You say there is a possibility of a person improving¥ 
A. Yes. 
Q. You just have a person come in one time and give them 
an examination, although you haven't seen that person in 
a period of four or five years, and you take the record which 
you have there at the hospital on that person and 
page 164 ~ decide your case? 
· A. .You can form a ·pretty t.horoug·h opinion, 
yes. 
Q. You don't talk to people with whom she has had con-
tact an~ been associating with Y 
.A. That would be very p;ood'if you could. 
· Q. Don't you think it would be best to talk to otlier peo-
ple? 
A. The more information we have the better it is. 
Q. If you had the people she has been mingling· with and 
living with there before you you could draw a much better 
conclusion, could you Y Wouldn't that help? 
A. It would depend upon wl10 they were. It would help. · 
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Q. How much! 
A. I say it would depend upon who they were and what 
ilieykoo~ · · 
Q. Would you want to consult a psychologist? 
A. Not necessarily. 
Q. She left there, I believe you said, in October. She 
came there in May and left in October? 
A. Whatever you have in that letter. 
Q. You didn't see her during that time, from May until 
October? 
A. I think it is likely I did. 
Q. You saw her ~uring that time 7 
page 165 ~ A. I think so. 
Q. ·when she came back in 1934, in December, 
did you see her then f 
A. I don't know that I saw her that day. Perhaps I didn't. 
I may have or may not have. -Sometimes when they come in 
I may possibly receive them and sometimes others, but she 
was not in my department directly. 
Q. I believe you say you gave her this discharge when 
she was away from the hospital, that you are supposed to do 
it after a person has been away a year. Do you ev~r discharge 
a feeble-minded person T 
A. Yes. · 
Q. What is the idea of discharging a person who bas not 
been restored? 
A. We discharge a good many, as I told you before, insane, 
feeble-minded and epileptics. if we think they will do· no 
harm to themselves or anybody else and are under super-
ri~~n. · · 
Q. After they have been away for a year you turn them 
out for themselves? 
A. We discharge patients sometimes unless somebody has 
objected to their being discharged. 
Q. After they have been away you turn them loose regard-
less of their condition f 
A. No. We mark the discharge· on our books -
page 166 ~ and send a copy to the clerk of the Court. It 
doesn't necessarily mean they have improved. 
Q·. Why do you turn them loose T · 
A. Because we think they are capable of staying away with 
supervision. 
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recalled on behalf of the defendant, testified as foilows: 
Bv Mr. Holland: 
·Q. When Caroleen Baker became 21 years of age did you 
r~quest, as representative of the Veterans' Administration, 
that an adjudication be made of her mentally and the ap-
pointment of a commit.tee? 
A. Yes. 
Q. How did you do tlmt 1 
A. By writing you, as I w~call. 
Q. You considered her incapable of managing her affairs 
and asked me to take it up with the Court? 
A. The records so show, that I asked you to take the matter 
up with the Court. I wish to add that it was the desire of 
the Veterans' Administration that you be ap-
page 167 ~ pointed as committee because you had so 
splendidly administered her affairs, and if there 
had been a change the question of commissions may have 
come up. If the Court will permit me, I would like to make 
a slight change in my testimony this morning. I inf erred 
from que~tions of the attorney that he probably thought I 
bad a financial interest in this case. I testified I had no in-
terest in the case. I meant no personal financial interest. 
I am attorney for the Administration and am interested to 
see that money awarded to the gfrl is disbursed 
CROSS EXAMINATION. 
Bv Mr. Fulcher: 
"'Q. I don't know how you got the impression I thought you 
had some :financial interest. I know you represent. the Vet-
erans' Bureau because I have done some work with you my-
self from time to time. 
A. Tha.t may have been the wrong· inference on my part. If 
it. was I apologize. 
Q. I didn't infer that at all. I helieye you· stated your 
records showed what as to the first examination of this girl? 
A: Delinquency and incompetency, I said. 
Q. Delinquency and incompetency! 
A. Yes, in the opinion of our medical examiner. 
page 168 ~ Here is the report, if you wish to see it. 
Q. I do want to see that. 
A. I will show it to vou. 
Q. It doesn't say feeble-mindedness, does it y 
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A. I will let you look at it again. 
Q·. Mentally incompetent f 
A. Yes. . 
. Q. That is a word you use more or less with veterans who 
have been in the service and who have been shell shocked or 
something like that? 
A. No. vVe apply it to· any beneficiary that is examined 
by our medical staff. 
Q. At that time she was an infant, was she? 
A. We adjudicate both at the same time if we can. 
Q. Any infant is incompetent to handle their own affairs? 
A. Legally so. 
Q. How do you know that is not what they had reference 
to there? 
A. I happen to know it isn't. They would have no reason· 
to examine them then. 
Q. But you know an infant is not capable of handling their 
affairs T 
A. Yes. 
Q. The other term they used was '' delinquent f'' 
A. Let me read the diagnosis : '' Mental de-
page 169 t :ficiency, mo l'On, with social and industrial in-
adaptability and in need of supervision clue to her 
delinquent tendencies.'' 
Q. Due to her tcnderic·ies. You don't apply that to an adult 
person f 
A. I don't do it at aH in any case. The doctors do. 
Q. Legally do you mH kc tha't reference to grown persons t 
A. I have seen it in the diag110sis. 
Q. Delinquent? 
A. Delinquent te11dencies, yes. 
By the Court: 
Q. Suppose this gi1·l was cleclared to be mentally defi-
cient, how would the GovE.H'nment want that money adminis-
tered to her ? 
A. Through u lPgal representative. 
Q. I mean on what ratio or basis, $10.00 a month, $50.00 a 
month, or $100.00 a month f 
A. ""\Ve would like her needs provided for within reason-
able limits according- to the size of her estate. If she had 
more money it would he all rig-ht with us for the guardian 
to spend more. The thing· we try to do is to take care of her 
reasonable needs. · 
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Q. The girl would have ~n expectancy of say 40 years, ac-
cording to her age 7 
page 170 ~ A. Yes, I think so. 
Q. ·would it be your idea or the idea of the 
Government to distribute that money over 40 or 50 years, or 
would it be its idea to give her a substantial amount now and 
let her spend it vd1ile she is young and in active life t I am 
simply trying to find out the Government's position on these 
matters, because I have to have something to base my findings 
on. 
A. In this particular case I will answer your question to 
apply to this case.- She gets $20.00 a month through her 
committee. 
Q. That is coming in every month f 
· A. Yes, and that will not increase or decrease under the 
present law. If the Jaw is not changed and Mr. Holland con-
tinues as her committee and she continues to be totallv dis-
abled, that will go to her through her natural life. She has 
a private estate that has accumulated. I didn't hear Mr. 
Holland's testimony, hut as I recall it is around $13,500.00, 
mostly invested in Government bonds. As I recall, it is in-
vested at 3%, which is about $400.00, and that added to $240.00 
is $640.00 which he will be well within his· rights in spendi:ng, 
$640.00. That would be about $50.00 a month. We try to 
keep in mind first that they grow older and their needs may 
be greater. If the committee should go ahead 
page 171 ~ and spend $13,000.00 for different things, later on 
$20.00 a nt(;nth will not be enough to take car11 
of an old person . 
• Q. I was trying to find out how far ahead you projected 
it, and whether yo,u wanted to keep it intact. 
A. No, not especially. The station in life of the person has 
a lot to do with it. 
Q. The subject may get sick, of course, and need hospitali-
zation Y 
.A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Does she get hospitalization Y 
A. No, sir, she cannot be given l10spitalization under the 
present law. We can examine her, of course, at any time. 
They will examine her periodically if she continues to draw 
the money, becauAe tho Government wants to be sure that 
she continues in that ccndition if they continue to pay th~ 
money. I want to say that we would not pay this mo1icy to 
her when she became 21 unless the Court that had jurisdiction 
decided that she was not feeble-minded, and that she wa~ 
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capable of managing her own affairs, and in that event we bow 
to the judgment of the Court. 
Q. If that was decided, would the $20.00 stop? 
A. It would terminate the $20.00 thereafter. 
Q. Where did the corpus of the estate come from? 
A. This girl was the daughter of a man who died in mili-
tary service and was the beneficiary of his insur-
page 172 ~ ance as well as compensation beneficiary. There 
was an jnsurance policy of two hundred and forty 
installments of $57.50 each paid to Mr. Holland, and at the 
same time she was getting $20.00 a month compensation, so 
she was really getting $77 .50 a month. As I recall, she was 
born October 12th, 1916, and according to our records, when 
this compensation insurance first started to Mr. Holland or 
to the American Bank and Trust Company, to be exact, she 
was a very young child and didn't need so much, and out of 
the .$77.50 a month the bank and Mr. Holland ·accumulated 
this estate which is in hand now. 
Bv Mr. Fulcher: 
·Q. Mr. Godwin, this money, insurance money, was due and 
payable on the death of this girl's father? 
A. That is correct. 
Q. The Government hasn't anything to do with that, has 
it? 
A. It is a n1ooted question. 
Q. It was an insurance policy, was iU 
A. There is a Federal law, first written during the World 
War, the Veterans' Act, reserving the right to themselves 
to see that these pensions and i~surance were applied as 
they thought they should be. You use the term insurance. 
It is compensa tioi1 tha i was issued to us. I am an ex-soldier 
mvself. 
page 173 ~ ·q. So am I. 
A. It is more of a. contract. ·The purpose is 
to see that the depemfonts are taken care of. 
Q. The Fede1."tl Gon~rnmcnt has nothing to do with this 
money after it has been paid over to the committee? It 
comes within the jutisdiction of this Court then; is that right'? 
A. It comes under the jurisdiction of this Court but we 
are required under the law to exercise what we term benevo-. 
lent supervision of it. 
Q. Your ben'='volent supervision must be through the 
Court? 
A. Acting ai; a friend of the Court, yes. 
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Q. If you wanted to have the committee removed you would 
have to come to this Court to do it¥ 
A. Yes. 
Q. The Federal Government could not do anything about 
iU 
A. No. 
Q. The only thing the Federal Government is concerned 
in is this $20.00 a month? 
A. No, both. 
Q. You were concerned in both when it was an insurance 
policy payable to this man's estate or beneficiary? Suppose 
this girl had been normal at the time she became 21. Was 
there any way the Federal Government could 
page 174 ~ have said to her, "Here, you must draw this 
money''? 
A. No. 
Q. How do you come in then t 
A. You evidently haven't read Title 38 of the U. S. Code. 
That gives the Veterans' Administration a right of super-
vision. 
Q. Granting· that to be a fact-
A. And the State of Virginia has recog11ized the Veterans' 
Administration as an interested party. 
Q. We have a section in our Code dealing with appointing 
trustees for veterans 7 
A. Yes. 
Q . .And that is an act that governs these eases of veterans f 
A. You are ~peaking of 1050-A of the Virginia Code. That 
provides that trustees may be appointed and you don't have 
to have an adJudication of insanity. 
Q. I hold an insurance policy of the Federal Government-
The Court: Suppose you go out there and argue this out 
among yourseli;r,~s. I was simply asking this witness, in a 
general way, what their policy was. I don't care to have a 
dissertation hetween counsel on this subject . 
.Mr. F,ulcher: I would like to have it made 
page 175 ~ clear to me. 
The Court: You and this veteran may go out 
there and work it out among yourselves. 
Mr. Fulcher: M v contention is that the Federal Govern-
ment doesn't have :inytlling- to do with it because it has been 
turned over to the Court mid it is up to the Court to adminis-
_ter the funds. 
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The Court: Let this girl add one set of these figures and 
subtract the other one for me (handing paper to counsel). 
CAU.OLIGEN BAKER (Colored), 
the plaintiff, recal1ed, testified in rebuttal as follows: 
By Mr. Fulcher: 
Q. Caroleen, you have heard these doctors testify here .as 
to your feeble-mindedness, and they say you still have the 
mind of an eight-year-old child. Will you tell the Court 
whether or not you have been taking care of yourself, and 
whether anybody has been assisting you in any way 1>Y look-
ing after your affairs and your person other than what little 
money Mr. Holland gives you 1 Has anybody 
page 176 ~ taken ca1·e of you f 
A. No, sir. 
Q. How long have you been buying· your clothes and look-
ing after your own affairs f · 
A. Before my grandmother died she used to give me money 
and let me buv mv own clothes. 
Q. Have yo~ be'~n buying your own clothes since before 
your grandmother died and up to the present time Y 
A. I buy them now. · 
Q. Where do you go to buy them? 
A. When I want n nice dress, a decent dress, sometimes 
I go to Ballard & Smith, aud sometimes go to the Fashion 
Shop. 
Q. The Fashion Shop1 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Those nre places where they sell expensive dresses T 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. How about your food; who buys that? 
A. The, lady where I room with, she boargs me and she 
huvs it herself. Q. She buys the food herself? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Do you t.cll her what to buy you, what you would like 
to havef 
A. Sometimes I tell lier, but practically she gets the same 
thing~ I like. 
pag·e 177 ~ (~. How much money does Mr. Holland give 
you for you~se]f each week? 
A. $5.00 a week. 
Q. For yourself? 
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A. Yes, sir, for spending· money, and $4.00 a week for 
board and lodging. 
Q. Does anyone have to tell you how to spend that money, 
or anything like that? 
A. No, sir. 
Q. Do you carry any insurance on yourself f 
A. No, sir. 
Q. You don't carry any inusrance 1 
A. No, sir. 
Q. As to your social activities, do you go to church and 
places like that J 
A. Yes, sir. 
. Q. "'\Vhere do you go for pleasure Y 
A. Sometimes go to a moving· picture. 
Q. How often do you go to moving pictures 1 
A. About once every week, something like that. 
Q. The other day when you went up to Petersburg to see 
the doctors, who went with you 1 · 
A. I went alone. 
Q. How did you go up there 1 
.A.. On the bus. 
page 178 ~ l~. Did anybody meet you there¥ 
A. No, sir. 
Q. What time were you supposed to be there Y 
_A. Yes, sir. 
Q. What time were you supposed to be thereY 
A. 2:00 o'clock. 
Q. Were you there at 2 :00 o'clock Y 
A. Yes, sir, I was there before 2 :00 o'clock. 
Q. Whom did you g·o to after getting in the hospital Y 
A. I went to the office and the lady told me I was sup-
posed to be there at 2 :00 o'clock to be examined, and she 
told me she would send for the doctor, and she sent for Dr. 
Brent and he came aud she told him I was there, and he 
told-the office girl to tell the supervisor to give me some din-
ner. 
Q. Did they giYe you any dinner T 
A. Yes, sir, I got dinn~r. 
Q. Who was the first doctor who examined you up there? 
A. Dr. Brent. 
Q. How long· did the examination last Y 
A. Well, about 15 minutes, I guess. 
Q. About 1.5 minutes,? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Had he ever examined you before Y 
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A. If he did I ,don't remember it. 
page 179 ~ Q. You don't remember him ever examining 
you beforet 
A. No, sir. 
Q. And he took about 15 minutes to examine you! 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Did anybody else examine you 1 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Who? 
A. The lady examined me. 
Q. Was she a doctor? 
A. I guess so; I don't know. 
Q. Had you ever. seen her around the hospital before Y 
A. No, sir. 
Q. How loi1g did she take to examine you? 
A. I was in there with her, I guess, about an hour. 
Q. What did she say to you with reference to your condi-
tion? 
· A. She told me that if I did ·as good with the other doctors 
as I was with her everything would work out all right. That 
is what she told me. 
Q. The lady told you that? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. All the people who examined you that day are not down 
here; is that right? 
A. No, sir, all of them is not. The lady is not here. I 
haven't seen- her. 
page 180 ~ Q. How long did it take this other gentleman 
to examine you f 
A. Between five and ten minutes. 
Q. Between five and ten minutes? 
· A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Had he (•ver exumined you before? 
A. Not that I Imo,, of. If he did I can't remember, al-
though he mig·ht have. I don't know. 
Q. Do you remember any questions he asked you? 
A. He asked me what I would do with my money if I got it. 
Q. That is the big· thing· they talked about, was your 
money; is that right f 
A. Practically. 
Q. They didn't ask you what kind of work you were able 
to do, did they? 
A. I told them about taking up the course and that now I 
fix hair hut I could not charge the regular price, that if I 
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did I could make enough for to take care of myself, if I had 
all of my equipment, because I haye a lot of customers, but 
I cannot charge them the regular price. 
Q. They wanted to know what you were going to do with 
your money. What did you tell them you were going to do 
with iU 
A. I told him if I got it I would buy me a ~ome. 
Q. ·whaH 
page 181 ~ A. I told bim if I got it I would buy me a home, 
that I would have it built and furnish it like I 
wanted to, and probably furnish my beauty parlor in my 
home. 
Q. Did you tdl the·m anything about any friends you had 
in Suffolk that yon w0uld turn the money over to? 
1 A. No. I told thorn I could get information I wanted from 
a colQred lawyer ]1ere or doctor. 
Q. How long were you up there altogethor f How much 
time did you f-=pend with them 1 
A. Well-
Q. You were with Dr. Brent 10 to 15 minutes¥ 
A. About 15. 
Q. And the lady kept you about an hour? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And the other doctor had you about five or ten min-
utes? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. N~me of ihem had examined you before for quite some 
time, to the beat of your remembrance; is that right' 
A. Not that I can remember. 
Q. Did they nsk you about your people and how you had· 
been living since you le1ft the hospital ·r 
A. No, sir. 
Q. Did they 011erate on you while you were in the hos-
pital 7 
page 182 ~ A. Yes, Etir. 
Q. ·w1iat did they do¥ 
.A. Well, sterilized me. 
Q. They sterilized you f 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. So you could not have any children Y 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. That was done when f 
A. 1933. 
Q. When yon first went to the hospital V 
A. Yes, sir .. 
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Q. Did you tell any of the doctors about your getting mar-
ried, or that you were going to get married 7 
A. No, sir. 
Q. You didn't tell them 1 
A. No, sir. 
Q. You are going to get married some day, are you f 
A. Some day. 
Q. You are not in nny hurry about it, are you! 
A. No, sir, I am not. 
Q. Do you think you have told the Judge everything about 
ihis matter you want to tell him? 
A. Yes, sir, I tl1ink so. 
CROSS EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Holland: 
page 183 ~ Q. How many nickels are there in a dollar t 
A. Twc·nty. 
Q. How many half dollars in five dollars? 
A. J.t is nine. 
Q. Nine. If you loaned $100.00 out and got six per _cent, 
which is six cents on the dollar, how many dollars would that 
be on the $100.00 ! 
Mr. Fulcher: I object to that. 
The Court: I don't think you could answer that yourself 
hardly. 
Mr. Fulcher : No, sir. In the first place I haven't got 
$100.00 to lend. 
Bv Mr. Holland: 
· Q. Talking about the money, it is a fact that I gave you 
money from time to time, especially around holidays, and 
besides the :$5.00 I wPuld give you $25.00 or $15.00 to buy 
dresses; is that a fact? 
A. I didn't spend it all on dresses. 
Q. I have paid you a good deal more during· the year than 
$9.00 a week? . 
A.. Yes, sir. Sometimes on liolidays I asked you for more 
money, to buy elothes on holidays like other girls does. 
Q. I always gave it to you, didn,t H 
A. Y cs, sh. . 
(~. How much do you make out of the hair 
pag·e 184 ~ dre~sing lm~iness? 
A. Now? 
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Q. Yes. · 
A. Sometimes $3.50 to $4.50, something like that. 
Q. How often? You say $3.50 to $4.50, and during what 
1>eriod do you make thaU Is that a week or a month t 
A. A week. 
Q. A week! 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. How many heads of hair did yon dress when you were 
staying at Mattie Moore's? 
A. When I was staying at M~ttie Moore's? 
Q. Yes. 
A. I can't rem.ember how many I dressed, but I dressed 
some while I was there. 
Q. As a matter of fact,. you dressed ·only two Y 
A. l\tlo:re than two. 
Q. More than two 7 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. You don't know how many f 
A. N 0 1 sir, I don't. Q. Yon got $5.00 a week from me and on holidays you 
say you got $25.00 more, in addition to your living expenses? 
.... \. What1 
page 185 ~ Q. .A.nd ~ometimes yon .make three or four dol-
lars a w,~ek. What do you do with all that money! 
.A. What do I do with it! 
Q. Yes. 
A. I buy my tbing·s, dresses, shoes and things like that, 
and some things for my room such as bed linen. 
Q. Could you add np and multiply these figures the Judge 
gave youY 
The Court: I called her before she finished. She has got 
one worked out. 
page 186 ~ .And afterwards, to-'wit : 
In the Circuit Court of the ,City of Suffolk, on Friday, the 
sixteenth day of lune, in the year of our Lord, one thousand 
nine hundred and thirty-nine: 
· On motion of the plnjntiff and without prejudice to either 
party, it is ordered that Hugh L. Holland, Committee of Caro-
leen Baker, pay to J. M:. Knight, Court Reporter, bis bill for 
One Hundred Thirty-eight and 70/100 ($138.70) Dollars to 
cover Seven and 50/100 ($7.50) Dollars for one-half his fee 
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. for reporting this case, One Hundred Thirty and 20/100 
($130.20) Dollars for transcript, consisting of original and 
two carbons and Oue ( *1.00) Dollar for one-half expenses in 
attending trial. · 
page 187 ~ And afterwards, to-wit: 
In the Circuit Court of the City of Suffolk, on Saturday 
the _eighth day of July, in tl~e year of our Lord, one thousand 
ni~e l~uudred and thirty-nine.: · 
The plaintiff moved the Court on the 18th day of May, 1939, 
to .terminate the office or services of Hugh L. Holland as 
Cqmmittee for Caroleen Baker, "on the g'rounds that the 
m~dersigned has been fully restored to sanity and is fully 
capable of handling her own property, as she the undersigned 
is now twenty-two (22) years of age". Thereupon, ort the 
18th day of May, l 93H, the defendant made a special appear-
ance and moved the Oo:urt to dismiss the said motion on the 
ground that the said plaintiff was incoinpetent to make said . 
motion and that the motion should have been made in her 
name by a next friend approved by the Court, which said 
rµotion by defendant was overruled and to which action the 
q.efendant duly excepted. 
On May 29th, 1939, the Court heard the testimony ore tenus, 
the testimony being taken down hy a court reporter and 
written out. This case was arg·ued by counsel on June 22nd,. 
1939, and at the conclusion of the argument the Court ren-
pered its opinion verbally denying the motion of the plain.,. 
:tiff, but on this day gnve the petitioner time to file heF 
amended notice of motion, which is according·ly this day filed, 
,.and the proceedings came on to be heard upon the papers 
formerly read and upon the amended notice of 
1 page 188 ~ motion tl~is:day filed and the evidence l1eretofore 
· taken an_d was arg·uecl by counsel, and the Court 
offered defendant further time to introduce additional evi-
dence and. to rearguc the cm~e, .·which defendant would not 
: accept. 
Upon cousjdcr~tiou of n11 of which the Court is of the 
.opinion and doth so decide; that Caroleen Baker is still feeble-
minded and the proceedings afores-aid are herehy dismissed, 
to which action of. the· Court· in adjudging the said Caroleen 
·· Baker feeble-minded, denying her motions arid dismissing 
the same the Plain ti ff duly excepted and to wJJich action I of 
the Court in granting said leave and filing said amended mo-
tion the defendant duly objcc.ted and excepted on the grounds 
(1) that the said plaintiff is incompetent to make said 
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amended notice and that such motion should have been made 
in her own name by a next friend approved by the Court; 
(2) that the said plaintiff had waived the additional grounds 
mentioned in the amended notice of motion by coming into 
Court on her original motion; (3) that the said amended mo-
. tion makes out and states an entirely new and different case 
from the original notice of motion; ( 4) the said amended mo-
tion having been offered too late, the testimony having been 
previously heard on May 29th, l.939. 
' 
page 189 ~ And afterwards, to-wit: 
- In the Circuit Court of the City of Suffolk, on the 8th day 
of J"uly, in the year one thousand, nine hundred and thirty-
nine an amended Notice of Motion was filed by Caroleen 
Baker, by her attorney, in the f0I1owir1g ,1mrds and figures, 
to-wit: 
rro Hugh L. Holland, as Committee of Caroleen Baker: 
You are hereby notified that the undersigned, Caroleen 
Baker, will move the Circuit Court of the City of Suffolk, on 
May 18th, 1939, at ten o'clock,· a. m., or as soon thereafter 
as the same may be heard to terminate your authority, if any, 
as committee of Caroleen Baker;, and to require an account-
ing of you as such committee and rendition of the funds and 
property which came, or should have come, ii1to your hands 
as such committee of Caroleen Baker, to her, the said Caro-
leen Baker having been discharged as a person of feeble mind, 
and also to declare null and void the proceeding·s whereunder 
Caroleen Baker was adjudged feeble-minded, for this, that 
Caroleen Baker was not adjudged feeble-minded upon le-
gally competent proceedings or evidence, or by a legally con.-
stituted commission, and also to declare null and void the 
proceedings and order whereunder you were appointed com-
mittee of Caroleen Baker, for this, that the Court appointing 
you as such committee was without jurisdiction in the prem-
ises, but the jurisdiction of which was, and is now, the Hust-





. JOHN H. FULCHER, 
· Counsel for Plaintiff. 
-::···---~ 
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page 190} Alld afterwards, to-wit: 
In the Clerk's Office of the Circuit Court of the City of 
Suffolk, on the 14th day of July, in the year one thousand 
nine hundred 'and thirty-nine, the plaintiff by her attorney, 
filed her Notice of Application for and Certification of Rec-
ord, in the following words and figures, to-wit: 
To Hugh L. Holland, as Committee of Caroleen Baker: 
Take Notice: That on the 25th day of July, 1939, at ten 
o'clock, a. m., or as soon thereafter as the same may be heard, 
at the Courthouse of the Circuit Court of the City of Suffolk, 
the undersigned will present to the Honorable James L. Mc-
Lemore, Judge of the said Court, who presided at the trial 
of the above-mentioned case in the Circuit Court of the City 
of Suffolk, the stenographic record of the evidence and other 
incidents of the trial of the above-styled cause, together with 
the ·original exhibits introduced in evidence for authentica-
tion and verification by the aforesaid Judg·e of the aforesaid 
Court, in ac;cordance with the rules of the Supreme Court 
of Appeals of Virginia, in such case made and provided. 
Take Further Notice : Tl1at the undersigned will, at the ' 
said time and place, request the Clerk of the said Court to 
make up and deliver to his counsel a transcript of the rec-
ord in the aforesaid cause for the purpose of presenting same 
with a petition fo~ a writ of error to the Supreme Court of 
Appeals of Virginia, which writ of error will be 
page 191 ~ to the judgment entered against the undersigned 
as the result of the trial of said cause. 
CAROLEEN BAKER, 
By JOHN H. FULCHER, 
Her Attorney. 
Due and sufficient leg·al service of the above notice is hereby 
accepted this 14th day of .July, 1939. 
HUGH L. HOLLAND, 
As Committee of Caroleen Baker. 
page 192} JUDGE'S CERTIFICATE. 
I, James L. Mcl..emore, Judge of the Circuit Court of the 
City of Suffolk, Virginia, who presided over the foregoing 
trial of the case af Caroleen Baker v. Hug·h L. Holland, .Com-
mittee of Caroleen Baker, in said Court, at Suffolk, Virginia, 
122 Supreme Court of Appeals of Virginia. 
011 May 29th, 1939, do certify that the foregoing is a true 
and correct copy and report of all the evidence, together with 
all the motions, objections and exceptions on the part of the 
respective parties, the action of the Court in respect thereto, 
and all other incidents of the said trial of the said cause, 
with the motions, objections and exceptions of the respective 
parties as therein set forth. 
As to the original exhibits introduced in evidence, as shown 
by the foregoing report, to-wit: Exhibits A, B, C, D, E, F, 
G, Hand I, and Exhibits 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7, which have been 
initialed by me for the purpose of identification, it is agTeed 
by the plaintiff and the defendant that they shall be trans-
mitted to the Supreme Court of Appeals .as a part of the rec-
ord in this cause in lieu of certifying to the Court a copy of 
said exhibits. 
I do further certify that the attorney for the defendant 
had reasonable_ notice, in writing, given by counsel for the 
plaintiff of the time and place ·when the foregoing 
page 193 ~ report of the testimony, exhibits, exceptions, and 
other .incidents of the trial would be tendered and · 
presented to the unde1~signed for signature and authentica-
tion, and that the Raid !'eport was presented to me on the. 
day of .. . 1939, within less than sixty days 
after the entry of the final judgment in said cause. 
Given under my hand this 25 day of July, 1939 . 
. JAMES L. McLEMORE, 
Judge of the Circuit Court of the 
City of Suffolk, Virginia. 
I, C. L. Hutchins, Clerk of tlie Circuit. Court of the City 
of Suffolk, Virginia, do hereby certify that the foregoing is 
a copy and report of -the testimony, .exhi.bits, exceptions, an~ 
other. incidents of the trial in the case of Caroleen Baker v. 
Hugh L. Holland, Committe~, and that .the original thereof 
and said copy duly autJie.nticated by the .Judge ofi.:said Cour,t, 
were lodg·ed and filed with me as Clerk of the said Court on 
the 25" day of July, 1939_. 
. CHAS. L. HUTCHLNS, ; I 
Clerk of the Circuit Court of the 
City of Suffolk, Virginia. 
By .................. Deputy. 
Fee for this record, $11.58. Paid. 
A Copy-Teste: 
M. B. WATTS, C. C. 
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